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POREWORD

The Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium (IVJAVCC) was organized for the
purpose of developing instructional material for the eleven member states. Priorities for
developing MAVCC material are determined annually based on the needs as identified by all
member states. One priority identified was basic 'electronics. This publication is a part of a
project designed to provide the needed instructional material for basic electronics programs.

The_success of this publication is d,ue, in large part, to_the capabilities of thapersonnel
who worked with.its development. The technical writers have numerous years of industry as
well as teaching experience. Assisting them in their efforts_were representatives of each of
the member states who brought with them technical expertise and the experience related to
the classroom and to the trade. To assure that the materials would parallel the industry
environment and be accepted as a transportable basic teaching tool, organizations and
industry representatives were involved in the developmental phases of the,manual. Appre-
ciation is extended to them for their valuable contributions.

This publication is designed to assist teachers in improving,instruction. As these publi-

cations are used, it is hoped that the student performance will improve and that students
will be better able to assume a role in their chosen occupation, basic electronics.

Instructional materials in this publication are written in terms of student performance
using measurable objectives. This is an innovative approach to teaChing that accents and
augments the teaching/learning process. Criterion referenced evalu'atiGn instruments are
provided for Uniform measurement of student progress. In addition to evaluating recall
information, teachers are encouraged to evaluate the other areas including process and

product as indicated at the end 6f each instructional unit.

It- is- the sincere belief of ,the MAVCC personnel and .all those members who served

on the committee that this publication will allow the students to become better prepared .
and more effective members of the work force.

David Merrill,
Chairman
Boarq of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

CurriCulurn Consortium



PREFACE

For many years those responsible for teaciiing basic electronics have felt a need for
instructional materials to use in this area. A team of teachers, industry representatives, and
trade and industrial education staff members accepted this challenge ,and have prOduced
manuals which will meet the needs of many types of courses where students are expected to
become proficient in the area of electronics. The MAVCC Basic Electronics II publication is
designed to include the basic information needed to be able to attain that proficiency.

A5 with all efforts of this nature, feedback from the instructors-selected to use these
curriculum materials will reatly. assist MAVCC in evaluating its effort and contribute
significantly to plans for future 'Material development.

, Every effort has been made to make this publication.basic, readable and by all rans,
usable. Three vital parts of instruction have been intentionally omitted from this pu ica--,

tion: motivation, personalization, and localization. These areas are left to the individual
instructors and the instructors should capitalize on them. Only then will this publication
really become a vital part of the teaching-learning process,

Ann Benson
Executive Director,
Mid-America Vocational
Curriculum Consortium, Inc.

fOr the MAVCC Boar=c1 Of Ditectors:

David Merrill, Chairman, South Dakota
Merle Rudebusch, Vice-Chairman, Nebraska
Jim Dasher,-Arkansas
Bill Barnep, Colorado
Ed Hankins, Kansas
Amon Herd, Missouri
David Poston, LouiLiana
Bob Patton, Oklahoma
Pat Lindley, Texas .

Larry Barnhardt, North Dakota
Alan Morgan, New Mexico
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

The Basic Electronics II curriculum ihcludeS 15 units. Each instructional unit includes
some or all of the _basic components of a unit of instruction: performance objectives,_
sliggested activities for teachers and students, information_sheets, assignment sheets, visual
aids, tests, and answers to the test:'Units are planned for more than one lesson or class
period of instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
B. The skilk which must Ceslemonst`rated

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Arhount of class time, needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
° P. Resource People who must be contacted

Objectivei

/ Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
deals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and af;complishment for the student:

Perf6rmance objectives are stated in twu forms: unit objectives, steting the subject
matterto be Covered-ina unit of instruction; and specific objectives, stating the student per-

.
formance necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it
is important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of
the objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for
this curriculum to mist in promoting the, effectiveness of the communication among all
individuakusing the materials:

Following is a list of performance terms and.their synonyms which may have been used
in this material':

Name Identify Describe --
Label Select Define
List in writirig Mark Discuss in writing-

List orally Point out piscuss orally

Letter Pick out I nterpret

Record Choose Tell how
Repeat Locate Tell what
Give Explain

1.0



Order
Arrange
Sequence
List in order
Classify
Divide '-
Isolate
Sort

Distinguish Construct
Discriminate Draw

Make
Build
Design
Formulate
Reproduce
Transcribe
Reduce
Increase
Figure

Demonstrate Additional Terms Used
Show your work Evaluate, Prepare

?

Show p rocedu re Connplete Make
Perform an experiment Analyze Read
Perform the steps Calculate Tell
Operate Estimate Teach
Remove' Plan 'a Converse
Replace Observe Lead
Turn off/on Compare State
(Dis) assemble Determine Write
(Dis) connect, Perform

1

.6

Reading of the objectives by the student should be Jollowed by a claSs discussion to
answer any questiorns concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers shouki feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs of
the students and çmmunity. When teachers add objectiVes, they should remember to
supply the needed i fbrmation, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion tests.

.Suggested Activities for the- Instructor:

Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow in
accomplishing specific objectives. Duties'of instructors will vary according to the particular.
unit; however, for best use of the material they should include the following: provide
students with objective sheet, information sheet, assignmerit sheets, and job sheets; preview
filmstrips, make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit
and specific objectives and information sheet; give test. teachers are-encouraged to use any
additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students in accomplishing the

g

objectives. .

Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content-essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge) ob-
jectives in the unit. The teacher will find that the information sheets, serve as an excellent
guide for presenting the backgrkund knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified .In
the unirobjective.

Students should read the information sheets before the information is discussed in
class. Students may tge additional notes on the information sheets.

xii
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Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as
well as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process. Ti ansparen-
cies may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the in-

. formation sheets. They are particularly effective when idantiticatioD is necessary.

Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be imme-
diately ayailable 'for use. Transparencies direct the class's 'attention to the topic of discus-
sion. They should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment Of each unit. The instructor should be able to
and in most situations should deni6strate the skills outlined in the job sheets procedures
outlined in the job sheets give direction to tile skill t5eing taught and allow both student-ant
teacher to check student progress toward ihe accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets
provide a ready outline for students to follow if they have missed a demonstration. Job
sheets also furnish potential employers with a picture of the skills being taught and.the
performances which might reasonably be expected from a person who has had this training.

Assignment Sh'eets

Assignment sheets giye diregtion to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
activities to develop the knowledges which are necessary prereqUisites to skill development.
These may be given to the student for completion in class or used for homework assign-
ments. Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teach,er for
checking student progress.

Test and Evaluation

Paper-pencil and performance tests have been.sonstructed to measure student achieve-
ment of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items maype pulled
out and used as a short test to determine studea achievement of a particular objective. This
kind or testing may be used as a daily quiz arid' will help the teacher spot difficulties being
encountered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit otijective. Test items for ob-
jectives added by the teacher should be constructed and aaded to the test.

, Test Answers

Test answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or
student for checking student achievement of the objectives.

11,
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BASIC ELECTRONICS II

INSTRUCTIONAL/TASK ANALYSIS

JOB TRAINING: What:the
Worker Should Be 3.,k b I e fo Do

(Psychomotor)

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)
a

UNIT I: REVIEW OF THE NATURE
aF MATTER AND THE P-N JUNCTION

1. Termsr
2. Component of an atomic model

a

3. Types of bonding

4. Semiconductor crystal structures

5. Majority and minority carriers

tl 6. Components of a P-N junction

7.. P-N junction polarity

P-N junction characteristic curves

9. Draw schematic symbols

10. Perform static test on semi-conductor
diodes

11. Plot characteristic curves

UNIT II: RECTIFIERS

7. Ocicutate average'DC voltage

8. Draw current flow in a specified rectifier

-

XV

1. Terms

2. Input and output waveforms

3. Formulas for average and DC
output voltage

4. Conventional full-wave rectifiers
and full-wave bridge rectifiers

5. Formulas for average ahd peak DC
output voltage

6. DC output voltage of a multiplier
circuit
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What

Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker-Should Know
(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

9. Construct and test a half-wave rectifier
circuit

10, Construct and test_ a fuil-wave bridge'
rectifiercircuit

-Constrbcrand-test a vOltage doubler: circuit

o,

UNIT III: FILTERS

1. Terins

2. Purposes of filters

3. Voltage waveshapes

4. Basic.filter types

5. Basic filter configurations

6. Ripple factor

7. CalculateTipple factor and percqpt
regblation

8. Consteuct and test a capacitor filter circuit

9. Construct and test a Pi-section filter circuit

UNIT1V: SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR,DIODES

xvi

1. Terms

2. Schematic symbols

3. Components of a zener diode

4. Applications of zener diodes

5. Components of tunnel diodes

6. Applications of tunnel diodes

7. Bias voltage and barrier capacitance
in varactor diodes

8. AppliCations of varactor diodes

9. Instantaneous forward current in
light-emitting diodes

10. Applications of light-emitting
diodes-
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JOB TRAANING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor)

7. Label a transistor cIrcuit

8. Test transistors

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the WorkerzShould Know

(Cobnitive)

UNITN: TRANSISTORS

-1. Terms

2. Basics of PNP apd NPN transistors

3. Major uses of transistors

4. Voltage drop for germanuim and
siricon transistors

5. Biasing arrangements for PNP and
NPN transistors

6. Typical types of transistors

UNIT VI: BIPOLAR-JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

1. Terms

-
2. Ba;sic types of transistor circuits

3. Circuit current gain

4. Gain characteristics

5. Signal voltage phase reversal

6. Applications of transistor circuits

7. Impedances for basic transistor
circuits

8. Compute stage gain in decibels

9. Construct and test a Common-emitter circuit

10. Construct and test a common-base circuit

11. Construct arid test a ccrmmon-collector
circuit

12. Plot a transistor output characteristic curve

xvii



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Workers Should Be Able to Do the Wo ker Shouid Know

(Psychomotor) ognitive)

'UNIT VII: TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIE

1. Terms

2. Voltage divider bias circuit

3. Lebkage current

4. Classes of amplifiers

5. Class B push-pull amplifiers

p. Darlington-pair circuits

7. Common-emitter Class A amplifier
circuits

8. Types of coupling
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7. Construct and test an inverting amplifier;
8. Construct and test a noninverting amplifier

9. Construct and test a DC summing inverting
amplifier

10. Construct and test a differential amplifier

xviii

4. DC summing inverting and
differential amplifiers
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)
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2. Schematic symbols

3. Truth tables

4. Construct and test,an IC "AND" gate circuit

5. Construct and test an. IC "OR" gath circuit
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circuit
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3. Truth table for half-adder
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1. Terms
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3. Triacs

4. Diac applications

5. Thermistor types

6. UJT characteristic curves
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JOB tRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATIQN: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

8. Types of MOF ETs

9. Types of IGFETs

10. Construct and test-silicon-
"controlled rectifier circuits

11. borstruct and test a unijunctioh
tra.isistor relaxation oscillator

_

12. Construct and test a field-effect
transistor amplifier
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control circuit
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1. Terms
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JOBTRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Workerthould Know
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7. Output frequencies
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9. Limiter stage
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REVIEW CiF THE NATURE OF MATTER
AND THE P-I\I JUNCTION

UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student should "be able to match terms and definitions
associated with matter and the P-N junction,.desdibe the forward and reverse characteristics
of a P-N junction diode, construct and test a semiconductor diode circuit and plot the diode
characteristic curves. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the pro-
cedures outlined in the job sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to the nature of matter and the P-N junction with their
correct definitions.

2. Label the nucleus, protons, neutrons, electrons, and the valence shell of an atomic
model.

3. Match types-of bonding with-their materials.

4. Identify semiconductor crystal structures.

5. State the majority and minority carriers and their electrical polarity in N-type and
P-tyre semiconductors.

6, Complete a list of four methods and techniques used to manufacture a P-N

junction.

7. Sketch ab P-N junction and label the P material, the N material, the depletion
region, and the, barrier potential. showing voltage ranges for the silicon and ger-
manium diodes.

8. Label the proper polarity for a reverse-biased P-N junction and a forward-biased
P-N junction.

9. Draw the schematic symbol for a diode, label the cathode, the anode and show
the electrical polarity of each terminal to forward bias the device.'

10. Identify, from the P-N junction tliode characteristic curves, the forward-bias
region, the reverse-bias region, the majority carriers, and the minority carriers.

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a static test on semiconductor diodes.

b. Test a semiconductor diode and plot the characteristic curves.



REVIEW OF THE NATURE OF MATTER
AND THE P-N JUNCTION

UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES .

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and job sheets.

I I I-. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss informakion sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

MIL Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C, Transparency ma"sters

1. TM 1--Atomic Model

.2. TM 2Semiconductor Crystal Structures

3. TM 3--P-N Junction

4. TM 4--Forwerd and Reverse Bias

5. TM 5P-N Junction Diode Characteristic Curves

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Perform a Static Test of Semiconductor Diodes

2. Job Sheet #2Test a Semiconductor Diode and Plot the Characteristic
Curves

F. Test

G. Answers to test

II. ReferenceGrob, Bernard. Basic Electronics. Third Edition. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1971.

20
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REVIEW OF THE NAT')RE OF MATTER
AND THE P-N JUNCTION

UNIT 1

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. AtomThe smallest particle of an element containing electrons, protons, and
neutro&

B. Nucleus--The core of the atom which contains two major particles, pro-
tons and neutrons

C. Proton--An alementary atomic particle within the nucleus with a posi-
tive electrical charge

D. ElectronAn elementary atomic particle in orbit around the nucleus with a
neg4t#ie electrical charge

E. NeutronAn elementary atomic particle within the nucleus with no electrical
charge

F. ShellOne of the orbital or energy levels of the electrons about the nucleus

G. Valence number--The number of electrons in the outermost orbital shell
(valence shell) of an atom-

H. Covalent bonding7-Two or more atoms sharing electrons in their outer
shell to form a stable molecule

I. Iritrinsic material--A pure crystal of a material

J. Extrinsic material--An intrinsic material to which an impurity has been
added

K. InsulatorA material with very few or no free electrons in the valence shell

(NOTE: This normally includes Valence Groups 1 to 1 II.)

L. ConductorA material that has 1 or ,2 electrons in the valance shell that are
not tightly bound to the nuclei

N\NN
,

(NOTE: This normally includes Valence Groups II to VIII.)---- ,

M. SemiconductorA material in.which the valence shell is.partially filled with
electrd s which can be.removed:when some form of energy is applied to the
material

(NOTE: This norqIly includes Valence Group IV.)

N. DopingThe process o adding impurities to an intrinsic materiale \e

BE II - 5
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INFORMATION SHEET

P-N junction-The region where N-type and P-type semiconductor material
join together

P. Bias-External electric potential (voltage) applied to a P-N junction

Q. Diode--A two-terminal device consisting of a P-N junction which allows
majority carriers to flow in one direction

R. Bonding-The hording together of atoms to form a molecule

S. Majority*carriers--Electrons in N-type material and 'holes in P-type material

T. Minority. carriers-Electrons in P-type material and holes in N-type material

U. Holes-The absence of electrons in a covalent bond

V. Peak inverse- voltage (Ply or PRV)--The ,maximum reverse-bias voltage
which can be applied to a P-N junction without damage to the junction

W. Depletion region-The junction area that has no free charges ,

II. Atomic model (Transparency 1)

A. NuCleus

B. Proion

C. Neutron

D. Election

E. Valence shell

III. Types of bonding and their materials

A. Covalent-Insulators and semiconductors

B. I onic--Gases

C., Metallic-Conductors

IV. Semiconductor crystal structures (Transparency.2)

A. Intrinsic;-Pure semiconductor crystal

B. Extrinsic--N-type "semiconductor crystal

1. Impurity

2. Free electron
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. ExtrinsicP-type semiconductor crystal'

1. Impurity

2. Hole

CZI

V. Majority and minority carriers and their electrical polarity

A. N-type

1. MajoritY carriersElectrons, negative charge

2. Minority carriersHolespositive charge

B. P-type

1. Majority carriersHoles, positive charge

2. Minority carriers--Electrons, negative charge

VII ,P-N junction manufacturing methods and techniques

A. Molten method or grown-junction technique

B. Epitaxial-growth method

C. Diffusion method

D. Alloy method

VII. Depletion or barrier region of a P-N junction and the barrier potential (Trans-
parency 3).

A. Silicbn diode barrier potential = 0.6 to 0.7 volts

B. Germanium diode barrier potential = 0.2 to 013 volts

VIII. P-N junCtion bias (Transparency 4)

A. Reverse bias--Positive battery terminal connected to N-type material

B. Forward biasPositive battery terminal connected to the P-type mater-
ial

IX. Diode schematic symbols (Transparency 5)

A. Anode 4. P-section,

B. Cathode - N-secton

C. -Symbol

(NOTE: The arrow points to the N-type material.)

23
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V.

INFORMATION SHEET

X. junction diode characteristic curves

A. Forward-biat region

B. Reverse-bias region

C. Majority carriers

D. Minority carriers

E. Breakdown

(NOTE: Breakdown occurs when Piy is exceeded.)

ransparency 5)
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PrType Germanium
Crykal

/

Extrinisc

27
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-N Junction

BE II -13

[BARRIER POTENTIAL -

f SILICON 0.6 TO 0.7 VOLT
GERMANIUM 02 TO 0.3 VOLT

+ + + + + e+ +

+ + + +

N + + + + + +
,

p
+ + + + + + +

_ + + + + + + +

DEPLETION REGION

P-N JUNCTION
Showing Barrier Potential

. And

Depletion Region

.

TM 3



Forward and Reverse Bias

GNI III

Llev:se Current High Resistance

I I
Reverse Biased P-N Junction

N

411

SWIM _÷,. ...1_.
4..

LLow ResistanceForward Current
-

I 1

Forward Biased P-N Junction

(Note .Barrier potential increases and depletion
region widens.as reverse bias is increased.)

29
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P-N Junction Diode Characteristic Curves

+!

PIV
1-6

Reverse Bias Region
Voltage

Breakdown

'30

Majority
Carriers

Voltage

'Minority
Carriers

Forward Bias Region'

Anode + Cathode

Schematic Symbol

31 '1



REVIEW OF.THE NATURE OF MATTER
AND THET-N JUNCTION

UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1--PERFORM A STATIC TEST OF
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES

I. Tools and equipment

A. 2 mu It iMeters

B. 3 different types of diodes from your instructor

II. Procedure

"BE II - 19

A. betermine the polarity of' your ohmmeter leads by connecting them to a
voltmeter

B. Mark.the polarity of the ohmmeter leads

C. Connect the positive lead of the ohmmeter to the anode of the diode and the
negative lead of the ohmmeter to the cathode of the diode.

D. 'Read and record the ohmmeter reading in the data table

(NOTE: The ohmmeter should be on a R x 100 scale to avoid possible
damage to the diode.)

E. Reverse the ohmmeter connection to the diode, read and record the ohm-
' meter reading

F. Determine from the ohmmeter reading whether the diode is good or bad

(NOTE: A good diode will have a low ohmic reading in the forward-biased
direction and a high ohmic'reading when reversed biased.)

G. Repeat the aboveprocedure for each of your diodes

DATA TABLE I - STATIC TEST

DIODE FORWAFfD
RESISTANCE

REVERSE
RESISTANCE

GOOD OR
,

BAD
-.

D3

D4
,

.32
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EW-O F THE-NAT-UREOF-MATTE R
AND THE P-N JUNCTION

0 UNIT I

JOB SHEET #2.TEST A SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE
AND PLOT THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

Tools and equipment

A. Variable DC powersupply (0-30 volts)

B. 1-220 ohm, 5 Watt resistor

C. 1-silicon diode ( 1N914 or equivalent) optional germanium diode

D. 2-multimeters

E. Graph paper

II. Procedure

A., Connect the following circuit for a reverse-biased diode but do not apply
power

,(NOTE: Connect the multimeters as voltmeters an bserve the proper
polarity.)

Variable
DC Power Supply

B. Apply power

C, Read and record VD (voltage across the diode) and VR (voltage across the
resistor) when the power supply is set at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, .5, 10, 15, 20, and 25
volts

0.

(NOTE: The peak inverse voltage rating of the diode must be equal to
or greater than 25 volts.)

Turn the power supply off

E. Reverse the diode connection in the circuit so it will be forward biased

F. Read and record VD Sand VR for power supply settings of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 2, 4, volts

3 3

BE I I
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G. Compute the current flowing in the circuit for each reading taken in steps B
and E

H. Draw a graph of the diode.forward and reverse characteristic curve

(NbTE: The horizontal axis should be VD and the vertia axis should
-be ID')

I. Check your calculations and your graph with your instructor

^

34



V
Supply

vo

V
Supply

VD

3.5

JOB SHEET #2

DATA TABLES

TABLE I - REVERSE BIAS

ov v 2V 3V 4V 5V 10v 16v 20v 25v

TABLE II FORWARD BIAS

0,0 . 1V .2V 3.V 4.V .5V V V . 8V 19V 1. 0V 2. °V 4. °V

.. ,

,
,

,

33



REVIEW OF THE NATURE OF MATTER
AND THE P-N JUNCTION

UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Mathh the terms on the-right with their correct definiiions.

,a. Two or 'more, atoms sharing .electrons in
their outer shell to form a stable molecule

b. The smallest particle of an element containing
electrons, protons, and.neutrons

c. The number of electrons in the outermost
orbital shell of an atom

d. The core of the "atom which contains two
major particles,-protons and neutrons

e. One of the orbital or energy levels of the
electrons about the nucleus

f. An elementary atomic particle within the
nucleus with a positive electrical charge_

g. An elernAtary atomic particle within the
nucleus with no electrical charge-

h. An elementary atomic particle in orbit
around the nucleus with a negative elec-
trical charge

i. An intrinsic material to which an impur-
ity has been added

Gj. A two-terminal device consisting of a P-N
junction which allows majority carriers to
flow in one direction

k. External electric potential applied fo a

P-N jiinction

I. The region where N-type and P-type semi-
conductor material join together

m. The process of adding impurities to in in-
rinsic-materia

1. Atom

2. Nucleus

3. Proton

4. Electron

5. Neutron

6. Shell

7. Valence number

8. Covalent bonding

9. Insulator

10. Intrinsic material

11: Extrinsic material

12. Diode

13. Bias I

14. P-N junction,

15. Doping

Conductor

n. A material in which the valence shell is '
partially filled with electrons which can be
removed when some form of energy is applied
to the matedal

3 1

16.

17.

18.

19.

Semiconductor

Bonding

Majority carriers

20. Minority carriers

21. Holes

22. Depletion region

BE II ;25-

21 Peak inverse voltage
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.1*

-a o. A material that has 1 or 2 electrons in ethe

valence shell-that are not tightly bound to

4.

the nuclei
' V

p. A,material with very few or no free electrons
in -die valence shell

q. A pure,crystal of a material

r. The .absence of electrons in %a covalent bond

s. -AElectrons in P-type material and h- oles it
N-type maserial ,

. t. The holding together of atoms to form a
molecule

s

u. Electrons in N-type material and holes in
P-type material

v. The maximum reverse-bias 'voltage which
can be applied to a P-N junction without
darnage tb ttie junction

w. The junction area that has no free charges
o.

2., Label the nucleus, protons, neutrons, electrons, and the valence shell of the atomic
,Model given below.

,f

%

a. C.

b. d.

e.

3 8
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3. Match types of bonding on the right with the materials to which they 'apply,

a. Conductors

b. qases

c. Insulators and semiconductors

1. Covalent

2. Ionic

3. Metallic

BEA :27
_

4. rdentify an intrinsic silicon crystal, an extrinsic N-type silicon crVstal, and an extrinsic
P-type germanium crystal.

11 411

11 II ll

=0=0=0=
11 11 II ,

II II II

Free Electron

Imp\urity

II II- II

® '0 0=
11 \11._

=0,°0=
II II II

-®=0=0=
41 11 11

a.. b. c.

-5. State the majority and minority carriers and their\ electrica1 polarite, in N-type and
Ptype semicOnductqrs.

N-type

a. Majority carriers are

\ b. Minority carriers are

P-type

a. Majority carriers are

b. Minority carriers are

33
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Complete a list of four methods and techniques used to manufacture a P-N junction.,

a. Molten method or grown-junction technique

b. Expitaxial-growth method

, C.

d.

7. Sketch a P-N
1
junction and label the P material, the N material, the depletion region,

and the barrier potential showing voltage ranges for the silicon and germaniuM diodes.

tP



8.. Label the proper polarity <for the reverse-biased P-N junction and the forward-baised
P-N junction in the following illustrations. /

LRev.zse Current High Resistance

jF-
Reverse,Biased P-N Junction

4

Forwarii .Current Low Resistance.

ForwardBiased P-N Junction

9. Draw the schematic symbol for a diode, label the 'cathode, the anode and show -the

electrical polarity to forward bias the device.

0

BE 11 - 29
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10. Identify, from the following P-N junction diode characteristic curves, the forward-bias
region, the reverse-bias region, the majority carriers; and-the minority carriers.

a. c.

b. d.

11. 'Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a static check of semiconductor diodes.

b. Test a semiconductor diode and plot the characteristic curves.

(NOTE: If these activities have nottbeen accomplished prior to test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed,)

1

42



REVIEW OF 'ME NATURE OF MATtER
AND THE P-N JUNCTION

UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 8 i. 11 q. 10

b. 1 j. 12 r. 21

c. 7 k. 13 s. 20
d. 2 I. 14 t. 18

e. 6 m. 15 u. 19

f. 3 n. 17 v. 23
g. 5 o. 16 w. 22
h. 4 P. 9

a. Valence shell
b. NOutron
c. Electron
d. Proton
e. Nucleus

3. a. 3
b. 2
c. 1

4. a. Intrinsic silicon crystal
b. Extrinsic N-type silicon crystal
c. .Extrinsic P-type germanium crystal

5. N-type

a. Electrons, negative charge
b. Holes, positive charge

P-type.

a. Holes, positive charge
b. Electrons,megative charge

6. c. Diffusion method
d. AIloY method

0
43
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7.

8.

SILICON P07;-O "T.7 L VOLT

GERMANIUM 02 10 0.3 VOLT

+ . + + + -F -+ +

+

+-RI-
-+ + + + + + +

. + + + + + + +

DEPLETION REGION

mob

+ ++

++
.++
+4.

Lieve Curreni High Resistance

I--r
Reverse Biased P-N Junction

N P

+

1._Forward Current Low Resistance

Forward Biased P-N Junction

44
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9.

Anode + Cathode

'10. a. Majority Carriers
b. Reverse-bias region

Forward-bias region
d: Minority carriers

11. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

BE 11 - 33



RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, .the student should be able to state the formula which relates
peak input voltage to average DC output voltage, identify conventional half-wave and
full-wave rectifier circuits, and construct and test a half-wave rectifier, a full-wave rect;fier,
and a voltage multiplier circuit. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing,
the procedures-outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the
unit test.

SPECI F IC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to rectifiers with.their correct definitions.

2. Sketch the input and output waveforms for a basic half-wave rectifier circuit.

3. State the formulas for the average and peak DC output voltage of a half-wave
rectifier. -

4. Identify a conventional full-wave rectifier and a full-wave bridge rectifier.

5. Select true statements concerning the advantages of a full-wave over a half-wave
rectifier.

p. State the formulas for the average and peak DC output voltage of a full-wave
rectifier.

7. Determine the DC output voltage of a multiplier-circuit.

8. Calculate average DC voltage for half-wave rectifier a full-wave rectifier circuits.

9. Indicate the direction of current flow in a full-wave bri ge rectifier and a conven-
tional full-wave rectifier.

10. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test a half-wave rectifier circuit.

b. Construct and test a full-wave bridge rectifier circuit.

c. Construct and test a voltage doubler circuit:

6
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RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. 'Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV: Dis:uss unit and specific objectives.

V. D'sciiss information nd assignment sheets.

VI. . Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1Half-Wave Rectifier Circuits

2. TM 2--Conventional Full-Wave Rectifier

3. TM 3--Bridge Rectiiier

4. TM 4--Voltage Doubler Circuit

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1Calculate Average DC Voltage for Half-Wave

and Full-Wave Rectifier Circuits

2. Assignment Sheet #2Indicate the Direction of Current Flow in a
,Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier and a Conventional Full-Wave Rectifier

E. Answer to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets-

1. Job Sheet #1--Construct and Test a Half-Wave Rectifier Circuit

-2. Job Sheet #2Construct and test a Full-Wave Bridge RectMer Circuit

BE'll -37
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3. Job Sheet #3--Construct and Test a Voltage Doubler Circuit

G. Test

H. Answers to test

II. Reference--Grob, Bernard. Basic Electronics. Third Edition. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1971.

.

-

.

.

N

N.
14----

.

o
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RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I; Terms and definitions

A. Rectifier circuit--A circuit that converis AC voltages to pulsating DC voltages

B. Half-wave rectifier--A circuit that converts AC. voltage to pulsating DC
voltage and allows DC current to flow only through the load during one-half
of each AC input cycle

C. Full-wave rectifier--Pi circuit that converts AC voltage to pulsating DC
voltage and allows current to flow in the same direction through,the load for
both halves of the input AC voltage cycle

D. Transforr..er--A device which is used to either step up (increase) or step
Own (decrease) theAC voltage in a rectifier circuit

E. Bridge rectifier--A type of rectifier circuit that requires four diodes in order
to make a full-waYe rectifier

F. Voltage doubler--A rectifier circuit that is used to increase (double) the DC
output yolfage without using a.step up transformer

II. Input and output waveforms for a basic half-wave rectifier circuit (Trans-
parency 1)

A. Input voltage-- +

B. Output voltage--
OR

ll I. Formulas for the avera-ge and peak DC output voltage of a half-wave rectifier

A. Vdc = .318 Vpk

.B. Vpk = 1.414 Vrmi

IV. Full-wave rectifiers (Transparencies 2 and 3)

A. Conventional

B. Full-wave bridge



a INFORMATION SHEET

V. Advantages of a full-wave over a half-wave rectifier

A. More efficient

B. Less ripple effect

C. Wider variety of applications

VI. Formulas for the average and peak DC output voltage of a full-wave rectifier

A. Vdc = -.636 Vpeak

B. .Vpki.4t4Vrms

VII. Steps in determining the DC voltage of a multiplier circuit

A. Determine the voltage input (Transparency 4)

B. Multiply the peak input voltage times the number ot rectifiers

Example:

Load Resistor

120V AC Input X'2 '(rectifiers) = 240V DC odtput

(NOTE: This is an example of a Voltage doubler used_ima specialized-multi-_ _

plier circuit.)



Half-Wave Rectifier Circuits

Input Voltage

Load Resistor +

Output Voltage

\ Input Voltage

Load Resistor
Ouiput Voltage

BE II - 41

TM 1.



Ac
LINE

Conventional Full-Wave Rectifier

c--

D2
*52

OUTPUT

112
..J002iO4

(Note:1f diodes pl and 02 Were
reversed, the output voltage
would be reversed,)

53



S.

Bridge Rectifier

(Note : If each of the diodes were
reversed the output would pe
reversed.)

55



Voltage Doubler Circuit

Ac Line

- Filament Transformer

Vout

BE 11 - 47

TM 4



RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

BE 11 - 49

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE AVERAGE DC VOLTAGE FOR
HALF=WAVE RECTIFIER-AND FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER CIRCUITS

1. Calculate the average DC voltage for the following circuit.

VL

Vdc =

.2. Calculate the average DC voltage for the following circuit.

Time

VL

Time

Vdc =

3. Calculate the transformer's secondary rms-voltage.

Vrms =



50

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

4. Calculate the average DC voltage-for the following circuit.

doagt

58



RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--INDICATE THE DIRECTION OF CURRENT
FLOW IN A,FULL-WAVEBRIDGE RECTIFIER AND A

CONVENTIONALFULL-WAVE R ECTI HER

1. Trace and label the paths of the current flow through the bridge rectifier circuit and
the load for one complete input cycle and label the voltage polarity at points A and B

2. Trace and label the paths of the current flow through a conventional full-wave rectifier
circuit for one complete input cycle.

D1

59
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RECTIFiERS
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1. V (peak) 1.414 VrmsL

V L(peak) = (1.414)(30) = 42.4V

Vdc = 0.318 V L(peak)

Vdc = (0.318) (42.4) = 13.5V

2. v (1.414) (400) = 565VL(peak)

Vdc = (0.318) (565) = 180V

3. v Upeak) 54 = 170
- 0.318

Vrins 170 = 120V
1.414

4. -Vpeak 1.414 x-120 =--- 170V

Vdc = (0.636) (170) = 108V

Assignment Sheet #2

02

First half -cycle

60

DC
Output
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-

Second half-cycle

2.
0 1

02

, First half-cycle

D 1

02

Second half-cycle

-

,

$
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RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1--CONStRUCT AND TEST A HALF-WAVE
RECTIFtER-CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. Low power filament transformer (120V Primary)

B. Silicon diode, 1N914 or:equivalent

C. 2-6800 Ohm, 172 Watt resistors

D. Multimeter

E. Oscilloscope

F. Graph paper

II. Procedure

(CAUTION: 'Dangerous voltage levels are present during this procedure. Check
with your instructor regarding safety procedures.i

A. Connect the. multimeter (set for AC) to secondary of the filament trans-
former

B. Plug the filament transformer into the lee voltage and measure the second-.
ary voltage at points A and B

C: Turn off the power

D. 'Connect the following circuit to the secondary of the filament transformer

Filament
Transformer

Sec. Voltage

62

1

6800 ..rt
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JOB SHEET #1 0

E. Turn the powet on

F. Measure the voltage between points A and B apd 1.-..ecord this below as the AC
input voltage

G. Measure and,record the DC output voltage with the multimeter

H. Observe and make a scale drawing below of the AC input voltage (A to
B) and the DC output voltage (C to B)

I. Calculate the average DC autput voltage and compare it to the measured
DC output voltage

J. Check your calculations and yourdrawing with your instructor

DATA:

Measured voltage A to B Vrms

Measured voltage B to C Vrms

Calculated output voltage V dc

63



RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST.A
FULL-WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. Auto transformer (0-130V)

B. Pdwer transformer (110-220V CT)

BE II - 57

(NOTE: You may .use a low povhr filament transformer. See Job Sheei'#1.)

C. Four silicon diodei IN914 or equivalent

D. 1-10k, 1W resistor

E. 'Altimeter

\ F. Oscilloscope

G. Graph paper

II. Procedure

AC Line

(CAUTION: Dangel'ous voltage levels are present during,this procedure. Avoid
- shock hazards.)

A. Construct the circuit shown beloW but do not connect power at this time

Auto Traniformer
Power

Transformer

B. Have your instructor check your cirCuit

C. Connect the multimeter across the secondary of the pciwer transformer

D. Connect the auto transformer to the AC line and adjust for a reading of 10V
on the multimeter
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JOB SHEET #2

E. Read and record the DC voltage across the/10K load resistor

F. Connect an oscilloicope across the filament transformer secondai-y and
observe and s.ketch,the waveform

G. Connect an oscilloscope across the 10K load resistor and observe and sketch
the waveform

H. Calculate the average DC output voltage and compare with the measured
DC output voltage

I., , Check your calculations and your sketch with your instructor

DATA:

Measured voltage A to B V
rms

Measured voltage B to C Vdc

Calculated output voltage Vdc
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RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1.-CONSTRUCT AND TEST A VOLTAGE DOUBLER CI RCUIT

Tools and equipment

A. Low power filament transformer (120V Primary)

B. 2 silicon diodes, 1N914,or equivalent

C. 2-20 pF capacitors, 450v

D. Multimeter

E. 'Oscilloscope

I. Procedure

(CAUTION: Dangerous voltage levels are present .during this procedure. Avoid
shock hazards.)

A. Connect the following circuit but do not connect the filament transformer
to1he AC line.

Auto Transformer Filament
Transformer

V Out

B. Have your instruCtor check your wiring, then plug in the filament trans-
.

former

C. Measure and record the voltage across Ci, C2, the output, and the secondary
winding of the filament transformer

D. Using ary oscilloscope, obi.erve and measure 1he input and outpiit voltages
of the rectifier circuit and sketch the waveforms

E. Check your findings with your instructor



DATA:

\lc2

vsecoridar'y

.v

JOB SHEET #3

V input

V out
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RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

NAME

TEST

. Match.the terrns on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A type -of rectifier circuit that requires four
diodes in order to make a full-wave rectifier

1. Rectifier
circuit

b. A circuit that converts AC voltages to pulsat- 2. Half-wave

ing,DC,volteges rectifier .

c. A rectifier circuit that is used to increase the
DC output voltage without using a set-up
transformer

,

d. A circuit that converts AC voltage to pulsat-
ing DC voltage and allows DC current to flow
only through the load during one-half of each
AC input cycle

. e. A devlee 'Which is uSed to either. step up
.or step down the AC voltage in a recti-
fier circuit

f. Acircuif that.converts AC voltage to
ing DC vo:ltage and _alloWs-currenrfo'flow in

-the same-direction through the load for both
halves of the input AC voltage cycle

)

2, SketchAhe inpd and output waveform symbols for the basib half-wave rectifier circuit
'shown belovii. ,

3. Full-wave
rectifier

4. Transformer

5. Bridge rectifier

6. Voltage doubler

Output Voltage

f,

,
1

68
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3. State the formula for the average and peak DC output voltage of a half-wave re ifier.

a.

b.

4. Identify the conventional full-wave rectifier and the full-wave bridge recti ier in the
following illustrations.

0 --AM
DC Output
to Filter

DC OutputAl
To Filter

b.
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5. Select true statements concerning the advantages of a full-wave over a half-wave
rectifier by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Less efficient

b. Less ripple effect

c. r, Wider variety of applications

6. State the formulas for the average and peak DC output voltage of a full-wave rec--
tififl-.

a.

b.

7. Determine the DC ouput voltage of the multiplier circuit given below.

140 Volts
AC Peak

Input

V out =

DC Output

Load

8. Calculate average DC voltage for half-wave rectifier and full-wave rectifier circuits.

9. indicate the direction of current flow_in a full-wave-bridge rectifier and a conventional
full-wave rectifier.

10. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test a half-wave rectifier circuit.

b. Construct and test aJull-wave bridge rectifier circuit.

c. Construct and test a voltage doubler circuit.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask yl.,ur
instructor when they should be completed.)



1. a. 5 d. 2
b. 1 e. 4
c. 6 f. 3

2.

Input Voltage

RECTIFIERS
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO.TEST

.r
Output Voltage

3. a. Vdc = .318 Vpk
b. Vpk = 1.414 Vrms

4. a. Conventional full-wave rectifier
b. Full-wave bridge- rectifier

5. b, c

6. a. Vdc = .636 Vpeak
b. Vpk = 1..414 Vrms

7. V out = (140)(5) = 700

4 4

8. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

9. Evaluated to the satisfaction Of the instructor

10. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

7
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FILTERS
UNIT Ill

UNIT OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the three most
common filter configurations and calculate the ripple factor of a filtered power supply. This
knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the assign-
ment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

'SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to filters,with their correct definitions.

2. Select a statement describing the purpose of filters.

3. Sketch the voltage waveshapes at the output of the transformer, rectifier, and
filter for a half-wave power supply.

4. Distinguish between the basiclilter types.

5. 'Identify the three basic filter configurations.

6. State the function of and the formulafor ripple factor.

7. Calculate ripple factors and percent regulation.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

< a. Construct and test a capacitor filter circuit.

b. 'Construct an test a Pi-section filter circuit.

72
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FILTERS
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

Make transparency.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. ãive test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

Information sheet

C. Transparency Master 1--Basic Filtdr Configurations

D. Assignment Sheet' #1--Calculate Ripple Factors and Percent Regulation

E. Answers to assignment sheet

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Construct and Test a Capacitor Filter Circuit

, 2. Job Sheet #2--Coristruct and Test a Pi-Section Filter Circuit

G. Test

H. Answers to test

II. Reference--Grob, Bernard. Basic Electronics. Third Edition. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1971.
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FILTERS
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Ripple--Variations in the DC voltage

B. Filter--A device used to eliminate or minimize ripple

C. Bleeder resistor--A resistor placed in parallel with a capacitor 4n order to
provide a discharge path for the capacitor when the power supply is turned
off

D. Power supply voltage regulation--The ability of a power supply to maintain a
constant output voltage under varying loads

E. Percent regulation--Comparison of the no-load voltage to the full-load
voltage expressed as a percentage of the full-load voltage

(NOTE: % Reg = v - Vout. out no-load full-load X 100)
Vout full-load

F. DC power:supplyA basic electronic system generally consisting of a trans-
former, a rectifier, and a filter to convert AC voltage to DC voltage

II. Purpose of filters--Filters help to provide a smooth, nonfluctuating DC output
voltage from a rectifier circuit

III. Output waveshapes for a half-wave power supply

A. Transformer output--

B. Rectifier output--

C. FlIter output--

I

I .

(NOTE: See Transparency 1 for location bf outppt waveshapes A, B, and C.)

IV. Basic filter types

A. Capacitor filter

1. Simplest filter

2. Most economical

3. Used where load does not require an extremely smooth DC voltage
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. 0isection filter

1. Requires two capacitors and an inductor

(NOTE: The inductor is sometimes re'placed by a resistor.)

2.. Used when a smooth voltage with relatively low current is required

3. Also called capacitance-input filter

C. L-section filter

1. Used for high current applications

2. Requires an inductor or "choke" in series with a capacitor

V. Basic filter configurations (Transparency 1)

A. Capacitor filter

B. Pi-section filter

C. two L-section filter (choke input)

VI. Function of and the formula for ripple factor

A. Expresses the effectiveness of filtering

B. r = rms value of ripple output
DC output voltage

C-$



AC
INPUT

AC
INPUT

AC
INPUT

Basic Filter Configurdon's

DC
OUTPUT

Capacitor Filter (NOTE- Capacitor miat be

removed to observe rectifier
.Rs output waveform.)

BE 11 - 73

a

Pr-Section Filter

DC
OUTPUT

0
.01=1.

Two L-Section Filter
(NOTE- Rs in series with diode limits initial surge of current
due to capacitor and is called a surge resistor.)

76. TM 1
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F I LTE RS

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1a LCU LATER IPP LE FACTORS
. AND PERCENT REGULATION

1. A power supply has DC output voltage of 30 volts and a ripple of 10 Vrms. The ripple
factor is

2. A power supply has DC output voltage of 15 volts and a ripple of .050 volts rms. The
ripple factor is

3. Which one of the above power supplies has the most effective filtering and why?

4. A power supply has an output voltage at_ no-load of 24VD,, and an output voltage of.
22 V DC

at full-load. The Percent regulatZn is



,

FILTERcS
UNIT!!!

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

1. r= 0.33'

2. r = 0.0033

3. #2, smaller ripple,factor

4. 8.3%

4

78
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FILTERS
UNIT I I_I-

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT.AND THY A CAPACITOR FILTER CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. Low power filament transformer (120V primary)

B. 4-silicon diodes 1N914 or equivalent

C. OK, 1/2 watt rNistor, 1-1 lc 1/2 watt resistor, 2-20 /if capacitor, 25
WV dc or greater

D. Multimete(

E. -Oscilloscope

F. Graph paper

Procedtge
a

(CAUTION: Dangerous voltage levels are present during this procedure. Avoid
shock hazards.) e

A. - Construct the circuit shown, below but do not connect power at this time

(NOTE: D'o not connect the capacitor at point A & B at this time.)

A

AC Line

Filament

Transformer

B. Have your instructor check your circuit

C. Connect the multimeter across the secondary of the filament transformer
and record the voltage

D. Read and record the DC voltage across the load resistor

79

10K
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JOB SHEET #1

E. Connect an oscilloscope across the load resistor, observe and sketch the wave
form

F. Turn off the power

G. Connect the 20 pf capacitor at points A and B-
..

H. Turn the power on

I. Repeat steps D through F

J. Replace the 10K load resistor with the 1K load resistor and repept stePs D
through I

K. Compare'the wave shapes and DC voltage levels of the filter and a 101cload
resistor with the filter and a 1K load resistor

L. Using the output voltage measured with the 10K load resistor as no-load
voltage and the output voltage measured with the 1K resistor as full-load,
compute percent voltage regulation on the table beloiv

DATA
,

Vsec. V1OK V1 K % Reg

No filter ,

With filter

M. Check your calculations and sketches with your instruc'tor

ou



FATE'RS
-UNIT III

,
JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A PI-SECTION.F I LTER.CIRCUIT

I. Tools and eqüipmeni

A. - Low power filament transformer (120V prirnary)

B. 4-silicomdiodes 1N914 or-equivalent.

C. 1-10K, 1/2-Watt fesistor
-

D. 1-1 K, 1/2 watt resistor
_"-

E. "2-20 pf capacitors 25WVdc Or greater

F. Nlultimeter

G. Oscillost6P6:-

H. Graph paper

I. 1-270 ohm resistor

II. Procedure

A. Connect the circuit:- shown below but do n& apply power at this time

(NOTE: Do not connect the Pi-sectiOn filter network at point A and B. at
this time.)

270 n--

Filament
Transformer

B. Have your instructor chetk your circuit

C. Connect the multimeter Across the secondar of _the filament _tranformer



TDB SHEET.#2

Read and,record the pc voltage-across-the load resistbr

E. Connect an oscilloscope ecrossffie load resistor, obserVe-and sketch the wave

form
,

,

Turn offrthepoWer

Connect thelPi-se.otion at points A and 8

H. turn onyower
i--,

1. Jiape.at stefis D through F
J

.

Replace the 10K load resistor, with a 1K load resistor and Tweet steps
through I _

K. --Compare the waveshapes and De voltage ..levels,,of, the pi-section, filter
and -the 10K load resistor with the. Pi-section filter and, the 1K resistor
,

. , -
M. Using- the output -voltage measured with the 10K loaeresi4tor as no4Oad

voltageand the-output- voltage iteasored with the I K resistor as -fdil-load,
compute percent voltageregulationpnthertaOle belovi

-s

et

DATA
c ,

o

Noter .s , -
.

, .

With Mier , -

.Cheokyour calculapooand your i.ketcheiwith 'ypur i4tructor
.....,

, .1

-
- ,,,'

N t'", *
.



FILTERS
UNIT III

NAMt
1

TEST

BE II 83

1

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.
_1

a. -A basic electronic system generally cohsist-
ting b a ransforMer, a rectifier, and a filter
to-conv t AC voltage to Dd voltage

b. Variations in the DC vOltage

A

c. Comparison of the no-load voltage -szi the
' full-load voltage expressed as a percent-

(

age of the. full-load voltage

d., A device used, to el,iminate or Minimize
ripple

e. The ability of a power supply to main-
tain a constant output voltage under varying
loads

f. A resistor placed in parallel with a capacitor
in order to Provide a discharge path for the
capacitor when the power supply ;s.iturned off

.2. Select the statement which describes the purpose of a filter by placing an ,"X" in the
app,roPriate' blank.

1. Filter

2. Percent regulation

3. RipPle

4. DC Power supply

5. Bleeder resistor

6._ Power,supply voltage
reguladon

tO convert AC voltageAb D vOltage

b. t6 prdvide automatic, voltage regulation for a power supply

c. Help to provide a smooth, nonfluctuating DC output voltage from a
circuit ;-

, 'd. To step-up the DC power supply/output voltage
,

3.* Sketch the voltage waVeshape, at the output of the transformer, rectifier, and filter for
the half-wave powersupply illustiated below.

1... A B C. ,.-,-,

_

rectifier

.
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a. Transformer output--

Rectifier output--

c. Filter output--

4. Distinguish between the basic filter types by placing a "C" next to descriptions of
capacitor filters, a "P" next to descriptions of Pi-section filters, and an-"L" next to
descriptions of L-section filters.

a. Requires iwo capacitors and.an inductor

b. Used for high current applications

c. Most economical

-d. Also called capagiance-input filter

e. Used when a smoOth voltage with relatively low current is required

f. Sipplest filter

g. USed where load does not require an extremely smooth DC voltage

h. Requires an indUctor or "choke" in series with a capacitor

84



5. Identify. the three basic filter configurations shown below.

AC
INPUT

AC
, -INPUT

AC
INPUT

a. Filter

BE H - 85

b. Filter

C. Filter

85
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6. State the function of and the-formula for ripple factor.

6
a:

b.

J. Calculate ripple factors and percent regulation.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test a capacitor filter.circuit.

b. Construct and test a Pi-section filter circuit.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, A< your

instructor when they should be completed.)



1. a. 4 d. 1

b. 3 e. 6
c. 2 f. 5

4

FILTERS
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

2. c

3. a. Transformer output--

b. Rectifier output--

c. Filter output--

4. a. -P d. P g. C

b. L e. P h. L

c. C f. C

5. a. Capacitor filter
b. Two L-section filter
c. Pi-section filter

6. a. Expresses the effectiveness of filtering

b. r = rms value of ripple output
DC output voltage

7. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

8. Performance skills evalubted to the saisfaction of the instructor

87
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES,
UNIT IV ...

UNIT OBJECTIVE

# t,
After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list applications of special
semiconductor diades, construct the volt-amp characteristic curves for a zener diode, and
construct and test a zener diode voltage regulator. This knowledge will be evidenced by
correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on
the unit test.

. BE II - 89

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Notcll terms related to sp.ecial semiconductor diodes with their correct defini-
tions.

r,
- .

2. Select the schematic symbol for a zener diode.

3. Identify the operating point, the zener voltage, the forward-bias region, the zener
current, and the reverse-bias region of a zener diode.

4. List the alternate names 'for zener diodes.

5. Select applications-of zener diodes.

6. Select the schematic symbol for a tunnel diode.

7. Identify the negative resistance region, peak point, valley pointand the forward
point of a tunnel diode. -

8. Select applications of tunnel diodes.
,.

6. Select the schematic symbol for a varactor diode.
'

10. Complete statements concerning bias voltage and barrier capacitance in varactor
diodes.

11. List alternate names for varactor diodes.

12. Select applications of varactor.diodes.

13. Select the schematic symbul for a light-emitting diode.

14. Complete statements concerning instantaneous-forward current versus light
output in light-emitting diodes.

15. Select applications of light-emitting diodes.

N.

;
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C

16.. Select the schematic symbol for a ppoto diode.,

17." Complete statements concerning light-input intensity versus current in photo
diodes.

18. List three applications of the photo diode.

19. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct a volt/ampere characteristic curve for a zener diode.

b. Construct and test a zener diode voltage regulator.

89
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
UNIT IV

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide'student with objective sheet.

Provide student with information and job sheets.

Make transparencies.

A

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet.

. VI. Demonstrate and discuss ihe procedures outlined in the job sheets.

Show various types of transistors.

VIII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Include in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1Zener Diode Characteristics and Schematic Symboi

2. TM 2--Tunnel Diode Characteristics and Schematic Symbol

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Construct a Volt/Ampere Characteristic Curve for a
Zener Diode

2. Job Sheet #2--Construct and Test a Zener Diode Voltage Regulator

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. Reference- Grob, Bernard, Basic Electronics. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1971.
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Zener diode--A silicon diode that is designed to operate at a specific reveise=
breakdown voltage

B. Tunnel diode--A diode that has a negative resisiance characteristic and can be
used as amplifiers, an oscillator, and an extremely fast switching device

C. Varactor-diode--A diode which serves as a voltage-sensitive capacitor

D. Light-emitting diode (LED)--A diode specially doped to emit light when
forward biased

E. Photo diodeAr diode made from photo-sensitive materiW the device's
, resistance decreases with increased light

F. Hot-carrier diolle-A special diode which uses a metal-to-semiconductor
junction and is used for high-frequency rectification

II. Zener diode's ichematic symbol (Transparency ) )-

III. Zener diode's volt/ampere characteristic curve (Transparency 1)'

A. Operating point

B. Zener voltage

C. Zener current

D. Forward-bias region

E. Reverse-bias region

IV. Alternate names for zoner dickies

A. Reference diode
ft

B, Breakdown diode

V. Zener diode applications

A. Voltage regulator

B. Reference element

9
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Schematic symbol for a tunnel diode (Transparency 2)

VII. Tunnel diode's volt/ampere characteristic curve (Transparency2)

A. Negative resistance region

B. reek point

C. Valley point

D. Forward point

*VI II. Applications of tunnel diodes

A. Amplifiers

B. Oscil lators

C. Switches

D. MultivibrkOrs

IX. Schematic symbol for a varactdr diode

OR

X. Bias voltage and barrier capacitance in'varactof diodes

A. The larger the reverse hias,..the smalier the barrier capacitance

B. The larger the foward bias, the larger the:barrier capacitance

X I. Alternate" names for varactor diodes

A. Varicaps

B. Voltacaps

X I. Applications of varactor diodes

A. Automatic frequency controls

Variable RC and LC filters

r

A



INFORMATION SHEET

XIII. Schematic symbol for a light-emitting diode (LEM.--

Instantaneous-forward current versus Iight output in light.emitting diodes

' A. Light output increases with forward current

B. There is no light output when LED is reverse biased

XV. Applications of light-emitting diodes

A. Electroluminescent displays

B. Logic-level indicators

XVI. §chematic symbol for a photo diorie-,7

0

XVII. Lighf-input intensity versus current in photo diodes

A. An increase in input-light intenshy ihcreases diode current

'BE II - 95

B. For a given light-input intensity Pe diode current is approximately constant
for increased reverse-bias voltage

XVIII. -*Applications of the phOto diode

A. Lightgletection systems

B. High speed card and tape readers

C. Production line counting of objects

z
9 3

f

oich interrupt a light beam



Zener Diode Characteristics

and Schematic Symbol

Cathode Anode

Schematic gym bol

BE 11-97.

ta.

FORWARD
CURRENT

Forwa
1

rd Bias
Region

Zener Voltage

Ez

i.

FORWARL1
VOLTAGE

Operating RAM Zener Curr9rif
/,...

0 ReVers'e Bia§ Region

I

TM 1



A Ode Cathode

Schematic Symbols

Foiward
Current

010.

Negativ
ResistanCe

Ffegion

Peak-Point Cdeferit

vp, Peak-POW/pita-O.

V. vAiley-Roityctujiie,q

_vv vaii0-Pora Voit
VFp ForWai.i4-:PoirrtYpttabe.

e-

4

VFP FonNaird

Voltage

1

Note.
Negative :Pesistance
RegiOn.,E*Ists;aetikeen
Points 13; 6nd C :

..
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SPECIAI SEMICONDUCTOR D IOD ES
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT A VOLT/AMPERE
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE FOR A ZENER DIODE

I. Tools and equipment

A. Power supply (0-15V)

B. Voltmeter

C. Milliammeter

D. 1-1K ohm resistor, 3/2 watt

E. 1-N4739 zener diode or equivalent

F. Graph paPer

II. Procedure .,

A. Set .the power supply for 0 volts output

Corniect the following circuit

(NOTE: The 2ener diode is forward biased:)

C. Adjukthe power supply for 1 volt output

D. Read and record the voltage across the zerier diode and the current flowing
through the zener diode

E. Repeat steps C and D in one volt increments as specified in data table

F. Return the power supply to zero volts, then reverse the connections of
the zener diode

(NOTE: The zener is now reverse biased.)

9 6
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JOB SHEET #1

G. Set the power supply for 1 volt

H. Read and record the voltage across the zenef diode and the current through,
the diode

I. Repeat step H while increasing the voltage in one volt steps to 15 Volts

J. Graph the forward and reverse characteristics (current Versus voltage) for the
zener diode from the values,just measured

K. Check your calculations and your graph with your instructor

DATA: FORWARD BIAS

VOLTAGE CURRENT
(VOLTS) (MA)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.8

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

*8.0

10.0

12.0

14.0

15.0

REVERSE BIAS

VOLTAGE
(VO LTS)

CURRENT
(MA)

1.,

2

3

4

6

7

8 .

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

9 7
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A
ZENER DIODE VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Tools and equipment

A. Power supply (0-15V)

B. 2=DC voltmeters

C. I-DC milliameter

D. 1-1K ohm resistor, 1/2 watt

1-10K ohm resistor, 1/2 watt

F. 1-1N4739 zener diode or equivalent

G. Graph paper

11. Procedure

A. Connect the circuit shown below

B. Adjust the power supply from zero to 15 volts in steps of 1 volt

C. For eash value of power supply voltage read and record the voltage across
the 10K ohm load resistor and circuit current

POWER SUPPLY

1k

10k

D. Graph power supply voltage versug load voltage for each data point

E. Check your calculations and your graph with your instructor



SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

1. Match thelerms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. A silicon diode that is designed,to operate at a
specific reverse-breakdown voltage

b. A diode that h.e, a negative resistance charac-
teristic and can be :used as amplifiers, an
oscillator, and an extremely fast switching
device

c. A diode which serves as a voltage-sensi-
.

tive dapacilor

d. A diode specially doped to emit light when
forward biased

e. A diode made'from photolsensitiye material;
the device's resistance decreases with in-

- creased light

f. A special diode which uses a metal-to-
.

semiconductor junction and is used for
high-frequency rectification

BE-II - 105

1. Tunnel diode

2. Varactor diode

3. ZenA. diode

4. Photo diode

5. Light-emitting
diode

6. Hot-carrier diode

2. Select the schematic symbol for a zener diode from the symbols given below by
circling the letter next to it.

a.

c.

0

so,

0 b.

d. 0 0
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3. Identify the opera.ting point, the zener voltage, the forward-bias region, the zener
current, and the reverse-bias region of a zener diode from the zener volt/ampere
characteristics given below.

.FORWARD
CURRENT

4. List the alternate names for zener diodes.

a.

b.

MMINI111111m

FORWARD
VOLTAGE

5. Select the zener dickle applications by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Vo ge regulator

b. Am lifier

c. Reference elethent

d. Switch
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6. Select the schematic symbol for a tunnel diode from the symbols given below by
circling the letter next tolt.

a. 0-

C.

0

0 b.

d.
0

7. Identify the negative resistance region, peak point, valley point, and the forward point
for a tugnel diode from the volt/ampere characteristics given below.

a.

b.

1 01

C.

d.

(
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8. Select applications of tunnel diodes by placing an

a. Logic level indicators

b. Amplifiers-

c. Oscillators

d. Voltage regulators

e. Switches

f. Multivibrators

II It in the appropriate blanks.

9. Select the scheFnatic symbol for a varactor diode from the symbols given below by
circling the letter next to it.

a.

C. 0 d.

O 0

10. Complete statements concerning bias voltage and barrier capacitance in varactor
diodes by underlining the correct words in the sentences below.

. The (larger) (smaller) the reverse bi4,..the (smaller) (larger) the barrier,capacitance

b. The barger) (smaller) the forward bias, the (larger) (smaller) the barrier capaci-
- tance

11. List alternate names for varactor diodes.

a.

b.

12. Select applications of varactor diodes by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Switches

,
b. Voltage regulators

c.' Automatic frequency controls

d. Variable.11C and LC filters

1. 02
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13. Select the schematic symbol for a light-emitting diode from the symbols given below
by circling the letter next to it.

a. b.

0 oi 0

14. omplete statements concerning instantaneous-forward current versus light output
jn light-emitting diodes by underlining the correct words in the .sentences below.

a. Light output (increases) (decreases) with forward current

b. There is no light output when LED is (forward) (reverse) biased

15. Select apitlications of light-emitting diodes by placing an 2'X" in the appropriate
blanks.

a. Electro!uminescent displays

b. Muitivibrators

c. Logic-level indicatbrt

d. Oscillators

e. Voltage regulators

16. Select the schematic symbol for a photo diode from the symbols given below by
circling the letter next to it.

a.

C.

103

b.
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17. Complete statements concerning light-input intensity versus current-iri photo diodes
- by underlining the correct words in the sentences below. .

a. An increase in input-light intensity (increases) (de6reases) diode current .. .

_

i
b. For a given light-input intensity the diode current is (approximately) (exactly),, ,..

constant.for increased reverse-bias yoltalle

18. List three photo diode applications.
.. ..,. o.

(

a.

b.

c.

19. Demonstrate the ability ici:
/

a. Construct a volt/ampere characteristic f.urve for.a zener diode.

,

,

lo. Construct and test a zener diode voltage regulator.
. .

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your '
instructor when they should be completed.)

,

..



SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST-
,

1 a.. 3 d. 5
b. 1 e. 4
c. 2 f. 6

2. c

3. FORWARD
CURRENT

Forward Bias
Region

i
ener Voltage

Ez

FORWARD
VOLTAGE

Operating Point Zener Current

Reverse Bias Region

4. a. Reference diode
. Breakdown diode

5. a, c

6. d

7. a. Peak point
b. Negative resistance region
c. Valley point
d. ForWard poin;

8. b, c, e, f

9. CI

12. a. The larger the reverse bias, the small& the barrier capacitance
b. The larger the-forward bias, the larger the barrier capaeltance

11. a. Varicaps
b. Voltacaps

105

0

lb

ev,

BCH -111,



a.

14. a. Light output increaSes with forward qurrent
b. There is nO light output when LED is reverse biased

15. ,a,.c

16. d.

7. P.. An increase in input-light intensity increases'diode burrent
b. For a given light-input intensity th* diode current is approximately constant for

increased reverse-bias voltage

18. a. ,Light-detection systems -
b. , High speed card and tepe readers
c. Production line counting of objects which interrupt a light beam

19. PerforMance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

or

A

1
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BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

,

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the standard symbols
and correct biasing ,Arfangements for NPN and PrIp transiitors and draw and label the

/current flow in NPN and PNP transistor cithuits. The student should also be able to lest
transistors. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures
outlined' on the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to bipolar-junction transistors with their correct definitions..

2. Match transistor'terms with their standard abbreviations.

3. Identify the basic elements in PNP and NPN transistor block diagrams and sche-
matics.,

4. Select the malor uses of transistors.
44

5. State, the base to emitter forward voltage drop for germanium and silicon tran-
sistors..

6. Identify the correct biasing arrangements for PNP and NPN transistors.

7. Draw the electron flow in NPN and PNP transistor circuits.

8. Distinguish betWeen the typical types of transistors.

9. Label a transistor circuit.

10. Demonstrate the ability to test tralisistors.

sp-
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BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide stUdent with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

)11. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss inforMation and assignment sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheet.
42. ,

VII. ShOw various types of transistors.

VI II. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--Transistor Block Diagrams and Schematic Symbols

2. TM 2--Correctly Biased Transistors

3. TM 3Electron, FIow in NPN and PNP Transistor Circuits

4. TM 4Typical Transistor Types

D. Assignment sheet #1--Label a Transistor Circuit

E. AnsWers to assignment sheet

F. Job Sheet #1:-Test Transistors

G. Test

H. Answers to test
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II. References:

A. Grob, Bernard. Basic Electronics. 4thEd., New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1977.

B. Marcus, Abraham and Samuel C. Gehdler. Basic Electronics. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971.

C. Basic Electricity/Electronics: Vol. 5, ''Motors & GeneratorsHow They
Work.' Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

D. Fundamentals of Electricity. Fort Sill, OK: Communication/Electronics
Department, U.S. Army Field Artillery School.
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. BIPOLAR JUNiCTION TRANSISTORS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

BE II 117

A. Bipolar junction transistor (BJT)--A three-terminal semiconductor current-
controlled device that is normally used as a control switch or as a signal or
power amplifier

B. Emitter--The section.that supplies majority carriers

C. Collector--The section that collects majority carriers

D. Base--The secton used to control the flow of majority carriers (current) from ,

emitter to collector

E. PNP transistor--One of the two major categories of bipolar transistors con-
sisting.of P-type material for the emitter, N-type material 'for the base, and
P-type-material for the collector

F. NPN transistor--One of the two major categories of bipolar transistors
consisting of N-type material for the emitter, P-type material for the base,
and N-type material_ forthe collector

G. Bias--The voltages required to make the semiconductor devices (such as
diodes and transisto'rs) operate correctly

H. Bipolar--Two types of carriers, holes, and electrons flowing in transistors

(NOTE: The emitter-base junction must be forward biased while the base-
collector junction must be reverse biased.)

I I. Transistor terms and standard abbreviations

A. Transistor-base lead--B

B. Transistor-emitter lead--E

C. Transistor-collector lead--C

D. Base current--1B

E. Emitter current--1E

F. Collector current--1C

11 0
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INFORMATION SHEET

I II. Basic elements in transistor block diagrams and schematics (Transparency 1)

A. PNP transistors

1. Block diagram

a. Emitter

b. Base

c. Collector

2. Schematic

a. Emitter

b. Base

c. Collector

(NOTE: The emitter arrow is pointing toward the N-type material
and toward the base.)

B. NPN transistors

1. Block diagram

a. Emitter

b. Baca

c. Collector

2. Schematic

a. Emitter

b. Base

Co II ector

(NOTE: The emitter arrow is pointing toward the N-type material
and away from the base, which is P-type material.)

IV. Major uses of transistors

A. Amplification

B. Switching

111
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Forward voltage drop for transistors

A. Germanium (Ge)--0.2-to 0.3 volts

B. Silicon (Si)--0.6 to 0.7 volts

VI. Biasing arrangements for PNP and NPN transistors (Transparency 2)

A. EmitterBase-has forward bias

B. Base--Collector has reverse. bias

(NOTE: The difference in the PNP and NPN biasing arrangements is that
polarity is reversed.)

VII. Electron flow in NPN and PNP transistor circuits (Transparency 3)

A. PNP--Electrons flow from emitter to collector through external circuit

B. NPN:-Electrons flow from collector to emitter through external circuit

VIII. Typical transistor types (Transparency 4N

A. Small signal--Relatively small and handles small currents

B. Power--Relatively large and handles large currents
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Transistor Block Diagrams

and Schematics

Emitter
Collector Emitter (E) Collector (

Emitter

Block Diagram

Collector

PNP Transistor

Block Diagram

Emitter(E)

NPN Transistor

Base (B)

Schematic

Collector (C)

Base (p)

Schematic

(NOTE: In both 1-INP and NPN transistors, the arrow on the emitter lead points
toward the N-type material.)

TM 1
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Correctly Biased Transistors

Common Base

.±...11

Forward Elias

Block

11M

Reverse Bias

Common Base

Common Emitter

PNP Transistor Bias

P N

E B C

4-1111=-Li11
Forward Bias

Block

Reverse Bias

Schematic

Common Emitter

=111IM

NPN Transistor Bias

Schematic

TM 2
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Electron Flow in NPN and PNP
Transistor Circuits

Ic
AAAA,

j-IE=IB-Hc

NPN Circuit

1P1B+1C

PNP Circuit
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Typical Tranistor TV.pes
Small Signal Tiansistors .

(Bottom View)

Power Transistors

Pin

(Botto View)

N

(Bottom View)

Mounting Stud

Case (Collector)

1

g

E B-C

(Bottom View)

BE II - 127

-

(Bottom View)

. (NOTE: There may be other base diagrams)

lis

Case
(Col ledtor)

TM 4



TRANSISTO,RS
UNITA/

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--LABEL A TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

Directions: On the transistor circuit below, label ,or draw the following:

a. Category of transistor

1. NPN

2. PNP

b. Leads

1. Emitter

. Base

3. Collector.

c. Draw in the correct battery-bias supplies

d. Electron circuit flow

1. I
E

3. IC

117
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a. NPN '

TRANSISTORS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

4

b.

C.

%

...........
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BE 11- 133'

TRANSISTORS
UN IT V

. JOB SHEET #1--TEST TRANSISTORS

I. Tools and equipment

A. Assortment of transistors (both signal and power types)

B. Ohmmeter -

mks

C. Transistor.teqer (if available)

Procedure st-

A. Carefully examine the ass.ortment of transistors and note the differences in
size, shape, and lead arrangements

B. Choose two signal transistors and onwpower t'ransistor

C. Determine which ohmmeter lead is positive and which is negative

-(NOTE: Either get this from the manufacturer's instruction book or by
measuring the voltage with a voltmeter.)

D. Identify the emitter, base, and collector leads

E. Place the ohmmeter on R x 16o range

(NOTE: This is necessary because there may be too much voltage if the
ohmmeter is placed in a high range.)

F. Determine the forward-biased emitter base junction

1. Place the positive ohmmeterjead on the emitter lead and the negative
ohmmeter lead on the base lead

2. Note the resistance reading

3. Place the negative ohmmeter lead on the emitter and the positive
ohmmeter lead on the base

4. 'Note the resistance reading

5. 'Compare the two resistance readings

6; Repeat steps 1 through 5 for the collector-base junction

7. From above reading, dt...ermine whether the transistor is good or
bad

If the transistor tested was good, state whether it is PNP or NPN

9. If the :transistor tested was bad, state where it was open or shorted

119
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Was

134

4 4.

.

JOB SHEET #1
A

G. If your lab has a transistot testerfollowing the instructions given in opera-
tions manual, check the transistor

Check your findings with your instructor

DATA CHART

it

REB

RBE

RCB

R BC

EMITTER-BASE JUNCTION

,
.

COLLECTOR-BASE JUNCTIOV -

,

T`I'PE OF TRANSISTOR

,

x

,

,

..



BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
UNIT

TEST

NAME

BE II - 135

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. The section that collects majority carriers . 1. Bipolar jtincti,on
transistor

b. the voltages required to make the semi-
conductor devices operate correctly 2. Emitter

. i:
A

c. The section used to control the flow of 3. Collector

majority carriers from emitter to - coiled-
tor , 4. Base

.

d. The section that supplies majority darriers

e. One of the tWo major categories of bipolar
transistors consisting of P-type material for
the emitter, N-type material 'for the base, and
P-type material for the collector

f. A three-terminal semiconductor current-
controlled device, that is normally used
as a control switch or as 'a signal or p.ower
amplifier .4

g. One of- the two major categories of bibolar
transistors consisting of N-type material for
the emitter, P-type material for the base, and
N-type material for the collector

h. Two types 'of carriers, holes, and electrons
flowing in transistors

2. Match transistor terms with their standard abbreviations.

a. IB

b. C

,c. E

d. I
E

e. B.

f. IC

1.2 .

5. NPN transistor
t..

6. PNP transistor

7. Bias

8. Bipolar

4

1. Transistor-
base lead

2. Transiitor-
emjtter read

Tragsitor:
collector lead

4. ,Base current

5. Emitter cu/Kent.

6. Collector current



_

1.56

3. Identify the basic elements in PNP and NPN transistor block diagrams and schema-
. tics.

a.

b.

a.
b. d.

g.

.c.
. I f.

Block Diagram Schematic

e.

h.

PNP Transistor A

NPN Transistor

e. i.

g. k.

d. 1.

122

Schematic



4. Select the major uses of transistors by placing an "X" in the 'appropriate blank.

a. Amplification

b. Oscillation -

c. Switching

d. Transforming

e. Energy storage

6E II - 137

5. State the base to emitter forward voltage drop for germanium and silicon transis-
tors.

a. germanium to volts

b. Silicon to volts

6. Identify the, correct biasing arrangements for PNP and NPN transistors by drawing
the battery connections in the circuit schematics below.

a. PNP

b. NPN

123
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7. Draw the correct election flow in NPN and PNP transistor circuits.

a.

b.

1E418.1c

NPN Circuit

1013+c

PNP Circuit

8. Distinguish between small signal and power transistors by placing an "X" next to the
signal transistors.

a.

C.

b.

d.

124
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9. Label a transistor circuit.

10. Demonstrate the ability to test traniistors.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they 'should be completed.)
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BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

UNIT V

ANSWE RS TO TEST

1. a.
b.

3 'e.
7 f.

6
1

C.

d.
4 g:
2 h.

5
8

.

2. a.

b.

4
3

C.

d.
e.

f.

2

5

1
6

3. a. Emitter e. Collector (C) i. Base

b. Collector f. Base,(BY j. Emitter (E)

c. Base g. Emitter k. Collector (C)

d. Eniitter (E) h. Collector I. Base (B)

?

4. a, c

a.

b.

0:2 to 0.3 volts
0.6 to 0,7 volts

7'4;

6. a. PNP

b. NPN

126
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7. a. I;NP

b. NPN

8.- b, c, e

4

INVIC

c

9. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instruCtor

127
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B IPOLAR-JUNCT ION' TRANSISTOR 'CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify transistor circuits, state
-the relative-values-of.current_voltage_and_power gain. in decibelsuandiistthe most common
applications for basic transistor circuit types. The student should also be able to construct
and test each of the basic transistor circuit types and demonstrate the ability to plot the

output characteristic curves for a common-emitter transistor circuit. This knowledge will be
evidenced by correctly completing the procedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets
and by storing 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to bipolar-junction transistor circuits with their correct
definitions.

2. Identify the basic types of transistor circuits.

3. Match transistor circuits with terms or values associated with circuit current gain.

4. Complete a table showing the gain characteristics of basic transistor types.

5. State which types of transistor circuits give signal voltage phaS'e reversal.

6. Match transistor circuits with their common applications.

7. Complete a table showing the relative magnitudes of the input and output imped-
ances for basic transistor circuits.

8. Compute voltage, current, and power stage gain in decibels.

9. Demonstrate the ability to:

a.. Construct and test a common-emitter circuit.

-b. Construct and test a common-base circuit.

c. Construct and'test a tOmmon-collectorcircuit.

d. Plot a transistor output characteristic curve.

12 8



B1POLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED AC-TIVITIES

I. Provide student With objective sheet.

II. Provide student with informat;on, assignment, and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VI I. Show various types of transistors.

Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included irEthis unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet .

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1-Circuit Schematic Diagrams

2. TM 2--Gain Characteristics of Basic Transistor Types

3. TM 3--Impedance Characteristics,

BE II, 145

D. Assignment Sheet #1--Cornpute Voltage, Current, and Power Stage Gain in
Decibels

E. Answers to assignment sheet

F. Job sheets

_1--Zonstrucr andiest a Common-Emitter Circuit

2. Job Sheet #2Construct and Test a Common-Base Circuit

1. 2
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3. Job SI-2et #3--Construct and Test a Common-Collector Circuit

4. Job Sheet 4t4--Plot a Transistor Output Characteristic dirve

Reference--Grob, Bernard. Basic Electronics. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1977.



BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

BE II - 147

A. GainRatio of the output quantity to input quantity, often abbreviated as

B. Voltage gain (Av):-Output voltage divided by input voltage

C. Current gain (A1)--Output current dimided by input current

D. Power gain (Ap)--Output power diKided by input power
'

E. Input impedance--The impedance of a circuit as viewed from its input
terminals

F. Output impedanceThe impedance of a circuit as viewed from the output
. terminals

G. db (decibel)--A ratio of an output level to an,input level

II. Basic types of transistor circuits (Transparency 1)

A. CoMmon etnitter

B. Common base

C. Common collector

(NOTE: For PNP transistor, reverse-bias polarity of battery terminals.)

III. Transis or circuit current gain (Ai)

A. ComMon emitter'

1. hfe

2. Beta or ./3

3. Much greater an 1; fypical current gain value = 50

Common 13.se

hfb

2. Alpha orPt

3. Current gain less-than 1; typia ly 0.95 to 0.99
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Common collector

1. Current gain is greater than 1

2. Called emitter follower
V

*IV. Gain characte.ristcs of the basic transistor types (Transparency 2)

A. Common emitter

1. Ay = high (300)

2. A = h fe =II= high (50)

3. A = very high (15,000)

B. 'Common base

1. Ay = high (500)

2. Ai = hfb =ft = low (0.97)

3. A = medium (485)

C. ComMon collector

1. Av = low (less than 1)

2., Ai = high (50)

3. Ap = low (48)

v.-----sigyievoitage-phase-reversal---

A. CE - yes

B. CB - no

C. CC - no

VI. Transistor circuits and their common applications

A. CE - Small signal amplification

B. CB - High frequency power amplification (current regulation)

c:--CcYl§f--faIlower-(trnp-etlance,matching)

132



INFORMATION SI-IEET
-

VI I. Impedance Characteristics (Transparency 3)

A. CE

1. Input impedance :Medium (1,000 ohms)

2. Output impedance - Medium (50,000 ohms)

B. CB

1. Input impedanee - Low (60 ohms)

2. Output impedance - High (1 Meg ohm)

C. CC

1. Input impedance - High (400,000 ohms)

2. Output impedance - Low (100 ohms)

133
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Input
Signal

Circuit Schematic-Diagrams

Input

Sighal

I NPN-11

CE (Common Emitter) _

Output

Signal

I II +
VEE VCC

.CB (Common Base

Output'
R Signal

Signal
Input

+111

VBB. NPN'

CC (Common Cdilettor)
For PNP Transistors I3erse The Polarity of Battery Terminals

Signal
Output

BE 11 - 151 .
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Gain Characteristics of Basic Transistor Types

Characteristics Common Emitter Common Base Common Collector

Voltage Gain
V OutA

High
(300)

High
(500)

,

Low

Less Than One
,
v Alin

,..

Current Gain
I OutA

High
(50)

Less Thari One
(0.97) .

High
(50).

,.

Power Gain

P O ut
Very Fiigk
(15,060 ,

Medium
(400)

Low
(30)

,
A

ID- P In

'I 3



Impedance Characteristics

.

Characteristics
.

Common Emitter Common Base Common Collector-

Input,
Impedance

Medium
(1,000)

Low
(60)

High
(400,000)

Output
Impedance

Medium
(50,000)

,High

(1 M)

Low
(100)

13 .1

133
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BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT

ASSIGNMEN.T SHEET #1COMPU1E VOLTAGE, CURRENT, AND
POWER-STAGE GA N IN DECIBELS.

Directions: Using the formulas given below, convert the gain values to their equivalent db

value.

I. Formulas

A: Voltagigain-20 log Av = n in db

B. Current gain-20 log Ai = gain in db

C. Powe'r gaint0 log Ap = ain inTlb

Example: If.voltage gain is 100, theri the gain in db Would be 20 times
the log of 100 which is equal to,20 x 2 or a db gain of 40

II. Problems

A. Voltage gain

1. Av = 100 db gain =

2. Av = 75 db gain =

B. Current gain

1. Ai =-1 db gain =

2. Ai = .96 db gain =

C. Power gain

1.
P

= 25 db dain =

d =2. AP = 2 b gain

130



BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

A. 1. 40 db

2. 37.5 db

B. 1. 0 db

2. -0.35 db

C.- 1. 13.98-db

2. 3.01, db

140
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BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. 1"NPN transistor. (2N1304 transistor)

B. Microammeter and 2 milliameters (or 3 multimeters-zero to 50mA range)

C. VTVM

D. Oscilloscope

E. Audio signal generator

F. 1-1M resistor. 1-47K resistor. 1-1K resistor, 1-10K and 1-1K potentiometer
(use 1/2 watt resistor)

(NOTE: Resistor values may vary for your particular transistor)

G. 1-10 pF capacitor

H. Power supply 0-20VDC

II. Procedure

A. Do not turn on power supply at this time

B. Connect-the circuit as shown below

AlA
2N1304 C +

2N1304 Transistor

Base

Collector

(NOTE: If you do not have a microammeter for 1B insert a 100 ohm resistor
in series and use your VTVM to read the voltage drop. Then, compute the
current from the VTVM reading and the value of the resistor.)

141
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JOB SHEET ti

C. Have your instructor approve your circuit wiring -

D. Set the potentiometers to zero ohms between points A and W

E. Set the Power supply for 20V DC

F. Adjust the collector potentiometer R3 until Vce is 6.0 volts

G. Adjust the base resistor R2 until the Uase current, I B' is 20 microamperes

Recheck Vce
to see that it has remained at 6.0 volts

(NOTE: It may be necessary to readjust R3 to maintain Vce
= 6 volts

and la = 20 pA.)

I. Read and record lc when Vce = 6.0 v and IB = 20pA

J. Using your VTVM read and record the Uase-émiiter,DC voltage

K. Increase the base resistor, R2, until IB is 40 microamperes

L. Recheck Vce
= 6.0 volts, adjust R3 as needed

M. Read and record lc when V ce = 6.0 v and IB = 40 pA

N. Connect the signal generator -across the 47K input resistor, and set the
output frequency to 1 KHz

O. Turn the s'ignal generator on and adjust the input signal, ein, across the input
resistor R1 to 10 mV rms value

P. Use the oscilloscope to view this waveshape and make a sketch of the
waveshape showing frequency and amplitude- -

Q. MoJe, the oscilloscope to observe the output voltage across the 1K ohm
output resistor

R. Make a sketch of the output waveforM, showing amplitude and frequency

S. Compute and record the output voltage, eo, in rms

T. Compute the output current, - .dividing the output voltage ' e
jOyt, 0'

by the, load resistance, 1K

U. Measure the rms voltage acrosg the 1 M ohm ,series resistor
,

V. Compute and record theinput current

W. Calculate the current gain by dividing iout by iirl, and express your answer in
db

X. Have your instructor check your calculations

1 4 2



JOB SHEET #1

Data Table

DC measurements

IE IB lc VBE

Vcr :=6v 201.1A

VCE = 4QuA

AC measurements

P-P rms

yin

i in

calculated

Vout

,

i out

A dB=
- Cal.

AidB
cal.

ApdB
cal.
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'BIPOLAR-JUNCTION T
UNI

SISTOR CIRCUITS

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A COMMON-BASE CIRCUIT

Tools @nd equipment

A. 1-PNP transistor (2N1305 or equivalent)

B. Variable power supply (0-20V DC)

C. Oscilloscope

D. Audio signal generator

E. VTVM

F. Microammeter (or multimeter)

G. 2-milliammeters (or Multimeter)

H. ResiStor 1-1K, 1-47K, 1-1M (use 1/2 watt resistor)

I. One capacitor:, 100

J. Potentiometers - 50 ohm, 1W & 750 ohm, 1W

II. Procedure

A. Do not ti.irn on power supply at this time

B. Connect the circuit as shown below

2N1305 ThA1M 10pA EC 2N1305

Oscilloscope

50 Ohm 750 Ohm
. 20V DC

BE II - 165
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JOB SHEET #2

C. Have your instructor check your circuit wIring

D. Adjust potentiometer R2 until the resistance between point A and point W

reads zero ohms

E. Turn on power supply and set for 20 volts

F. Adjust potentiometer R3 until- VCB reads 5.8 Volts

G. Adjust potentiometer R
2

until the collector current reads 25 mA

H. Read arid i-corcilc, IB, and-1E

I. Adjust potentiometer R2 to obtain a 20 microamp increase in I B

J. Measure and record I 1 and IC' B' E

K. Measure VEB,with the -VTVM

L. State whether your transistor is germanium or silicon

M. Connect the signal generator across to 47K input-resistor

N. Set the signal.generator for 1 KHz

0. Adjust the signal generator Until the voltage across the 47K input resistor
reads 10mV rms

P. Using tile oscilloscope, observe the waveshape of the voltage ein across the
47K input resistor

Q. Sketch the waveshape of e.in
showing frequency and amplitude

R. Measure .the rms voltage across the 1M resistor and compute the rms input
current, lin

Using the oscilloscope, observe the waveshape of the voltage eo across
the 1K load resistor

T. Sketch the waveshape of en silowing amplitude and frequency

U. 6alculate the rms value of eo,

V. Caltulate the rms value of the output current, in

W. Calcu)ate the voltage gain of the circuit

X. Express the voltage gain of the circuit in db

Y. Have yoUrinstructor check your calculations

(NOTE: Remember to conve?t peak-to-peak voltage readings from scope to
rms value)

45-



Test 1
(step H)

Test 2
(step J)

VCE

JOB SHEET #2

Data Table

DC measurements
LSHc

II3 IE A I

BE II - 167

254A

AC measurements,

P-P RMS

ein

yin

i in .

e0(vix)
.

.

..w

AV .

/

. _

AvdB (1

7

t

146
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BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #3--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A COMMON-
COLLECTOR CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equjpment

. A. Variable power supply (0-20V)

B. 1-PNP transistor (2N1305 or equivalanI)

C. Oscilloscope.

D. Signal generator

E. VTVM

F. 1 - 10pf capacitor

G. Resistors - 1 47K, 1-1K, 1-1M (use 1/2.watt resistuor)

1
H. Microamrneter (multimeter)..

I. Two miltiammeters (multirneters)

J. Potentiometers 1-10K, 1-1K (use 1 watt potentiometer)

II. Procedure

A. Do not turn on power supply at this time

B. Connect recircuit as shown below

1M.

Output
R3

20V DC 1k

I. 4 7

*BE II 169
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JOB SHEET #3

C. Have your instructor approve your circuit wiring

D. Set potentiorriter.R2 to zero ohms between pbints A and W

E. Set the power s\upply to 20 Volts

F. ' Adjust potentiometer,R2 until IB reads 20 pA

G. Adjust potentiometer R 3 until Vce
as Measured by the VTVM reads 6 volts

\

H. Measure and record 1E, I B, and lc

I. Adjust potentiometer R2 until I B reads 40 41A

J. Measure and record 1E, 16, lc

K. Measure VBE
with -the VTVM and determine if the transistor is germanium

or silicon

L. Connect the signal generator across theinput resistor (4),710

M. Connect the "VTVM across the 47K resistor and adjust the signal

generator atl KHz until the VTVM reads 10mV, rms

N. Read- the rms voltage across the 1 meg ohm resistor

0. , Calculate the input current

P. Sketch the waveshape of the input voltage shbwing both amplitude and
frequency, as displayed on the okilloscope

4 -

Q. Sket0 the -observed output waveshape across the 1,K load resiStor

an'd calculate the rms output voltage

R. Calculate the rms value of the output current, i

S. Calculate the circuit's power gain and express the value in db

T. Have your instructor check your calCulations

148
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VCE,

Data Table

DC rneasurements

IE

6.0V 2QpA

6.0V. 40iJA

AC 'measurements

P-P RMS

um .

1 out
,

Vik,

I out

Vim

I in

A idB

149
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BIPOLAR-JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #4--PLOT A TRANSISTOR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

I. Tools and equipment

A. 1-NPN transistor (2N1304 transistor)

B. 1-microammeter and 2-milliameters (or three multimeters)

C. \awn

D. 2-powe'r supplies (0-20V DC)

E. Graph paper

II. Procedure

A. Do not turn on power supply at this time

B. Connect the circuit as shown below

47K

0 30V
V.,13B

}A A

1K

+Vec
0 - 30V

C. Set the VBB power supply until I B reads 20 /.1A

D. Record this value

E. Adjust the Vcr, power supply for voltages from 0 to 15 volts and record
the value of I for each voltage reading

C

(NOTE: It will be necessary to use small voltage clamps for VCC betwe n
0 and 5 volts. This will allow more measurements for I at the points wh(ere
I rises rapidly.)

F. Set V
CC

back to 0 volts

G. Readjust VBB for IB equal to 40 /IA

H. Record this value

1 3



JOB SHEET #4

I. Readjust VCG from 0 to 15 volts, re:...Ording the value of IC at each value of
VCC

J. Set V equal to 0 volts
CC

K. Readjust VBB for I B equal to 60 pA

L. Record this value

M. Readjust V from 0 to 15 volts, recording the values ofil at each value of
CC.

V
CC

Ask your instructor Wow many settings of IB you should use

0. Plot a graph showing the relationship between I B,'IC, and Vcc

(NOTE: The following is a sample of,what your graph should look like.)

IB=.16m A

I =.12mA

IB=.08m A

'E° IB=0.04m A

Volts

151



DATA TABLE

1E3=20 AA,

-vcC 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 7:5 10.0 15.0

Ic

16=40 AA

vcC 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 =1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 7.5 10.0 15.0

lc

113=7.604-1 A-

cC 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 _ 15.0

IC

15 2



BIPOLAR-JPNCTION
UN IT V:1 .

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with th-eir_correct definitions.

a. The impedance of a circuit as viewed from its
input terminals

b. Output voltage divided by input voltage

c. Output power divided by input power

d. The impedance of a circbit as viewed from the
output terminals

e. Output current divided by input current

f. Ratio of the output quantity to input quan-
tity, often abbreviated as

-g. =A ratiO -of an output level to an input level

2. Identify the'basic types of transistor circuits.

Input
Sgnat
-clty

Itiput
ctr

Stgnal

Output
Ci26
Signal

NPN vEe NPN

1. Gain

2. Power gain

3' Current gain

4.. Voltage ,gain

5. Input impedance

6. Output impedance

7. db

Output
&gnat Sgnat

-c;c7- Input

a. b.
cc

c.

3. Match the transistor circuits on the right with the terms or values for circuit current
gain.

a. hfe

b.. f,'fb

c. Much greater than 1; typical current gain
value 50

d. Beta or la

e. Alpha or A

f. Calied emitter follower

g. Current gain less than 1; typically 0.95 to
0.99

1. Common base

2. Common emitter

3. Common collector
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4. Complete the following table to show the relative magnitudes of current, vcItage,
and power gain for basic transistor circuits.

Characteristics Common Emitter Common Base Common Collector

Voltage Gain

A - VOut
,

,,
v V In

Current Gain
I Out

A,

,

_

,

t

_
I In

Power Gain

P Out
AD

.

.

1 P In

5. State Which transistor circuit types give phase reversal by indicating yes or no by each.

a. CE

b. CB

c. CC

6. Match the transistor circuits on the right with their common applications.

a. Small signal amplification 1. CC

b. High frequency power amplification 2. CE

3. CBc. Voltage follower

7. Complete the following table to show the relative magnitudes of input and output
iMPedances for basic transistor circuits.

.

Characteristics Common Emitter Common Base Common Collector

Input
Impedance

Low
,

Output
Impedance

, Medium Low



BE I I - 19.

8. Compute voltage, current, and power gain in decibels.

9. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test a common-emitter circuit.
.

b. Construct and test a common-base circuit.

C. Construct and test a common-collector circuit.

d. Plot a transistor output characteristic curve.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

/ 4
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BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
UNITVI

1. a. 5 e. 3
b. 4 f. 1

c. 2 g. 7
1. 6

2. a: Common emitter
b. Common base
c. Common collector-

3. a. 2 e. 1

b. 1' f. 3
C. 2 g. 1

-cl. 2

4.

ANSWER TO TEST

-

Characteristics Common.Emitter 6mrnon Base Comniin Collector

--Voltage-Q.&
VOut High

(300)
High
(500)

Vow

Less ihan One"V V In

Current Gain
I Out High

(50)
Less Than One -

(0 97)
High
(50)is" I In

Power Gain

A P Out
Mery High
(15 000)

Medium
(400)

LoW
(30)

Pr P In

5. a. Yes
b. No
c. No

6. a. 2
b. 3
C. 1

7.

...

Charactenstics Common Emitter
4

Common Base

It

Common Collector
1

Input
Impedance

Medium
(1,000)

Low
(60)

High
(400,000) \

Output
Impedance

Medium
(50,000)

High
(1 M)

Low
(100) \

8. Evaluated to the satisfaction ofthe instructor

9. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the insthictor

0

BE II 181
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TRANSISTOIAMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match terms associated with
single-stage and multi-stage amplifiers, construct a load line, calculate overall amplifier gain
in db, list the various coupling techniques, and construct and test various types of amplifier
circuits. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined
in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

-

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, trtf studerit should be able to:

1. Match terms related to transistor amplifiers with their correct definitions.

2. Identify a voltage divider bias circuit.

3. Select true statements concerning leakage current.

4. Complete a table showing the classes of amplifiers, applications, and performance
characteristics.

5. Select statements describing the characteristics of a Class B push-pull amplifier.

6. Select statements describing the characteristics of a Darlington-pair circjiit.

7. Locate ,the Q point, saturation point, and cutoff point in a common emitter
Class A amplifier circuit.

8. Complete.a list showing the characteristics of different types of coupling.

9. Distinguish between ratio stage gains and dB ste gains in overall amplifier gain.

10. Select true statements concerning frequency considerations.

11. Construct a load-line for a common-emitter amplifier circuit.

12. Calculate the overall gain of multistage-amplifier circuits.

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test a'singleended amplifier.

b. Test a push-pull amplifier.

c. Test a two stage direct coupled amplifier.

d. Test a basic Darlington-pair amplifier...

1,5 ./
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIMES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student_withInformation, assignment,,and job sheets.

I I I. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

yll.- Test--

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective:sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparenty masters

1. TM 1--Voltage Divider Bias Circuit

2. TM 2Amplifier Characterisiics by Class of Operation

3. TM 3--Class B Push-Pull Amplifier

4. TM.4Darlington Pair

5. TM 5TranSistor Load Line

6. TM 6--Coupling Method&

7. TM 7--Frequency Compensation Networks

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment ,Sheet #1--Construct a Load Line for a Common-Emitter
'Amplifier Circuit

2. Assignment Sheet #2--Calcu late the Overall Gain of Multistage-Amplifier
Circuits

'158
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E. AnsWer to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1--Test a Single-Ended Amplifier

2. Job Sheet #2--Test a Push-Pull Amplifier

3. Job Sheet #3--Test a Two Stage Direct Cou \Pled Amplifier

4: Job Sheet #4--Test a-Baiic Darlington Pair Aniplifier

G. 'Test

H. Answers to-test ,

II. Reference--Faber, Rodney B. Introduction to Electronic Amplifiers. Colum-
bus, OH: Merrill publishing Co., 1971.
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Single-ended amplifier--An amplifier in which only one transistor is used- in
the amplifier stage

B. Class A circuit--An amplifier biased so that the collector current flows during
the.entire input-signal cycle

C. Class B circuit-An amplifier biased so that the collector current flows during
half of the input-signal cycle-

D. Class C circuit--An amplifier biased so that the collector current flows for
less than half of the input-signal cycle

E. Push-pull amplifier--An amplifier which uses two transistors connected
so that each transistor contributes current to the output signal on alternate
half cycles of the input signal

F. Darlington pair--An amplifier circuit in which two transistors are directly
coupled in such a way as to provide impedance matching wide-band fre-
quency response and high current gain

G. Coupling-The methods used to connect the output of one stage of amplifi-
cation to the input of another amplifier stage

H. Leakage current--The current that flows through a reverse-bias transistor
junction

I. Efficiency-The ratio of AC, power delivered to the load to the DC power
taken from the power supply

°J. CrossoVer distortion--Distortion of the output of push-pull amphfier due to
non-linear characteristics of the transistors

II. Voltage divider bias circuit (Transparency 1)

A. Divides source voltage across a network of resistors

B. Permits use ola selected portion of source voltage

ill. Leakage current

A. Types

1. Common-base leakage current (1CB0)--With no emitter current

2. Commonemitter leakage current (ICE0)--With no base current

Go
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Problems

-1....Ainbient.temperature rise increases leakage current

2. Leakage current rise increases junOon temperature

3. Conditions given in parts 1 ahd 2 can cause thermal runaway which
may result in the destruction ofthe transistdr

C. Stabilizing resistor (Re in a commonemitter circuit)--Reduces the amount of
voltage available at the input, which reduces the input-bias current. and
provides more stable operating conditions

IV. Classes of amplifiers, applications, and performance characteristics (Transpar-
ency 2)

Class Application Distortion Efficiency

A Audio-type amplifiers Least Least

B Push-pull audio power
amplifiers

.
.

Apptoximately
same as Class k
When operated in

(
a push-pull con.
figuration

Medium

C High frequency
applications and
oscillators

Highest Highest

.

(NOTE ClOs B amplifiers conduct only during one half of the input s'gnal
cycle, when operated in a singleended configuration giving medium distortion.)

V. Crass B push-pull amplifier(Transparency 3)

A. Requires two transistors

B. Reduces distortion (even and odd harmonic)

C. Increases load impedance

D. Increases output power

E. Each transistor conducts during one-half of the input cycle

F. Requires proper bias to eliminateocrossover distortion

VI, Darlington-pair circuit (Transparency 4)

A. Direct coupled type of circuit

B. Used for impedance matching or in place of an impedance matching trans-
former

1 61



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Wide band frequency response -

D. Voltage gain is less than one

E. High current gain

VII. Class A operation load lige (Transparency 5)

A. Characteristic curves

IC

2. VCE

3. I

B

- V CC /
B. Saturation ICMAX ' R L

C. Ciit off,IC =0;VcE \ICC

4

D. Operating point ärp point for Class A amplifier

VI II. Characteristics of different types of coupling.--

to,

BEII - 189

A. Resistance-capacitance (RC) coupling (Transigprency 6)-

1. J3road frequency reiponse

2. Economical

3.. Small physical size

4. Provides dc isolation

5. Limits low frequency response

B. Impeclance coupling (Transparency 6)

1. Amplifier output is larger at high frequencies than at low frequencies

2. Used when a narrow band of frequencies or a single frequency is
, to be amplified

C. Transformer coupling (Transparency 6)

1. Used in power stages

2. Used for impedance Matching

3. -1Vlore co'stly than RC coupling(

4. Requires nye space and is heaVier

5. Excellentdc isolation between stages

162
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Direct coupling

f. Used for very low frequency or dc

2. Usal to couple only a few stages because of noise and signal amplifica-
-Ntion

3. Widely used for 6-Darlington-pair amplifier

Overall amplifier gain

A. Ratio stage gains--Multiply

B. dB stage gains--Add

Example: (calculation - Av):

Ratio-- A1 = 5, A2 = 10, A3 = 6; (A1 ) (A2) (A3) = Av Total = 300

dB-- A1 = 13.98dB, A2 = 20dB, A3 = 15.56dB

or A Vdb = 20 log 300 49.54dB

A
1

+ A2 + A3
= A dB Total = 49,54dBV

f

FrequedcydconSiderations

A. Low frequency response of an amplifier is limited by circuit series capaci-
tance or shunt inductance

High frequency response of an amplifier is limited by circuit shunting
capacitance.or serielinduconce
, .

3 Requency coMpensation networks (Transparency 7)

t. 1-lighfre9uency cOMpensation

2. Low frequency compensation

113 3



I.

Voltage Divider Bias Circuit

BE II - 191
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Amplifier Characteristics
by Class of Operation

Class A Operation

Class B Operation

Class C Operation

Input

:BE1I-193

Output

165
\-.

TM 2
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Class B Push-Pull Amplifier

0

--va- ....u..../
Output -Ipr---N

166

¶-

TM 3



II

..

Input

Darlington Pair

.,

#

#

Output

168'



((vcc))
RL /

8

6
IC

(ma)
4

2

Transistor Load line
(Class A Operation)

Loadline

Procedure
A. Locate maAmum current point,

Vcc = -Imax
RL

B. Locate maximum voltage point

V,CE = VCC
C. Connect the'se two points with a straight line

D. Locate operating point, Q point, by the inter-
section of the I B line with the load line

BE II- 199_

8=80 uA

B=60 MA

e40 mA

B=20 pA

1B-L0 pA

10 15 20 25 20 Volts
VCE (VCC)

E. Saturation point
F. Cut off point

TM 5



Coupling Methods

I ilrut

T
RC Coupling Impedance Coupling

Transformer Coupling

110

Direct Coupling

17.1
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Frequency \Compepsation Networks

Compensation Network

0
L

RBAC

0 t
Shunting Cap.

SERIES COMPENSATION SHUNT COMPENSATION

High Frequency Compensation

Input

Compensation Network

vcc

^1

Series Cap.

If

Output

Low Frequency Compensation
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
c. UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT A LOAD LINE FOR A
COMMON=EMITTER-AMPLI HER CIRCUIT

0

Direclicin: Construct a load-line for the transistor circuit shoWn below and locate the
following points:

A. Q point (operating point)

B. Saturation point

C. % Cutoff point

10
IB = 80pA

8
,IB = 60pA

IC (hia) B = 40pA
4

I B = 20pA

2 ,lB1OpA
le 0

10 15 20 25 30

VCE
(volts)

1 3



TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
' UNJT-V I I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2CALCULATE THE OVERALL GAIN OF
MULTISTAGE-AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS.

3E 11 - 207

Directions: Given 'the amplifier block diagrams below, calculate the overall gain and express
in dB.

Input

,Avi=7

1

Input

C.

V2 9

A = 4V2 Av3= 21

Ap1 = 0.9 Ap2= 100

174



Assignment Sheet #1

lc (ma)

10

9ma
8

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS*

Vrr gmA
RL 2.2K

5 10 15 20

VCE (volts)

A. Qpt =
B. Saturation point
C. Cut off point

25 30

CE = VCC

=-130pA

= 60pA

= 40pA

IB = 20pA

IB = 10pA
IB= 0 )

Oy 20/.1A
500K
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Assignment Sheet #2

1. Av total =, 35.99db

Av1 (7) x Av2(9) = 63

A vd B = 20 log 63

2' Av = 1 o Av2

Av Total=10x 4 x 21=840

A Total db = 20 log 840 = 58.49

Av 3 = 21

3. A = 0.9 Ap2 = 100 = 90
P1

A /dB = -.46 Ap2 = 20db 19.54
P1.

Av Total = (0.9) (100) = 90

Av Total dB = (10 log .9) = 10 log 100
-.46 20 = 19.54
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TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS, .

UNIT VII

A

JOB SHEET #1.-TEST A SINOLE-ENDED AMPLIFIER

Topls and equipment

r),(-',:,L .1;2N2222 transistor

B. 1417k resist6r
. .

C. 1-1k resistor

ft Microammeter arid 1 miHiammeter (or two multimeters)

E. 1-22k resistor

F. 1-220k resistor
.

rolstari

. H. 1-43k resistor °

I. DC power supply i0,25V)

- J. SoklerMg iron or soldering gun

(NOTE: All igsistors am + witt.)

K. 1-1k potentiometer

L. 110V potenuometer

II. Procedflre

k Wire-the circuit shown below

'-.
- :,- ..a .

- :'"
c ' -:,A,

A

..;
'.

' r ' .... 1

.7'
-A

s

9.

,rn A

1

4:A4 - A
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JOB S1-iEET #1 \

\

B. 'Adjust potentiometer R2 so hat the volge between points Q and P is zero

C. Plug in soldering iron or gun 1

1

\ o

D. After instructor approves wirling, turn on the power; then adjust R3 for 18
volts between point$ Q and R,

I
E. Adjust R2 to 50 microamps of base current, 16

I

(NOTE: It may be necessaryito readjust R3 for 18 volts.)

F. Record the value of collecuir current; lc
,

1_G Hold _hotsoldering gurl- or- iron Tie-e the transitor case for three seconds

H. Record the maxiam value of.the collector curre4

I. Remove iron and waif until the collector current is approximlitely the
same value as that recorded in Step 0

J. Remove power and insert a 1.5k resistor (Re) between the emitter and
ground

K. Apply power and readjust R2 to 50 microamps base!purrent

(NOTE: It may be neceslary to readjUst,R3 for 18 vOlts.)

L. Read and recOrd the collector current

M. Repeat steps G andI

N. Remove-power and replace 1.5k-with_a 4.7k resistor

0. RepearSteps G andl,

Calculate the changes in collector current, 1,,, for each of the three condi-
. .,

tions as shown in the table below ' 1

.

' I 8 .1 (cool)
C

I
C

(hot)
.

IC

1.5k
4.7k

1
176
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JOB SHEET-40

Q. Turn off the power supplies and rewire circuit as shown below

R. After instructor has checked the wirini, pm on the power supply and
set it for an output of 15 volis

S. Read and record I
B

and IC

Hold the soldering gun or iron dlose to the transistor and heat it for 3
seconds

U. Read and record the maximum value of I

V. .Remove power and leave one end of the 220k-ohm resistor connected to
the base

W. Remove the other end from the power supply and connect it to the collector
of the transistor

X. Apply power and read and record 1B and lc

V. Hold the soldering gun close to the transistor aild heat it for 3 seconds

a.

Z. Read and record the maximum value of IC

AA. Compute the change observed in lc 'in these :410 circuits and record in
the table below

Voltage Divider across Vcc,

Collktor Feedback

BB. Check complet0 table s. with yo r instructor

173
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TRAN,S1STOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII*

JOB SHEET#2--TEST A PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER

I. 'Tools and equipment

A. 2 power transistors (T13027 or equivalent)

B. Input transformer (500 ohm primary 200 ohm center tapped secondary)

C. Output transfocrner (100 ohm CT 4 ohm)

D. 1-15k resistor, 1/2 watt

E. 1-470 ohm resistor, 1/2 watt

F. 1-4 ohm resistor, 2 W

G. 1.0.47 ohm resistor, 2 W

H. AF signal generator

I. (Oscilloscope.-

J. Graph paper

K. '0.01 gfd capacitor

L. Power supply

M. Multimeter

II. Procedure

A. Wire the circuit shown in the following schematic with power off

T13027

OUTPUT
or
SPEAKeR

A
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VOUT

JOB SHEET #2

6

B. Have instructor approve wiring; then turn on the power wooly and adjust
for 15 volts

C. Measure and record the base-emitter bias voltages VBE of 01 and 02

D. Compute the DC-emitter currents using Ohm's Law by measuring the voltage
drops across the 0.47 ohm resjstors

E. Connect the audio generator to the inpt4t transformer and set the output of
the generator .to 1000 Hz

F. Connect the oscilloscope across the 4-ohm load pn the secondary of the
output transformer and adjust the signal generator for maximum undis-
torted output as read on the oscilloscope and sketch the fiveshape

G. Connect the oscilloscope across the input and make a scale drawing
the scope display

H. Connect the oscitloscope acroes the base.-emitter junction of 01 and sketch
the waveshape

L Repeat for 02

J. Check calculations and drawings with your instructor

Data. Table

VBE 1E VOUT P-P VIN P-P

Clt

Q2

t
r;UTPUT WAVESHAPE

VIN

via.1116.2.flitOMMI*0

INPUT WAVESHAPE



TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #3--TEST A TWO STAGE DIRECT COUPLED AMPLIFIER

I. Tools and equipment

A. 2-2N1 304 transistors or equivalent

B. 2-10 pF capacitors (20V)

C. 2-100 pF capacitors, (20V)

D. 1-47k resistor (1/2 watt)

e. 3-6.8k resistors, 1/2W

F. 2-4.7k resistors, 1/2W

G. 1-3.3k resistor, 1/2W

H. 2-510 ohm resisfors, 1/2W

I. Variable DC power supply (0-20V)

. J. Oscilloscope

K. Signal generator

L. Graph paper

M. D:C. voltmeter

H. Procedure

A. Connect the following'circuit with power off

(NOTE: A voltage divider is used between the two stages to provide the
necessary bias for ttie second step.)

dr,

BE II - 217
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. JOB SHEET #3

B. Connect the oscilloscope across the 4.7k output resistor

C. Connect the signal generator to the input terminals and adjust the frequency
for 1000Hz; leave the voltage level at zero

D. Adjust the power supply for 15 volts and me6sure and record' the volt-
ages with respect to ground on the emitter, base, and collector of .tf-re two
transistors 1

E. Adjust the signal generator until an uhdistorted waveshape appears on
the oscilloscope

(NOTE: All voltagemeasurements should be referenced to ground.),

F. Measure and record the 1:oak-to-peak output voltage using the oscilloI
scope and sketch the waveshape

G. Measure and record the peak-to-peak input voltage at the base of the second
transistor

H. Measure and record the peak-to-peak output voltage at the collector of
the first stage

4

I. Measure and record the peak-to-peak input voltage at the base qf the first
stage

J. Determine the voltage gain of the first stage and convert the Voltage gain to a
dB gain

K. Determine the voltage gain of the second stage and convert the Voltage
gain to dB gain

L. Determine the overall voltage gain and convert the voltage gain to dB gain

M. Connect the oscilloscope on the input (base) to the first stage and adjust the
signal generator for the maximum undistorted signal at 10KHz.

(NOTE: The input signal voltage must be maintthned at a constant level.)

N. Measure and. sketch the voltage across the ou'put resistor

0. Adjust the signal generator for the following ..equencies and record the -

input and output voltage for each frequency: 10,000, 8000, 6000, 4000,
2000, 1000, 800, 600, 400, and 200 Hz.

P. Plot a graph of the output voltage versus the frequency; the frequency
should be plotted on the horizontal axis and the voltage on the vertical axis

0. ,Check calculations and sketches with your instructor

1 k 3
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JOB SHEET #3

Data Table

BE II - 219-

VBE VCE VEN ;rVoir -
1 r VIN P-P VOUT P-P VIN P-P AV AVdB

Q1 44I
Q2

.

. ..4 I

AVTOTAL "c. dB

10KH2 8KHz 6KHz 4KHz 2KHz 1KHz 800K2 600H2 400H2 200Hz

IN P113
,

6

Pig



TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #4--TEST A BASIC DARLINGTON-PAIR AMPLIFIER

I.. Tools and equipment

A. 2PNP transistors (2N3638 or equivalent)

B. 1:130 Arcapacitor (25V)

C. 1-3 M resistor, 1/2W

D. 1-1 k resistor, 1W

E. OscilloscOpe

F. Signal generator

G. Power supply (0-40V; DC)

I I.. Procedure

A. 'Wire the following circuit with power off

10 pF

INPUT

3M 2N3638 20V

2N3b38

^
1k OUTPUT

BE II - 221

B. Connect the oscilloscope to the output of Ahe signal generator and the
signal generator to the circuit input

C. Set the generator for 1000 Hertz and adjust until 4 volts peak-to-peak
is on the oscilloscope screen

D. Place the generator leads to the Darlington circuit input leads, and leave the
oscilloscope still connected to the generator output

E. Move tne oscilloscope leads from the input to the output and
omeasure

the output volta'ge (peak-to-peak)

MM.
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Compute the overall voltage gain in dB

G. Check your calCulations with your instructor

Data Tabie

v IN PP VOUT P-P

AVdB =
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TRANSISTO-R AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VII

NAME

JEST

- 1. Match the terms on the-right with their correci definitions.

a. The current that flows through a reverse-
bias transistor junction

b. An amplifier which uses two. transistors
connected so that each transistor contributes
current to the output signal on alternate
half cycles of the input signal

c. An amplifier biased so that the collector
currect flows for less than half of the input-
signal cycle

d. An amplifier in which only one transistor
is used in'the amplifier seage'

e. The methods used to connect the output of
one st6ge of amplification to the inPut of

. mother amplifier stage

f. The ratio of AC power delivered to the
load to the DC power taken from the power
supply

g. An am-oilier biased sdi that the collector
currat flow( during the, entire input-signal
cycle ,

h. An amplifier biased so that the collector
current flowS 'during half of the input-signal
cycle

1. An amplifier-circuit in which two transistors 1-
s

are -directly tofipled in such a way es to
r provide inipedance matChin6 wide-band fre-

quency response and high current gain

3. Distortion of the outPut of the
amPlifier due to non-linear charaCienstics
of the transistors

.

T. Leakage current

2. Single-ended
amplifier

3. Class'A circuit

4. Darlington pair

5. Push1pull amplifier

6. Couriling

7. Class B circuit

8. Class C circuit

9. Efficiency

10. Crossover_
distortion

4tk

4.
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MI

2. Identify th . voltage dividgr bias circuit by placing an "X under the appropriate
circuit.

a.

MCC

RC

VOUT

V Series Cap.
CC

I (

INPUT

Compensation Network

OUTPUT

b.
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3. Select true statements concerrung sources of leakage current and problems associated
with it by placing an "X" in the appropdate Wanks.

a I
Cm).-

is a type of leakage with no emitter currant

b. ICED is a type of leakage with no base current

c. Ambient temperature rise increases leakage current

d. Leakage current rise increases junction temperature

e. Conditions given in parts c and d above can cause thermal runaway
which may result in the destruction of the transistor

f. The stabilizing resistor increases the amount of voltage avaHable at the
input, which reduces the input,bias current and provides _more stable opera.-

ting conditions

4. Complete the following table showing the classes of amplifiers, applications, and
performance characteristics.

Class Application Distortion Efficiency

Audio-type amplifrers

Push-pull audio power
amplifiers

High frequency
applications and
oscillators

5. Select true statements describing the chz..acteristics of a Class B push pb11 amplifier
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Rerquires only one transistor

b. Requires two transistors --,

c. Reduces distortion

Decreases output powerd.

e. Each transistor conducts during one.half the nVin cycle

f. Requires proper bias to eliminate crossover dirortion

eft
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6. Select true statements describing the characteristici of a lOarhngton pair circuit by
placing an "X" in the approPriate blan.ks.

a. Capacitance coupled-between sipges

b. Direct coupled type of circuit

C. Narrowbarici frequency response

d. Voltage gain is,less-than one 7

e. High current gain

Locate the Q point, saturation point,- and cutoff noint in a common-brMtter Class
A amplifier circuit py.correctly labeling the diagram that follows.

(VCC
R 10

1C(ma)

-8

10 15 2O 25-

VCE

-b.

8. Complete a list sh.owing the characteristics of differen
the correct ipformation in the blanks Oefqw eacli pf the,fal

a. _ Resista-nce-capasitance couphng

1)

2) 'cal

3) Small physic
,

al) Provides dc mlarion
t.

5) Lir!' ts -low frequency res

Impedance coupling

1)

-=,8.0.t.f A "-

=60

-,20#A

1MA

Voltt,

pr.rs of couplir-Ig by Plaiing
owing headings.

r.

2) Used Vihen a Marrow band
arnOtkied
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d. Test a basic Darlington-pair amplifier-

(NOTE: If these activities ha* ve not been accomplished priovr to the test, ask your -
instructor when they should be completed.)

192
o



c. Transformer coupling

1) Used in power stages

2) Used for impedance matching

3) More costly than RC coupling

4) Requires more space and is heavier

5)

BE I I - 227

,
d: Direct coupling

1) Used for very low frequency or dc

2) Used to couple only a few stages because of noise and sign I amplification

3)

9. Distinguish between ratio stage gains and db stage gains in overall amplifier ain by
placing an "R" next to material that applies to ratio gains and "dB" beside material
that applies to dB gain.

a. Multiply

10.- Select true statements concerning frequency considerations by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

a. Low frequency response of an amplifier is limited by circuit series capa-
citance or shunt inductance

b. High frequency response of an amplifier is limited by circuit series tape-
citance or series inductance

c. Frequency compensation networks include

1) High frequency compensation

2) Low frequency compensation

11. Construct a load-line for a common-emitter a*mplifier circuit.

12. Calculate the overall gain of multistage-amplifier circuits.

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Test a single-ended amplifier

b. Test a push-pull amplifier

c. Test a two stage direct coupled amplifier

191

1
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d. Test a basic Darlington-pair amplifier:

(NOTE: If these activities Wave not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your -
instructor when they should be completed.)

192
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1. a. 1

b. 5
C. 82
e. -6
f. 9
g. 3
h. 7
i. 4
j. 10

2. a

TRANg'ISTOR AiVi'PLIFIERS
UNIT VII

ANSWERS TO TEST

-

,3. a, b, c, d, e

4. Class Application Distortion Efficiencyr-
A Audio-type amplifiers Least Least

B

.

Push-pull audio power
amplifiers

Approximately
same as.Class A
when operated in
a push-pull con-
figuration

Medium

C High frequency
applicatiOns and
oscillatorS

Highest Highest

5. b, c, e,

6. 13, d, e

7. a. Saturation point
b. 0 point
c. Cutoff point

8. a. 1) Broad frequency response.
b. 1) Amplifier output is larger at high frequencies than at low frequencies
c. 5) Excellent dc isolation between,stages
d. 3) Widely used for a Darlington-pair amplifier

9. a. R

b. dB

10. a, c

11. Evaluated to the'satisfaction of the instructor
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,4

12. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

13. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

a

14 A

a
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the categories and
subdivisions of integrated circuits, list advantages and disadvantages of integrated circuits,
calculate gain for various types of operational amplifiers, and construct and test various
types of operational amplifier circuits. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly
performing the procedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIF IC OBJECTIVES

'After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to operational amplifiers with their correct definitions.

2. Copplete a diagram to show.the categories and subdivisions of integrated circuits.

3. Distinguish between the advantages and disadvantages of integrated circuits.

00*

4. Match inverting and nopinverting operational amplifiers with their characteristics
and Av formulas.

5. Match DC summing inverting end differential amplifiers with their character-
istics and Vout formulas.

6. Calculate the closed-loop gain for an inverting and a noninverting amplifier.

7. Calculate the output voltage of a DC-summing inverting amplifier.

8. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test an inverting amplifier.

b. Construct and test a noninverting amplifier.

c. Construct and test a DC summing inverting amplifier.

d. Construct and test a differential amplifier.

9 5

4
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

ISUGGESTED ACTIVITIE .

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. Give test.

,, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Informatioh sheet

C. transparency masters

1. TM 1--Categories of Integrated Circuits

2. TM 2--Monolithic Integrated Circuit

.3. TM 3--Hybrid Thick Film Circuit
,

4. TM 4--Inverting and Noninverting Amplifiers

B. TM 5--DC Summing Inverting Amplifier

6. TM 6--Differential DC Amplifier
a

D. Assignment sheets
,

a

1

BE II - 233

. 1. Assignment Sheet #1--Calculate the Closed-Loop Gain for an Invert-
ing and a Noninverting Amplifier

..

Assignment Sheet #2--Calculate the Output Voltage of a DC Summing
Inverting Amplifier

E. Answers to assignment sheets

s
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*

F. Job sheets

., \

1. Job Sheet #1--Construct and Test an Inverting Amplifier

2. Job Sheet #2--Construct and Test a Noninverting Amplifier,

3. Job Sheet #3.--Construct and' Test a DC Summing Inverting ArnPlifier
-.

4. Job Sheet #4--Construct and Test a Differential Amplifier

G. "Tnit

H. Answers to test

II. References,
A. Seippel, Robert G. Designing Circuits with IC Operational Amplifiers. New

York: American Technical Society, 1975.

B. Rutkowski, George B.' Handbook of Integrated Circuit Operational Ampli-
fiers. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1975.

,

,

,

-

0



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and defintions 1

BE II - 235 .

A. Integrated circuit (IC)--A complete, electronic circuit that is fabricated-on a
single chipof silicon

B. Operational amplifier (0P-AMP)--A solid-state integrated circuitamplifier
that uses external feedback to control its gain

C. Linear IC--A classification of integtated circuits used for analog amplification
purposes

D. Digital IC-A cla'tsification of integrated circuits used for syvitching purposes

E. Monolithic device--A complete circuit including active and passive devices-
and all interconnections fabricated upon a single piece Of silicon crystal
material

F. Al-lybrid device-A device which is made by mounting separate components
'Iresistors, transiqors, and other devices) onto a substrate of insulating

material 'such as glass or ceramic

G. Open-loop operation-An application of an operational amplifier circuit
that uses no external feedback

H. Closed-loop operation--An application of an operationil amplifier cir-
cuit that uses external feedback

II. Categories and subdivsions of integrated circuits (Transparency 1)

A. Monolithic--One method of IC fabrication (Transparency 2)

1. Bipolar--Diode and transistors

2.. Unipolar-MOSEET and JFET device

B. HYBRID--One method of IC fabeication

1. Thick film--Components- are approximately 100 times thicker ^than
thin film (Transparency' 3)

2. Thin film--Components are a few angstroms thick (Angstrom unit,i

Ao = 10"8' cm)

L98
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INFORMATION SHEET .

III. Advantages andidisadyantages of integrated circuits.

A. Advgltages

1. Small size

2. Low cost

3. High reliability

B. Disadvantages

1. Limited to low voltage aPplications

2.Limitedito low power applications

3. Limited component selection

IV.. Characteristics and Av formulas for inverting and noninverting Operational ampli-
fiers

'A.- Inverting amplifier (Transparency 4)

. Output is 1800 out of phae with the input

2. R
Av 2

R1

B. Noninverting amplifier (Transparency,4)

1. Input is in phase with the output,

2. R1 + R2
Av

11,1

V. Characteristics and Vout formulas for DC summing inverting amplifier and
differential amplifiers

A. DC summing inverting. amplifiers (Transparency 5)

1. Output is the-sum of the input voltages with a 180° phase shift ,

2. - 4 (V1 V2 V3
Vout = R1 R2 R3

.of

1



INFORMATION SHEET

B. Differential amplifiers (Transparency 6).

fiE II - 237

1. Output is 6" function of the difference between the two, input signals

2. Vou.t = A2 (V2 \)1); R1 =433 R2 = R4

2to

a
0

0



Categories Of Integrated Circu ts

Integrated Circuits

Monolithic

..Bipo är

: .

Hybrid Circuits 1

I

1 i

,

I Unipolar Thin Film 1 -Thick Film

26. 4

J

21)2
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Hybrid Thick Film Circuit

Package Body

r

Diode

N

VmmIltf

Capacitor
Gold Wire.

I
Film Resistor

Lead

203

Substrate Conducting Trace

ci
205
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Inverting and Noninverting Amplifiers

132

Inverting DC Amplifier
R2

Signal in;

Signal out

fil+R2
Au- V

0
=V. Av- v

Noninverting DC Ampiifier

2 G TM 4
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V2

V3

BE II - 247

DC Summing Inverting Amplifier

Vout

207

1.1

TM 5
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Differential DC Amplifipr

R2

Ri
R4R2 RI=R3

Vout R2 (V
2
V

1
)

208



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE THE CLOSED-LOOP GAIN FOR
AN INVERTING AND A NONINVERTING AMPLIFIER

A. Inverting.,amplifier . .
N,

1. For the schematic shown below, calculate the closed-loop gain giveikR1
. = 10K and R2 =100K N

2. Calculate Vo for part 1 above given Vin = I- 5 volts.

B. Noninverting amplifier

1. For the schematic shown below, calculate the closed-loop gain given R1
=-5K and R2 10K

2. Calculate Alin for part 1 above given Vo = + 10 volts.

2ua
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BE II - 253

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENt SHEET #2--CALCULATE THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
OF A DC SUMMING INVERTING AMPLIFIER

A. For the schematic shown below, R1 = 10K, R2 = 5K, R3 = 10K, R4 = 10K

Calculate Vo

B. Repeat part A above if R4 is 100K <

R1

V2 = +2V0.-1 R2 1-0
V3 = +1V

0=1 R3'

R4

Vo



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

A. Inverting amplifier

1. -R 2= -100K =10
Av =

R 10K
1

V2. A =v ,Vin

Vo = (A)(Vin) = (10) (5) = -50 Volts.

B. Noninverting amplifier

1. R1 + R2 =1+ R2
A *-=

v R1 R1

10K=1+-
5K

=1+2=3

2. A = V.

V o 10
Vin Av 3

= 3.33 Volts

vo

Assignment Sheet #2

A. RA (V.)) RA (VQ) R4[
r" :.1 + s"

R1 R2 . R3

v = [5) 10K + (2) 10K (1) 10K1
0 10K5K 10K

Vo = (5 + 4 + 1) = - 10 Volts.

_
B. Vo 1(_5) 100K + (2) 100K + (1) 100K1

10K 5K 10K

= - (50 + 40 + TO)

NN= - 100 Volts

211



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST AN INVERTING AMPLIFIER

I. Tools and equipment

A. OP AMP type LM741 or equivalent

B. 470K resistor 1/4 watt

C. 47K resistor 1/4 watt

D. 2.2K resistor 1/4 watt

E. + 15 volt DC power supply or dual tracking-DC supply

BE II 257

F. Variable DC power supply

G. Proto-board or equipment to conneet an integrated circuit

H. Multimeter

II. Procedure

A. Connect the following circuit

(NOTE: Review the data sheet for pin connection for the operational
amplifier.)

R2=470K
Offset Null 1

Inverting Input 2
Nonihverting

Input

2.2K Vcc 4- .

8- NC

7- Vcc

6- Output

5- Offset Null
741

B. Calculate the voltage gain

C. Caltulate the output voltage across the 2.2K ohm load resistor

D. Apply a 1 volt DC to the input resistor R1

E. Turn on the power supply ( 15V) to the bperational amplifier

(NOTE: Most operational amplifiers require a power supply that has a +
and a minus voltage with reference to a common point [ground] .)

212
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JOB SHEET #1

F. Measure and record the output voltage and the input voltage

(NOTE: Be sure to observe the polarity of the output voltage as compared to
the input voltage.)

G. Using the meastired values calculate thesoltage gain; A = V /Vv --out in

H. COmpare the measured gain value (step G) with' the calculated gain value
(step B)

I. Check your calculations with your instructor

Data Table

A v
Calculated

Vout
Calculated

Vin
Measured

Vout
Measured

A v
Measured

%
Diff

.

_

.
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QPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A NONINVERTIVG AMPLIFIER

I. Tools and equipment

A. OP AMP type LM741 or equivalent

B. 470K resistor 1/4 wattl

C. 47K resistor 1/4 watt

D. 2.2K yesisio'r 1/4 watt

E. + 15 volt DC power suPply or dual tracking DC supply

F. Variable DC power supply'

,- G. Proto-board or equipment to connect an integrated circuit

H. Multimeter

II. Procedure

A. Connect the following circuit for a noninverting 4DC amplifier.

(Caution: Do not turn on power et this time.)

R 2=470K

R =47K

V.=1V 15V.
Vcc

B. Calculate the voltage gain

C. Calculate the output voltage .

D. Apply 1 volt DC to the nOninverting input (pin 3)

E. Turn on the + 15 volt power supply

F. Measure and record the output voltage and the input voltage

'(NOTE: Observe the polarity of the output voltage as compared to the
.input voltage.)

21 '
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JOS SHEET #2

G. Using the measured values calculate the voltage gain., Av = vout / Vin

H. Compare the measured gain value (step G) with calculated gain value (step S)

I. Check your calculations with your instructor

Data Table

A v
Calculated

Vout
Calculated

Vin
Measured

Vout
Measured

-

A v
Measured

%

Diff
n

,

.

...

,

.

-

x

,-

..

.

r

,

21 5
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OPERATIO(NALAMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII .

JOB SHEET #3-CONSTRUCT AND TEStA DC SUMMING
INVERTING AMPLIFIER

I. Tools and equipment
,

A. OP AMP type LM741 or equivalent

B. 470K resistor 1/4 watt

C. 3-47K resistors 1/4 watt

D 2.2K resistor 1/4 4./tt

E. + 15 V Dd powpr supPly or equivalent

F. Variable DC p*ow,er supply

G. Rroto-board or equipment to connect an integrated circuit

H: Multimeter

II. Procedure

A. Connect the following circuit fora DC summing inverting amplifier

(CAUTION: Do not turn on the power at this tilme.)

R1

=:5v

V2=.2v

V3=.3'v

R4=470K

R
1 =R 2R 3=47K

cs

B. Calculate the output

C.- Apply 0.5V to input

(NOTE: It May be
input voltages.) .

Turn on the 4.15 volt power supp*

voltage

BE'll 26:1

V.r, 0:2V to input V2, 0:3 V to inliyt Vp'",

necessary' to build a voltage divider'io achieve these

\
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JOB SHEET #3

E. Measure and record the output voltage and-the input voltage

(NOTE: Observe the polarity of the output voltage as compared to die
input voltage.)

F. Compare the output voltage measured to the output voltage calculated

G. Compute the output voltage if R1 = R2 = R3 = 470K ohm resistance

H. Compute the output voltage if R1 = 4.7K ohm, R2 =0413K ohm, and R3 =
6.8K ohm

I. Check your calculations with your instructor
-

Data Table

Vout
Calculated'

Vin
. Measured

Vout
Measured

%

Diff
Vout 470K

Calculated
Vout 4.7K

Calculated

. ,

Th

2 1 *7.



OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #4--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

I. Tools and equipment

A: OP AMP type LM741, or equivalent

B. 2-470K resistors

C. 2-47K rxistors

D. 12.2K resistor

E. + 15 volt power supply or dual tracking

F. 2-DC power supplies (variable)

G. Proto-board_or equipment to connect an integrated circuit

II. Procedure

A. Connect.the following circuit for a differential DC amplifier

(CAUTION: Do not apply power at this time.)

R1 := R2 = 470K

Vout

BE ll 263

B. Calculate the output voltage, Vout

C. Apply 1.0 volts at V1 and 1.5 volts at V2

(NOTE: You may use two separate power supplies to obtain these inputs.)

D. Turn on the + 15 volt power supply

E. Measure and record the output voltage and the input voltages

F. Compdre the output yoke& measured to the output voltage calculated

2 1
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JOB SHEET #4

G. Adjust V2 to 1 volt and measure the output voltage

(NOTE: The output voltage should be very small.)

H. Calculate the common mode gain by the following formula:

A Vout or Vout
-VT

(NOTE: Use yalues from part G for the above calculation.)

I. Calculate the difference mode gain by the following formula:

A V out
D v2.vi

(NOTE: Use values from part E for the above calculation.)

J. Check your calculations with your instructor

Data Table

Vout
Measured ,

V1 = 1.0V
V2 = 1.5V

V., ,

Measured
V2

Measured
,

Vow
Calculated

.

Vout
Measured

v
1=

v2. tov

Ac

213
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

NAME

TEST

1. Match terms on the right with their correct defintions.

a. A complete electronic circuit this is fabricated 1.
on a single chip of silicon

b. A solidIstate, integrated circuit amplifier°
2.

3.

4.

that uses external feedback to control itt gain

c. A classification of integrated circuits used for
analog amplification purposes

d. A classification of integrated circuits used for -5.

6.

switching purposes

e. A cgmplete circuit including active and
passive devices and all interconnections
fabricated upon a sjngle piece of silicon crystal
material

f. A device,which is made by mounting separate
components onto a substrate of insulating
material such a's glass or ceramic:

g. An application of an; operational amplifier
circuit thatuses no external feedback

h. An application of n operational amplifier
circuit that' uses external feedback

8.

BE 265

Linear IC

Monolithic
device

Hybrid
device

Integrated circuit

Closed-loop
operation

O pera,tign3I

Digital IC

Open-loop
operation

2. Complete the following diagr4M to show the categories and subdivitions of inte-
.grated circuits.

Integrated Circuits

b.

a
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3. Distinguish between /he advantages and disadvantages of integrated circuits by placing
an "A" beside advantages and:,a-"D" beside disadvantages.

a. Small size

b. Limited to low voltage applications

c. Low cost

d. Limited to low-power applications

e. High reliability

f. Limited component selection

4. Match inverting and noninverting operationa' amplifiers with their chardcteristics
and Av formulas.

a. Output is 1800 out of phase with the in-
put

b. InPut is in phase with the output

c. RAv = 2

R1

Av = R1 + R2

R1

1. Inverting
amplifier

2. Noninverting
amplifier

5. Match DC summing inverting and differential amplifiers with their characteristics
and Vout forniu las.

a. Output is the sum of the input voltages 1. DC summing
with a 180° phase shift inverting

amplifier
b. Output is a .cfUnction of the difference be-

tween the two input signals 2: Differential

Ll

c. Vout =R4 V1 +V2 +V3

R +8 +R

d. Vout = R2 (Vi -A/2); R1 = ; R2 = R4

R1

6. Calculate the closed-loop gain for an inverting and a noninverting amplifier.

amplifier

7. Caleate the output voltage of a DC summing inverting amplifier.

2 21
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8. Demonstrate,the ability to:.

Construct and test an inverting amplifier.

b. Construct and test a noninverting amplifier.

c. Construct and test a DC summing inverting 'amplifier.

d. Construct and test a differential ampifier.

(NOTE: If these activkies have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

222,
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
UNIT VIII

ANSWERS,TO TEST

1. a. 4 e. 2
b. 6 f. 3
c. 1 g_ 8d. 7 h. 5

2. a. Monolithic
b. Bipolar
c.. "Uhipdlat

3. a. A
b. D

A
d. D
e. A
f.

4. a. 1

b. 2
c. 1

d. 2

5. a. 1

b. 2
c. 1

d. 2

d. Hybrid circuits
e. Thick film

6. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

7. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

8. Performance skills evaluate&to_the satisfaction of the instructor

BE II 269
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the schematic symbols
for logic devices, complete truth tables for the most common logic devices, and construct
and test various IC and discrete logic gate circuits. This knowledge will be evidenced by
correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets andby scoring 85 percent on
the unit test.

SPECI PIC-OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related tologic devices with their correct definitions.

2. Identify the schematic symbols for AND gates, OR gates, NAND gates, NOR
gates, Exclusive-OR gates, and NOT gates.

3. Complete truth tables for the most common logic devices.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test an IC "AND" gate circuit.

b. Construct andtest an lo "O*R" gate circuit.

c. Construct and test an IC "NAND" gate circuit.

d. Construct and test an IC "Exclusive-OR" gate circuit.

e. Construct-and test a diode "AND" gate circuit.

f. Construct and test a diode-transistor "NOR" gate circuit.
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and job sheets.

III. Make transpariencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--AND and OR Gate Symbols and Truth Tables

2. TM 2--NAND and NOR Gate Symbols and Truth Tables

3. TM 3--INVE RTE RS and -EXCLUSIVE-OR Gate Symbols and Truth
Tables

Job sheets

1 Job Sheet #1--COnstruct and Test an IC "AND" Gate Circuit

2. Job Sheet #2-7Construct and Test an I C."0 R " Gate Circuit

3. job Sheet #3--Construct and Test an IC "NAND" Gate Circuit

4. Job Sheet #4--Construct and Test an IC "Exclusive-OR" Gate Cir-
. cult

5. Job Sheet #5--Construct and Test a Diode "AND" Gate Circuit

6. Job Sheet #6--Construct and Test a Diode-Transistor. "NOR" Gate
Circuit

4.
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II. References
,

A. Tocci, Ronald J. Fundamentals of Pulse and Digital Circuits. Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1977.

B. TTL Data Book. Dallas: Texas Instruments, Inc., 1973. ,

,
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

'INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Digital circuitsCircuits that produce diseontinuous signals at the output
terminals

B. Truth table7Summarizes the various combinations of input and corre-
sponding output signals for lOgic gates

'C. High logic level--Usually considered a high voltage for positive logic and
symbolizecLby a "1"

D. Low logic level--Usually considered a low voltage for positive logic and
symbolized by a "0"

E. AND gate--Gives a logic output (1) only if all' inputs are logic (1)

F. OR Gate--Gives a high level output (1) when any one or more inputs are
high (1)

G. Inverter--Changes the output logic level to the opposite logic level of the
input; also called a NOT

H. NAND gateAn AND gate followed by an inverter; also called a NOT-AND
gate

1. NOR gateAn OR gate followed by an inverter; also called a NOT-OR
gate

J. TTL (Transistor-transistor logic)..-A means of fabricating -an extremely
fast operating gate by using a multiemitter transistor

K. MSI (medium-scale integratiori)--A digital device which contains from
12 to 100 individual basic logic.gates

L. LSI (large-scale integration)--A digital device that contains 100 or more
individual logic gates=

M. Exclusive-OR gate--Gives a high level output when one and only One input is
at a high level

N. DTL (diode transistor logic)--A means of fabricating an operating logic gate
using diodes and transistors

2 9 '



INFORMATION SHEET

II. Schematic symbols

A. AND gate (Transparency 1)

1. Symbol-- A

2. Output Y = ABC ,

(NOTE: ABC refers to A and B and C)

B. OR gate (Transparency 1)

1. Symbol-- A

2. Output Y=A+ B+ C

(NOTE: A + B + C refers to A or B C)

C. NOT gate (inverter) (Transparency 3)

1. Symbol--

6

Output Y =

(NOTE: A refers to A inverted)

D. NAND gate (Transparency 2)

Symbol-- A

2. Output- Y = ARC

E. NOR gate (Transparency 2)

A1. Symbol:-

2: O'utput Y=A+B+C

22s
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4

4 Li

INFORMATION:SHUT

F. -Exclusive-OR gafe (Trrnsparency 3)

1. Symbol-- A

-B

2. OutptYAB+AB
III. Trutta tables

A. AND gate (Transparency 1)

a

B.

0

1

OR gate (Transparency 1)

B

0 1

0

4

C. NOT gate (Transparency 3)

4.

L.

. .

BE II 277
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INFORMATION SHEET

.
NAND gate (Transparency 2).

1

4 A

AA

E. NOR gate (Transparency i)

1_11.A

o

1

.o

-o

F. Exclusive-OR gate (Transparency 3)

A

0

2 3 t)

r

II



ND and OR Gate Symbols

and Tmth Tables

A

AND Gate

0 0 0
0 0 1

0 1 0
0 1 1

1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 a 0
1 1 1 1-

ABC=Y

ABCY
0 0 0 0
0 a 1 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

231

A+B+C=Y

BE 11*- 279
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NAND and NOR Gate Symbols

and Truth Tables

A

A

NAND Gate
A
0
0
0
0

0
0

NOR Gate
A C Y
0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0

232

ARC=Y

411101
A+B+C=Y

RE 11 - 281
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Inverters and Exclusive OR

Gate Symbols and Truth Tables

NOT Gate

sp,

A

Excluive OR

2 33
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, LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #1--CONS-TRUCT AND TEST AN IC "ARID" GATE-CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. SN7411 triple 3-input positive-AND gates

B. 3 SPDT switches

C. DC power supply (+5 Volt)

D. Multimeter

E. Proto-board or equipment system for connecting ICs

F. LED and a 470 ohm resistor (optional)

II. Procedure

A. Wire the following' logic AND gate circuit

-(NOTE: ThiS- device, 7411, cOritains thiee AND gates on one chip, but
only oneof the gates Will be tested.)

OUTPUT=Y
Y=ABC

7411 AND GATE

Top View

VCC 1C 1Y 3C 3B 3A 3Y

B. Check with your multimeter to be sure switches are as shown in the above
d iagram.

(NOTE: The .switche'S may be replaced by simply connectira the inputs to
+5 volts or gr6und.)

C. Connect the multimeter to the output of the gate

lk
\

(NOTE: A visual output indication may be made by placing an LED and a
series resistor [approximately 470 ohms) from the output to ground. The
diodes cathode must be connected to ground.)

2 3 4
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JOB-SHBET #1

D. Complete the following truth table by switching the three input switches
into all possible combinations and recording whether the output is a "1"
(high voltage) or a "0" (low voltage)

SW-1
Input A

SW-2
Input B

SW-3
In 'Put C

Y
Output

0 _A 0

t

r

1

E. Compare the output results with the truthrtable 6'R/en on TM 1

F. Check your results with your,instructor

23 5
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LOGIC, DEVICES-
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #2--CONSTRUCT AND TEST AN IC "OR" GATE CI RCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. 5N7432 'Quadruple 2-input positive-OR gates

B. 2-SPDT sWitches

C. DC power suPply

D. Multimeter

E. Proto-board or equipment system for connecting ICs

F. LED 'and a 470 ohm resistor (optional)

I I. Procedure

A. Wire the following logic OR gate circuit

(NOTE: This device, 7432, contains four OR gates on one chip but only
one of the gates will be tested.)

Y OUTPUT

7432 OR GATE

Top View

VCC 4 4A 4Y 3B 3A . 3Y

1A 1B 1Y 2A 2B 2Y GNI)

B. Check with your multimeter to be sure switches are as-shown in the above
diagram.

C. Connect the multimetér (DC volts) to the output of the gate

(NOTE: A visual, output indication may be made by placing an LED and a
series resisior [approximately 470 ohms] from the output to ground. The
diodes cathode must be connected to ground.)
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JOB SHEET #2

D. Complete the following truth table by switching the two input switches
into all possible combinations and record whether the output is a
(high voltage) or a "0" (low voltage)

SW71

Input A
SW-2

Input B Output

0

1

E. Compare the output results with the truth table given on TM 1

F. Check your,resultp with your instructor

2 3 7
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #3--CONSTRUCT AND TEST AN IC "NAND" GATE. CI RCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. 5N7400 Quadruple 2-input Positive-NAND gates

B.. 2 SPDT sWitches

C. DC power supply

D. Mu ltimeter

E. Proto-board or equipment system for connecting ICs

F. LED and a 470 ohm resistor (optional)

Procedure

A. Wire the following logic.NAND gate circuit

(NOTE: Only one of the four gates on the chip will be tested. This device,
SN7400, contains four NAND gates on one chip but only one of the gates
will be tested.)

Y OUTPUT
Y= AB

7400-NAND GATE

Top View

-VCC 48 4A 4' 3B 3A- 3Y

B. Check with your multimeter to be sure switches are as shown in the above
diagram

C. Connect the multimeter to the output of the gate

(NOTE: A visual output indication may be made by placing an LED and a
series resistor :approximately 470 ohms] from the output to ground. The
diodes cathode must be connected to ground.)

238
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JOB SHEET #3

D. Complete the following truth table by switching the two input switches
into all possible combinations and recording whether the output is a
(high voltage) or a "0" (low voltage)

SW-1 SW-2
Input A Input- B Output

0 0

1 1

E. Compare the output results wth the truth table given on TM 2

F. Check your results with your instructor



LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #4'-CONSTRUCT AND TEST AN IC "EXCLUSIVE-OR" GATE CIRCU

I. Tools and equipment

A. SN7485 Quadruple 2-input Exclusive:OR gate

B. 2-SPDT switches

CI. DC power supply

D. Multimeter

E. Proto-board or equipment system for connecting ICs

F. LED and a 470 ohm resistor (optional)

Procedure

BE 1(1'291

A. Wire the following logic, exclusive OR gate circuit

(NOTE: This device, SN7485, contains four Exclusive-OR gates on one chip,
but only one of the gates will be tested.)

Y OUTPUT

YJA.B-1:AE

Top View

VCC 4A 48 4Y 3 3B 3Y

7486 EXCLUSIVE - OR GATE 1A 1B 119 2A .28 2Y GNO

B. Check with your multimeter to be sure switches are as shown in the above
diagram.

C. Connect the multimeter to the output of the gate

(NOTE: A visual output indication may be made by placing an LED and a
series resistor [appropately 470 ohms] from the output to ground. The
diodes cathode must be connected to ground.)

24 0
a



JOB SHEET #4

D. Complete the following truth table by switching the two inPuts into all
possible combinations and recording whether the output is a "1" (high
voltage)-or a "0" (low voltage)

SW-1 SW-2

Input A input B
Y-

Output

1

E. Compare the output results with the truth table given on TM 3



LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #5--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A DIODE "AND GATE CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. 3-silicon diodes (any available type)

B. 3-SPDT switches

C. . 1-1000 ohm-Resistor 1/4-watt

D. DC power supply (+5 Volts)

E. Multimeter

II. Procedure

A. Wire the following AND gate circuit

+5V

B. Check Your multimeter to be sure the switches are shown as the above s°

schematic .

(NOTE: Check to see that the polarity Of the diodes are as showh.)

C. '$onnect the multimeter to the Output of the gate

(NOTE: A visual output indication may be made by placing an LED and a

series resistor [approximately 470 ohms) from the outPut to ground. The
diodes cathode Must be connected.to ground.)

242
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_JOB SHEET #5

Complete 0-ie.-following truth table by switching t.he three s.witches into all
possible combinations and recording whether the, output is a "1" (high
voltage)-or a."O" (low voltage)

. SW-1 SW-2 SW-3 Output

E. Check your results with your inStructor

243 .
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

JOB\SHEET #6--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A D1ODE-TRANSISTOR .

"NOR" GATE CIRCUIT

I. Tools an4 equipment

A. 1-NPN Transistor t2N3568 or equivalent)

B. ..2-silicOn disdes (any available type)

C. 3-1000 Ohm reSistors, 1/2 W

D. 1-10K ohtn resistor, 1/2 W

E. 2-SPDT Switches

F. Mu It imetee

G. DC power supply

II. Procedure

A. Wire the following NOR gate

/
B. Check to 'be sure both ,/vitches are in the position shown in the schema-

tic. ;

C. Set the multimeter to the correct DC voltage scale and connect it acrOss the
.trAnsisfor output

D. Note-the reading on the multimeter with both input; "0"
A,

E. Change SWI to :the upper position that connect to + 5V; this is the "1"
positionlof SW1 -

F. 'Note the multimeter reading
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JOB SHEET #6

G. Change SW2 to the "1" position and note the mu Itierieter reading

H. Change SW1 to the "0" position and note the output

I. Change SW2 to the "0" position and-note the output'

J. Complete the following truth table as indicated by- multimeter output,
high or, low (assume 3.5V or above is logic one and 0.4 or below is logi
zero)

sw-

Input

Sw-2

Output

K. Check your results with Your-instructor

2 4 5
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LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

NAME

TEST

1. Match terms on the right with their correct definitiont.

a. Gives a high level olitput when any one
or more inputs are high

b. An. AND gate followed by an inverter; also
called a NOT-AND gate

c. Circuits that produce discontinuous signals
at the output terminals ..

cl; A digital device that contains 100 or More
individual logic gates

e. A means of fabricating an extrmely fast
operating ,gate, by using a Multimeter transis-
tor

f. An OR gate followed by an inverter; also
called a NOT-0 R.gate

g. Summarizes the various combinatiOns of
input and corresponding output signals
for logic gates

h. Usually cOnsidered a high voltage for positive
logic and symbolized by a "1"

i. Gives a logic outOut only if all inputs are logic

A digital device which contains from 12
to 100 individual basic logic gates'

.

k. Gives a high level output when one and
only'one input is at a high level

I. A means of fabricating an operating logic
gate using diodes and transistors

m. Changet the output logic level to the opposite
logic level of the input; also Tcalleil a NOT

n. Usually, considered a low voltage fon:pbsitive
logiô and symbolized by a "0"

24

1. Digital
circuits

2. Truth
table

3. AND gate

4. OR gate

5. Inverter

6. High logic
level

7. Low logic
level

8. NAND gate

9. NOR gate

10. TTL

11. M\SI

.12: LSI
1

13. Exclusive-
OR gate

14. DTL
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2. Identify the schematic symbols for AND gates, OR gates, NAND gates, NOR gates,
Exclusive-OR gateS, and NOT gates in the illustrations that follow.

A.

A

a. Gate

ABC=-Y B

C,

At.

Gate

A+B-I-C=Y

Gate

A

A+B-I-C=Y 13'

e. Gate

d. Gate

f. Gate

3. Complete truth tables for the most common logic devices listed belpw.

a. ANO gate--

'A

24 -/

ABC=y

T=Y



b. OR gate--

c. NOT gate--

d: NAND gate--

e. NOR gate--

1

o-

A-

O .zo

1

A -c

,o

f. Exclusive-OR gate--

A

o-

2 8
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4. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test an IC HAND"-gate circuit.

b. Construct and test an IC "OR" gate circuit.

c. Construct and test an IC "NAND" gate circuit.

d. Construct and testan IC "Exclusive-OR" gate circuit.

e. Construct and test an diode "AND" gate circuit.

f. Construct and test a diode-transistor "NOR" gate circuit.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instrubtor when they should be completed.)



LOGIC DEVICES
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4 f., 9 k. 13
b. 8 g. 2 I. 14
c. 1 h.. 6 m. 5
d. 12 1. 3 n. 7
e. 10 j. 11

2. a. NAND Gate
b. OR Gate
c. NOR Gate

3. a. AND gate

A

d. NAND gate

A

d. AND Gate
e. Exclusive-OR Gate

-NOT Gate

b. OR gate

A =B

e. NOR gate

A

C. NOT gate

f. Exclusive,Or gate

4. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

2

A

0

1
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LOGIC SYSTEMS
UNIT X

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to write the binary equivalent of
decimal numbers, add numbers expressed in binary digits, and complete a truth table for a
half-adder. The student should also be able to identify niultivibrators, and construct and test
a four-bit shift register. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the
procedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets qnd by scoring 85 percent on the unit
test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match 'terins related to logic systems With their correct definitions.

2. Convert a sequence of binary humbers to decimal numbers.

3. Add binary numbers.

4. -Complete a truth table for a half-adder.

5. Identify mu ltivibrators given their input and output signal waveforms.

6. COnvert decimal numbers to their equivalent BCD.

7.. Add numbers expressed in-binary digits.

8. Demonstrate the ability to construct and test a four-bit shift register.<



LOGIC SYSTEMS
UNIT X

SUGGEStED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

Provide student with information,,assignment, and job sheets.

III. Make tranSparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment Sheets. a

VI. bemonstrate and discuss the proceduees outlined in the job sheet.

V11. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included in this unit:

A. Objective 'sheet

B. 1 nformation sheet

C. Transparency masters

, 1. TM 1Binary to Decimal Conversions

2. TM 2--Binary Addition

3. TM 3--Half-Adder Logic

4. TM 4--Multivibrators

5. TM 5--Binary Coded Decimals

D. Assignment Sheet #1--Add Numbers Expressed in Binary Digits

E. Answers to assignment sheet

F. Job Sheet #1--C9nstruct and Test a FourBit Shift Register

G. Test

H. Answers to test

2



II. References:

A. Tocci, Ronald J. Fundamentals of Pulse and Digital Circuits. Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1977.

B. TTL Data Book. Dallas: Texas Instruments, Inc., 1973.

4-.
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BE II - 307

LOGI C SYSTEMS
UNIT X

INFORMATION SHEET

A. Binary number systernLowest useful number system which has digit's 0
and 1 only

B. Bit--A single binary digit, O'or 1

C. Byte--8 bits

P. Half-adder--A combination of AND gates, OR gate& and IN VE ATERS used
to perform binary addition of two single digit numbers

E. Full-adder--A combination of two half-adders which requires the three
input§ of A, B, and the previous carry

F. Flip-flop (bistabla multivibrator)--A circuit that is stable in two states (0 or
1) and is used as a rnemory element lo digital circuits

G. One-shot (monostable inultivibrator)--A circuit that is stable in only one
state and iS used in timing and pulse-shaping circuits

H. Free-running (astable multivibrator)--Provides a fixed-frequpncy square wave
often referred to as.a clock

I. Binary coded decimal (BCD)--A digital code where a four bit binary charac-
ter is used to represent each one digit decimal character

J. Discrete devices--Individual components such as transistors and diodes
(a single device)

Binary to Decimal Conversions (Transparency 1)

23 22 21 20
A. Number places, i.e., 1 0 1 1

B. Number conversions--Binary to dedimal

Binary addition (Transparency 2)

A. Add unit digits

254

1

Ct
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INFORMATIOOHEET

B. Carry from right to left

Example: To find-the sum of 1 0 1
+ 0 0 1, pcoceed as follows:

1. Add unit digits starting from right colUmn

4 1

1 0

(NOTE: This number has a carry which must be added
to the next column of digits to tne, left.),

2. Add seeond column from right

1 (carry from first column)
0
o
1

(NOTE: No carry on this addition.)

3. Add,third column from right

0 (No Carry from second column)

4. Total all columns and the sum of 1 d 1
+ o o 1

1 1 o

I V. Truth iable for a half-adder (Transpareocy 3)

A. Has a sum and a carry output

B. Used for adding two-single digit numbers

(NOTE: A carry occurs only when the inputs are boih equal to 1.)

V. Multivib:ators and their input and output signal waveforms (Transparency
4)

A. Flip-flop--Bistable multivibrator

B. One-shot--Monostable multivibrator

C. Free-running--Astable multivibrator

255



INFORMATION-SHEET

V. Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) numbers (Transparency 5)

A. BCD systemCoding structure

B. Conversion from decithal tobCD

4
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Binary to Decimal COnversions

23 22 21 20

1011 = 1 0 1 1 = (1x8)+(0x4)+(1x2)+(1x1) + 8+0+2+1 = 11
2 (8) (4) (2) (1) (10)

22 21, 20

111 = 1- 1 1: = (1x4)+(lx2)+ -= 4+2+1 = 7
2 (4) (2) (1) (10)

24 23 22 21 20

C. 11011 = 1 1 0 1 1 = 1x16)+(1x8)=F(0x4)+(1x2)+(1x1 )=16+8+0+2+1 = 27
27 10



Binary Addition

Binary Digital

01 (1)
+ 10 ±

11 3

Rules For Binary
Addition:

0+0=0
0+1=1
1+0=1 -

1+1=10

B. 11

01, +
TOO 410

BE II -313

(NOTE: 1+1 = 0+a carry 1)

11 / 111 t

1101 13 0. 10110 22
+ 111 + 7 01010 = 10
10100m 2000 100000(2). 3210

2 3
TM 2



Input

Truth Table

Input Output

A B S.

0 0

0 o 1

1 0 0 1

1 1 1 0

a;
261



Multivirators

Astable
Free-

Running

Input

Input

Output

Flip-
Flop

Bistable

One-Shot

Mono-
Stable

Output

Output

BE II - 317

No Input Required

n Output

Input

Output
Output changes with each

iflputSSlJulse

Input

Output
9utput stays high for a

period of time then goes back
to its normally low state

Multivibrators may be made from either
discrete devices or integrated circuits

26,2
TM 4
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Binary Coded Decimals

Binary

0000
0001

0010

BCD States.

Decimal

0

1

2
a)

Binary

1010
1011

1100
0011 ..o (,)

cri CD
3 1101

0100 3 ta'
65 4 1110

0101 -4-. 5 1111
0110 6

0111 7

1000 8

1001 9

BE II - 319

Decimal

0 10
.n
co 2 11

46,,

2 4° 12
76 (f)
.(1'0 13

14

15

Fourbits represent each decimal. digit

-71'4
011110100

3 6
0011 0110

9 9
1001 1001

31 8.14
0011 oo (moo

2 6 3

decirnal
BCD code

decimal
BCD code

decimal
BCD code

decimal
BCD code

-

TM 5
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LOGIC SYSTEMS
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1ADD NUMBERS EXPRESSED IN
BINARY DIGITS

-/
A. The binary equivalent for the decimal number 20 is 10100. The binary'equivalent

for the decimal number 17 is 10001. Add the two binary equivalent numbers and -

check by cooverting your answer in binary back to a decimal number.

B. Add the following binary numbers:

1 0 0 0 1 1
+ 1- 1- 0 1 0-1.
+ 1 0--1--0-1 1-

Sum:

What is the decimal.equivalent of yourinswer'?

C. Convert the decimal number 375 to equiValent BDC code.

264



LOGIC SYSTEMS .

UNIT X

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET

-
A. 10100 20

+10001 , 17
100101 37

B. 100011 35
110101 53
101011 43

10000011 131

0011 0111 0101

2 5
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LOGIC'SYSTEMS
UNIT X

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A FOUR-BIT
SHIFT REGISTER

I. Tools and equipment

A. 2-SN7473 Dual J-K Flip-flops>

B. DC power supply (4.5 volts)

C. 4-1_Ds

D. 4470 ohm resistors
1

E. Proto-board or equivalent system for connecting ICs

F. Function generator or means of producing a square wave pulse with a
single step capability

G. 1-SN7404 HEX- inverter

(NOTE: This experiment,will use four flip-flops (J-K Flip-flops) to transfer
the contents of the first flip-flop (register) into a second flip-flop (register)
and so on, one bit at a time. This type of circuit is called a shift register.)

73:H73:L73
FUNCTION TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUTS

CLEAR CLOCK J K o 0

L X XX L H

-H -FL_----- L----L- ----p-o- 0 0---
H _S-L HL H L

H _T-I___ LH L H

H ...1-1_. i-I H TOGGLE

1J 10 1Q GNDQK 20 20
TiLITOLM.fel_j

r-1

CLR CLR

-1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1CK 1 1K VCC2CK 2 2J
CLR CL'R
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JOB SHEET #1

II. Procedure

A. Connect the following circuit

(NOTE: If data books are available, study I le logic diagrams for the 7473
and the 7404 logic chips.)

Input

VCC a
+ 5v

7 0

74 04

0

Most sig. bit.

I14 12

3

Clk

7473 7473

2
7 9

I Less sig.bit.
1114 1 2 7

I

9

I

81

10
K 2

II
I

, I

I

I I

1

3

X
1

Clk
2
4
6
VCC

0 10

J oo

Clk

75

I I
13

= 11
I(

+5
0

J L.__
Shift pulse (clock)
you should be able to single
step the clock pulse

Output indicators place
an LED and resistor on each of the flip --flops
X output (X3, X21 Xi, X0)

(NOTE: The outputs of all flip-flops should be "0" before you start. If not,
momentarily ground the clear pin (2 or 6) for the output which is high. You
may want to try shifting additional -nurnberrs through the four bit binary
shift register.

The binary number 1 0 1 1 will be shifted through the shift register one bit
at a time starting with the least significant bit (the far right bit) and moving
from right to left.)

B. Place a logic level "1" on the input terminal by connecting the input termi-
nal t.O Vcc (5v)

2 6 7
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JOBISHEET #1

C. Push the shift pulse switch or clock pulse switch one time,

D. Record the outputs of each flip-flop; X3, X2, X1,- X0

(NOTE': The LED should light for "1" and be off for a "O.")

E. The next bit to be entered is also a "1" (1 0 1 1) so push the shift, pulse
switch one time

F. Record the outputs of each fliP-flop

G. Place a "0" on the input terminal by changing the input from + 5 volts
to ground

H. Push the shift pulse switch

I. Record the otaputs of each flip-flop.

J. Plade a "1" on the input terminal by chariging the input from ground to
+5v "(Vcc)

K. Push the shift pulse switch

L. Record the outputs of each flip-flop

M. Check yoK results with your instructor

-2 8



LOG IC4SYSTEMS
UNIT/

AME

TEST

1. Match terms on the right to theii- correct definitions.

a. 8 bits;

b. A combination of two half-adders which
requires the three inputs of A, B, ahd the
previous carry

c. .A circuit that is stable in only one state and is
used in timing and pulse-shaping Circuits

d. A digital code where a four bit binary charac-
ter is used to represent each one digit decimal
character

e. Lowest useful number system which_has
digits 0 and 1 Only

f. A combination of AND gates,. OR -gates,
and INVERTERS used to, perform .binary
addition of two single digit numbers

g. A-single binary digit, 0-or 1

h. Provides a fixed-frequency square wave
often referred to as a clock

i. A circuit that iS stable in two states and is
used as a memory element in digital circuits

1. Binary number
system

2. Bit

3. ayte

4. Half-adder

5. Full-adder

6. lip-flop

7. One,shot:

8. Free-running

G. Binary coded
decimal

10. Discrete
devices

. Individual components such, as transistors and
diodes

4

2. Convert the following sequence of binary numbers to decimal numbers.

a. 01 f. 110

b. 10. g. 111

c. 11 h. 1000

d. 100 1. 1001'

e. 101 j. 1010

26,a v
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3. Add the-following binary numbers.

100011
11-0101
-t01011

4. Complete the following truth iable for a half-adder.

'Input Output

A ,B` C S

0
.

0-

--0
1 0

1 1- 0

5. Identify multivibrators from their input and output signal waveforms.

a.

No - Input Required

Ft 1 El. Output

Input

,Output

a

C.

Inpui

Output

110

.:;

2 '10



6. Co ver<-the f011owing decimal numbers to their equivalent BCD codes.

a. 3972

b. 2874

c. 8197

*BE l - 331

7. Add numbers expressed in binary digits.

-8. Demonstrate the ability to constru, t and test a four-bit shitt regis, er.

(NOTE: ilf these activities have not been adcomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)
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LOGiC SYSTEMS
-UNITX

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 3 f. 4
b. 5 g. 2
C. 7 h. 8
d. 9 i. 6
e. 1 j. 10

a. 1 6
b. 2 g. 7
c.
d.

3
4

h,
I.

8

e. 5 10

100011-, 35
110101 53
101011- 43

10000011 . 131

Input -_
-
Output

A ,S

..

0

0 1 0 1

1

1 -
..

._

5. a. Free-running or astable

b. Flip,flop_orbistable
:

c. One-iii_PfOrrnonostable__
6. a-. -0011 1001 01-11

b. 0010 ---Appo 01i1 91 oo
c. woo c00i 1001

7. Evaluated to the sitisraction of the instructor-'

8. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction

9

BE I I - 3,33

of the ihstructor
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DE

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this uiiit, the, student should be able to identify the schematic symbols
and output characteristic curves for various special semiconductor devices, state tne applica-
tions for various special semiconductor devices, ahd construct and test various special semi-
conductor device circuits. This knowledge be evidenced by correctly performing the

_procedures outlined in the job siieets and by scoring 85 percenton the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVESI
-.After completion of-this uPit,,the ttudent stiould be able to:

.

Match terms related to special semiconductor devices with their correct defini-
tions.

2. identify the schematic symbol for an SCB.

Sketch thioutput characteristic curves of an-SCR.

Select two statements concerning other characteristics otan

Identify the schematic symbol for a Triac.'

6.- Sketch the outpat characteristic nurves of a Triac.

iiiergify the schematic symbol for a Diac.

---41 Select vise statements condernIng Diac applications.

9. Disungush i-J-CiWeen the ichemitic sYmtfols for two tyPes of thermistors.

0. . Select truestatemgrits concerning thermistor applications'

1 Iclanify-tiwschemtic symbol for,a WT.
>0'

:Sketch the-deitptit characteristic curves-of a-UJT.
ct ,

.'
titte)stbterrientstOriderning WI` applications:

-/
iii:4,itifrf4SChematits,Yrnbol foie PVT. ,

*-4 -:.- ! '- -:::. .,-- ,
-iwii01-beptieen,..theadv.pritages_of PUT overa':UJI.

A._ -= et. t,. . - ,.. -,

eidentify tha**natrOsyrnbois,-for,-alogir.
:.

.,..._,....., gewaie-oatputcharactensucturves of a JPET. .
,- )t-", , ,..--..-----.. ..:,

18. ijiit'inguiih betweefi the-ichernalic,i:yrnb6ls for the twO types o
. ,

A

MOSF,ETs.
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19. Select true statemefits co cernig the characteristics of IG FETs or MOSFETs.

20. Demonstrate I, e ability t :

a. Construct and testj silicon Controlled, rectifier-circuit:

b. Construct and testâ unijunctiOn transistor relaxatiorr.oscillator.

e. Construct and test field effeci\ transistor amplifier.

d. Construct and testa thermistor ertrolled circuit.

I
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT XI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES-

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

lV. Discuss unit and specific.,objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included-in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. T,F,ansparency masters

1. TM 1-Siliccin Controlled Rectifier

2. TM 2-Triac

3. TM 3-Unijunction Transistor

4. TM 4-Junction Field Effect Transistor

5. TM 5-Insulated Gate Field Effect-Transistors

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1-Construct and Test a Silicon Controlled Rectifier Circuit

2. Job Sheet #2-Construct and Test a Unijunction Transistor Relaxation
Oscillator

3. Job Sheet #3-Construct and Test a Field Effect, Transistor Amplifi r

4.. Job Sheet #4-Construct and Test a Thermistor Control Circuit

Test

F. Answers to test



SPECIAL:SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT Xl

i
INFORMATION SHEET

BE II - 339

Terms and definitions

A. ThyristorsA family of multilayered semiconductor devices which are
used primarily for switching current

B. SCR (Silicon- Controlled Rectifier)--A three-terminal device similar to an
ordinary rectifier except its rectifying characteristics can be controlled; a
member of the thyristor family

C. Triac--A three-terminal device which is a member of the thysistor family and
is generally Oplied as an.AC switching device

D. Diac:=A bidirectional triggér diode

E. Tli.ermistorA temperature-sensitive resistor

F. UJT (Unijunction Transistor)A <specialized type of junction transistor
which is normally used as a switching device

FET (Field Effect Transistor)A speclalized type of transistor which is
voltage controlledand has very high input impedance

PUT (Programmable Unijunction Transistor)A specialized semiconductor
device used for swithing purposesf it has a trigger voltage that is program-
mable t gate

SCR schematic symbol (Transparency 1)

H.
t*

Cathode

Mode

A

II I. Output characteristic curves of an SCR (Transparency 1)

A. Gate current

B.' Forward breakover voltage

C. Holdind current

D. Normal rectifier characteristic

IV. Other characteristics of an SCR

A. Small gate current required to turn on device when P-N junction is forward
biased

Remains on until anode to cathode prrent is reduced below minimum
holding current , I

276
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Triac schematic symbol (Transparency 2)

VI, Output characteristiccurves of a Triac (Transparency 2)

A. Forward condition

B. Reverse cdndition

C. Forward breakover

D. Reverse breakover

E. AC switch characteristic

VII. Diac schematic symbol

VIII. Diac applications

A. Used to triggertriads

EL Provides protection against ovetyoltageS

IX. Thermistor schematic` symbols

A. Directly heated

Indirectly heated

"Thermistor applications

A. Used When a negative-temperature coefficient is required

B. Detects changes in the-temperature of-the surroundings

DetectS changes in current flow by indirect heating of the device



INFORMATION SHEET

Xl. LUT schematic symbol (Transparency 3)--

BE I I 341

XII. Output characteristic curves of a UJT (Transparency 3)

A. Resistance from base-1 to emitter is high at low-emitter voltages

A. When 'emitter. voltage reaches the forward-bias level, the base-1 resistance
drops quite-suddenly between base-1 and emitter.

XIII. UJT applications

- A. Wave-shaping gerierators

B. Pulse-forming circuits

XIV. PUT schematic symbol--

o

4g.

XV. Advantages of a PUT 6% r a-UJT'(or transistor switch)

A. Higher breakdown voltage

B. , Low voltage operation capability

C. Programmable trigger voltage.

D. Low cost and small size

Q

XVI. JFET schematic symbols (Transparency 4)--

doe

N - -Channel
XVII. Output characteristic curves of a JFET

P.- Channel

A. Reverse-bias junction (gate to source) controls output

B. Normally "on" device com'ucts when voltage is applied between the drain
anit the source

C. Higb input impedance because of the-reverse-biased junction

f
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XVI IL MOSFET schematic symbols

A. Enhancement mode---0

Drain

SUbst-ate

Source

P. Channel

Gate

B. Depletion mode

Gate

Drain

Substrate

Source

P - Channel

Gate

rs Drain

Substrate

Soutte

N Channel

Gate

Drain

Substrate

SOurce

N Channel

XIX. CharOeristics of IG FETs or MOSFETs

A. Gate insulated from source and drain

B. High input impedance because of the insulation layer

C. Enhancement type is normally "off"' and has no deposited channel region

D. Depletion type is norMally "onll and has a deposited .channel region

J

0

,
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Silicon Controlled Recifier

Schematic Symbol

Normal Rectifier
Characteristic

Holding Current

Forward Breakover

BE 11 - 343

Normal Rectifier
Characteristic

I Gate

Output Characteristic Curves.

260

Voltage

V

TM 1



Triac

4

Schematic Symbol

1.

Forward- Condition

Forward
Breakover

Reverse Breakover

ReNierse Condition

Output Cfiaracteristic Curves

TM 2
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Unijunction Transistor

Output Characteristic Curve

?2

BE 11 - 347

TM 3



Junction Field Effect Transistor

JFET

N Channel Junction

Field Effect Transistor

Gate

BE II - 349

JFET Construction

VGS = °

VGS = O.2v

VGS =.0."
Vps = 0.6v
VGS = 0.8v

.4
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Insulated Gate Field Effect Transistor
(IGFET) or Metal Oxide Semiconductor

Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET)

Gate

Drain

Substrate

Source

Enhancement Mocie

(Type N-Channel)

Schematic Symbol

7-
Drain

Gate
Substrate

Source

=De-plalicin -Mode

(Type N:Channel)'

Schematic Symbol'

MA ID VG = 8v
20

'VGS = Lv ,

10

VGS = 4v

V
5 10 DS ,

Output Characteristic Curves

Output Characteristic Cirrves

Arrow always points toward the N-lype material.

Oxide Insulation

N-Chanhel
1Drain

N+Region

SS
(S' ilicon Substrate)

MOSFET Construction Depletion-Type

2



SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT Xl

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A SILICON CONTROLLED
RECITIFIER CIRCUIT

I. Tools and equipment

A. GE C106B SCR or equivalent
r

B. 6-vojt power supply (300 mA)

C. #328 incandescent lamp and holder or equipment

D. 1-10k potentiometer

E. 1-220 ohm resistor

F. 1560 ohrn resistor
. -

II. Procedure

A. Conneq the circuit as shown-below

(CAUTION: DJ not turn on the power supply at this time.)

I Ok

6V 22on

5602

B. Adjust the 10k potentiometer for maximum.resistance

B.E II - 353

C. Turn on power supply

D: Connect your voltmeter between the gate and cathode lead's of the SCR

E. Slow,IV dezrease the resistance of the 10k potentiometer until the lamp
tights; then read and reoord-the gate voltage .

F. Disconnect the gate lead and obierve

G. Replace the gate lead

H. Return the potentiometer to its maximum resist,4ic position

25
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1: place a jumper 'between the anode add, Othode :9r i'he' sq:itig:n remove
thejumper and_observeth4 thelemrigoes out

,

.Repept Steps D, throu§h,A, anckdoril&are the results obtained the, sectind
time-with.thcise ribtahiddThe fipst-time

4
.

K.: Turn off the power supply, then turri it On A0ain, and -observe, the ramps"._.
.,

c,.,
L. thectOrour results with yiitir inst'isuOtoe;

. .
,.

.
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT XI

JOB SHEET.#2CONSTRUCT AND TEST A UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR RELAXATION OSCILLATOR

!. Equipment and material needed

A. GE 2N2646 UJT or equivalent

B. Power supply (12 Volts)

C. 1 '10k potentiometer

D. 1-100 ohm resistor

E. 1-470 ohm resistor

F. 1-33 ohm resistor

G. 1-0.1pF capacitor

H. Mu4timater

I. Oscilloscope

J. Graph paper

K. Soldering iron or gun

11. Procedure

BE 11 - 355

A. With an ohMmeter, read and record the resistance between the two bases

B. Connect the circuit shown below

(CAUTION: Do not turn on the power supply at this time.)
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.JOB SHEET #2

C. Place the potentiometer in approximately the midrange position

D. Turn on the power supply

E. Connect the oscilloscope to observe the waveshape across the capacitor
and sketch a scale drawing of this voltage waveshape

F. Connect the oscilloscope to observe the waveshape across the 33 ohm
resistor and sketch a scale drawing of this voltage Waveshape

(NOTE: If your oscilloscope has two channels or if you have an electronic
switch, observe the waveshapes of Steps E and F simultaneously. If not,
draw your two pictures so you can relate the time on the sketches to each
other.)

G. From your sketches determine the frequency of oscillation, that is, the
number of Pulses per second that are being generated

H. Change the potentiometer setting and observe the voltage waveshapes to
see if the frequency changes; determine whether frequency increases or
decreases when the potentiometer resistance is increased

I. Connect the oscilloscope across the 33 ohm, resistor ar i sel the -potentio-
meter approximately to midrange, then while observing the oscilloscope,
hold a hot soldering-gun near the UJT for three seconds and observe any
change

J. Chectk your results and sketches with your instructor

(NOTE'Record-observation frorn Step I.)

RD
LI

g
2

Vc

f =

(Note: Record observations from step -I)
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

UNIT Xl

JOB SHEET #3--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A HELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

L. Tools am! equipment

A. 2N5555 JF ET or equivalent

B. 2-15 v_olt power supplies

C. 1-100k resistor

D. 1-1k resistor

-E. 1-100k potentiometer

F. 1-1pF capacitor

G. Signal generator

H. Oscilloscope

I. Multimeter

J. Milliammeter

K. Graph paper

II. Procedure

A. Wire the following circuit

(CAUTION: Do not turn on the power at this time.)

\.

4111IM

28

Oscilloscope
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1.

JOB SHEET #3

B. Turn on the drain power supply (VDD) and observe the drain current on the
milliammeter meter

C. Turn on the gate power supply (VG) and observe any change in drain current

D., Adjust the potentiometer until the ,drain current is barely measurable,
then record the voltage at Point A to ground

E. Recheck to see that both power supplies are set to 15tvolts (with polarities
as ihown-in the schematic)

'6 0

F. Adjust the potentiometer until the drain current is at 4 mA, then record the
voltage at Point A to ground

G. Adjust the potentiometer- Until the drain current is at 5 mA, then record the
voltage at Point A to ground

H. Short out the milliammeter

While reading the drain to source voltage with a multimeter, adjust the
potentiometer until the voltage equals +10 volts

J. Connect the signal generator through a 1 pF capacitor to PointB

K. Adjust the signal generator for a signal of 1 kHz, and an amplitude of 0.1
volt peak-to-peak

L. Connect the oscilloscope across the lk load cesistor

M. Ytecord the amplitude o-f the signal voltage across th,load resistor

N. Make a scale drawing of 6oth input and output voltage waveshapes

0. Check your results and your drawing with 'your instruttor

4/1

Ape
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JOB SHEET #3

ID

Initial

4mA

5mA

.

Data Table

YAN

t

o

VOUT

291
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT Xl

JOB.SHEET #4CONSTRUCT AND TEST A THERMISTOR
CONTROLLED CIRCUIT

I. Equipment and materials needed

A. Thermister CA31J1 .3 inch disc thermister o @ 25°C.= 1000 ohms or
equivalent

B. DC inilliammeter (center scale deflection)

C. 1-4.7k ohm resistor, 1-1k ohm resistor

D. 1-10k ohm potentiometer

E. 1-1K resistor

F. DC power supply

G. Multimeter (optional)

H. Soldering iron or some, means to heat the thermistor

II. Procedure

A. Connect the circuit shown below

B. Turn the power supply on arid adjust to 10 volt§ then adjust the potentio-
meter until the meter gives a '"0" indication
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JOB SHEET #4

e.

C. Measure and record the voitage across the thermister; heat the thermistor
with, a soldef.ing iron or light bulb and note any change or current through
the millimeter; remove the heat source from the thermistor-and note any
change of durrenfand voltage

Optional

A. ,044easure the room temperature next to the thermistor before heating the
thermistor and record the temperature, current, and the voltage drop across
the thermistor

.

B. Heat the thermistor until you obtain a change in current, then record the
new qurrent, the jemperature, and the voltage across the thermistor

L. Calculate the thermistor's (esistance for both the cold and heated conditions,

(NOTE: YOu may need to review the basic electrical equations for a re§istive
bridge circuit.)

D. MeisUre and record the voltage across the thermistor
-

E. Heat the thermistor with a soldering iron ,or light bulb and note any change
of Current through the milliameter

F. Measure and record the voltage drop across the thermistor

G. Remove the heat source from the thermistor and note any change of cur-
rent and voltage

2 q 3
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT XI

NAME

TEST_

Match the terms on the right with their correct definiiions:

a. A family of multilayered semiconductor
'devices which are used primarily for switching
current

b. A three-terminal device siMilar to an Ordinary
rectifier except its rectifying /characteristics
can be controlled; a member of the thyristor
family

c. A three-termiibal device which is a member of
the thrysistor family and is generalfy applied
as an AC switching device

d. A bidirectional trigger diode

e. A temperature-sensitive resistor

f. A specialized type of junction transistor
which is normally used_as a switching device

g. A specialized type of transistor which is
voltage. controlled and has very high input
impedance

h. A specialized semiconductor device used
for switching purposes; it has a trigger voltage
that is programmable

1. UJT

2. Diac

3. PUT

4. Thyristors

5. FET

6. SCR-

7. Triac

8. Thermistor

2. Identify the schematic symbol for an SCR by circling the ccrrect letter. *

a.

K

b. c.

2
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3. Sketch the output characteristic curves of an SCR on the diagram-that follows.

V

4. Select true statementstdoncerning other characteristics of an SCR by placing an "X" in
the appropriate bla.nk..

a. Medium gate current

Remains on until anode to cathode current is reduced below minimum
holding current,

-t
Identify the schematic symbol for a Triac by circling thetotteót letter.

a. b. c.

2 9
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6.- Sketch the output charicteristic curves of a Triac on the; diagram below.
.

V

7. Identify the schematic symbol for a Diac bi circling the correct.letter.

a.

C

b. c.

BE II - 365

8. Select true statements concerning Diac applications by placing an "X" in the appropri-
ate blanks.

a. Used to trigger Triacs

b. Used only with extremely low voltages

9. Distinguish between the schimatic symbols for directly and indirectly heated th mis-
tors by placing an "X" beneath the schematic for the directly heatecr.ther.stor.

a.

296

b.

tif

0

t.
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4

10. Select true statements concerning thermistor applications by placing an '"X" in the
appropriate blanks.

a. Used when apositive temperature coefficient is required

-b. Detects changes in the temperature of the sumundings

c. Detects changes in current ffow by indirect heating pi the device

11. Identify the-schema& symbol for a UJT by cirtling the correct Jetter.

G.
, a. b. c.

12. Sketch the output characteristic curves of a UJT on the diagram that follows.
,

.
e-

V

3

444

V

/ 13. Select true statements concerning UJT applications by placing an "X" in the appro-
priate blanks.

a. Wave-shaping generators

b.'. Pp Ise-forming circuits



14. identify the schematic symbol for a PUT. by circling the correct letter.

tr,

BE II - 367

15. Disiinguisli between the advntages of a PUT over a UJT by placing an lc beside
the statements that indicate PUT advantages.

a. Higher breakdown voltage

b. Low voltage orlon capability

Prograthmable trigger voltage

cl, High cost bufsmall size

16. Identify the schematic symbol for a JFET by circling the correct letter.

a. b. c.

17. Sketch the output characteristic curves of a JF ET ,on the diagram that follows.

*

\
.7

ID
7 V
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18. Distinguish between the ';chematic symbols for MOSFETs in the enhancement mode
and MOSFETS in the depletion mode by circling the letter beneath the schematic for
the MOSFET in the enhancement mode.

b.

19. Select true statements concerning characteristics of IFG ETs and MOSFETs by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Gate insulated from source and drain

b. -High input impedance because of the insulation layer

c. Enhancement type is normally "on" and has no-deposited channel region
.11

d: Depletion type is normally "off" and has a deposited channel region

20. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Construct and test a silicon controlled rectifier circuit.

b. Construct and test a unijunction transistor relaxation oscillator.

c. Construct and test a field effect transistor amplifier.

d. Construct and test a therMistor controlled circuit.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)
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SPECIAL SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT XI

1. a. 4 e. 8
b.. 6 f. 1

C. 7 g. 5
d. 2 h. 3.

3.

-V

ANSWERS TO TEST
%.;
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7. a

8. a

9. b

10. b, c

11. c

12.

13. a, b

14. a

15. a, b, c

16. a

17.

V V

18. b

'119. a, b

20. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

3
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OSCILLATORS
UNIT XII

UNIT QBJECTIVE

After coMpletion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the circuit schematic
diagrams for various oscillator types and construct and test a Hartley oscillator. This know-
ledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheet and
by sco"ring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. Match terms related to oscillators with the correct definitions.

2. Identify the circuit schematic diagrams for a Hartley oscillator, a Colpitts oscil-
lator, and a Clapp oscillator.

3: Identify the circuit schematic diagraws for a Pierce oscillator, a TBTC oscillator,
and an RC oscillator:

4. DeMonstrate the ability to construct and test a Hartley ovillatbe.

3(1
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OSC I L LATO RS

UNIT XII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and job sheets.

I I I. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. biscuss information sheet.

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. GiVe test. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Included-in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. -Infotmatiqn sheet

C. Transparency magters

1. TM 1--Hartley, Colpitts, and Clapp Oscillators

2. TM 2--Pierce, TBTC, and RC Oscillators

D. Job Sheet #1--Construct and Test a Hartley Q;cillator

E. Test

E. Answers-to-test--

It. References:

A. Miilman, Jacob and Christos Halkias. Electronic Devices and Circuits. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967.

B. Schilling, Donald L. and Charles Belove. Electronic Circuits: Discrete and
Integrated. New York: McGraw;Hill Book Company, 1979.
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OSC I L LATO RS

UNIT XII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

ilk II 375

A. Oscillator--An electronit device which converts energy from a DC supply
source into AC energy at some specific frequency

B. Feedback--The coupling of energy from the output back to the input of
a circUit

C. Resonanv frequency (F0 or Fr)--The frequency of oscillation of a tuned
circuit

D. LC circuit--One of the elassificationvof oscillators in which the resonant
frequency is determined by the inductor (L) and the capacitor (C) in the
circuits-

E. RC circuitOne of the classifications of oscillators incwhich the resonant
'frequency is determined by the resi ance and capacitance in the circuit

Crystal circuit--One of the classifications of oscillators in which the resonant
frequency is.determined by a crystal

II. Oscillators (TransParency 1)

A. Hartley oscillator

1. Common-base or common-emitter type amplifier

2. Tapped inductor

3. Capacitor feedback

4. Used for frequencies up to 160 megahertz

B. Colpitts oscillator

1. Tapped capacitor's

2. Resonant frequency determined by the value of the inductor, L,
and the series connected value of the_two capacitors'. C1 and C2

3. Capacitor feedback
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Clapp oscillator

1. High degree of 'frequency stability in a variable-frequency oscillator

2. Inductor replaced by &series resonant ciituit

3. limited operating frequency range

4. Capacitorfeedback

III. Oscillators (Transparency 2)

A. Pierce oscillator

1. Uses a fixed-frequency crystal

2. Very stable frequency response, often better than 0.01 percent af
center frequency

3. Capacitor feedback

B. TBTC (Tuned Base Tuned Collector) oscillatOr

1. Uses interelectrode capacitance fora feedback path

2. CF small capacitance to a§Sure s-ufficient feedback-at-all times

3. Capacitor feedback

C. RC phase shift oscillator

1.' Usually audio-frequency'oicillators

2. Considerable powen kiss

3. Inexpensive to build

4. Capacitor feedback



Hartley, Colpitts and Clapp Oscillators

cc

CF

Hartley Oscillator

- o
VCC

I(
CC

Colpitts Oscillator

VC C

Clapp Oscillator
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Pierce, TBTC antU RC Oscillators

Crystal Equivalent Circuit

Pierce Oscillator

CF

+
TunedBaseTuned Collector

Os dilator (TBTC)

Vcc

NL

Rb
Ce

VBB .=-1= R'
-1-

RC Phase Shift Oscillator
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OSCILLATORS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A HARTLEY OSCILLATOR

I. Tools and equipment

A. 2N3638 PNP transistor or equivalent

B. 2mH RF transformer

C. 1 - 0.1 pF variable capacitor

D. 1 - 0.1 pF capacitor

E. 1 0.5 pF capacitor

F. 1 - 1K resistor

G. 1 - 2K resistor

H. 1 6.2K resistor

I. Oscilloscope

J: DC power supply (0-25V)

K. Frequency counter (optional)

II. Procedure

A. Wire the following-circuit

(CAUTION: Do not turn on power supply at this time.)

6.2K

2k

B.

L11111111--
20v

.0.1pF

I I

0.1j1F

OUtpul

BE II 381

Connect the oscilloscope to the output winding of the RF transformer

3g8
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382 .

JOB.SHEET #1 .

/ C. Turn on the power supply and observe the waveshape

;.,

-D. Adjust the variable capacitor and observe the change in frequency

E. Measure the lowest frequency .obtainable by adjusting the variable capacitor
and the peak-to-peak voltage output,

..,
,

. Measure (using the oscilloscope) the highest frequency obtainable and
the peak-to-peak output voltage

G. With the oscillator- operating at-its highest frequency, place your finger on
, the transistor until you observe a change in frequency caused by the slight

heating of the transistor

Turft off the power supply and replace the transistor with another 2N3638
PNP transistor

I. Turn on the power supply and notice the changes that occur in the output
frequency or the output voltage level

J. Check your findings with your instructor

4c

o

a

4'
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OSCI LLATORS
UNIT XII

NAME

TEST :

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. The frequency of ofcillation of a tunedcircuit

b. An electronic device which converts energy
from a DC supply source into AC, energy at
soine s'pecific frequency

c. One .of the classifications of oscillators in
which they resonant frequency is determined
byl crystal

d. The coupling of energy, from the output back
to the input of a circuit

e. One of the classifications of OScillators in
which the resonant frequency ,is determined'
by the inductor and the capacitor in the
circuits

f. One of the classifications of oscillators in
which the-resonant frequency is determined
by the resistance and capacitance in- the
circuit

1. Oscillator

2. Feedback

3. Resonag
frequency

1 LC circuit

5. RC circuit

6. Orystal
circuit

2. Identify a- Hartley oscillator, a Colpitts oicillator, and a Clapp oscillator _from the
schematics that follow.

a.

CF \ICC



No.

384

4.

b.

C.

.

3., Identify a Pierce oscillator, a TIVC okillator, and an RC oscillator from the sche-
matics that follow.

a.

311
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,

Bt II -.385

C.

1- ,
4. Demonstrate the ability to construct and test a Hartley oscillator,

*1'
(NOTE: If this activitOas not been accomplished,por to teit,,ask4our instructor
when ifihould be completed.)

a

_ _



-OSCILLATORS
UNIT XH

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 3. d. 2
b. 1 e. 4
c., 6 f. 5

a.

b.
Hardev
Colpitts

C. Clapp

a.

b.
c.

,

TBTC
RC'
Pierce

4. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

r
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TRANSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

-After completion of thit unit, tNe student shouldte able to identify the various stages of
CW, AM, FM, TV tranSmitters, and those found in a television transmitting system. The
studeptshoulthalso_be-able to-calcutate Wavelength-and-antz.nna-length-forvarious types-of--
antennas. Thisimowledgemill be-evidenced by correctly performing the procedures outlined
in the assignmeirt sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
.7.,

1 . Match terms related to tiansmitters With their correct definitions.

2. Identify the stageslound in a CW transmitter.

3. Identify the stages found in an AM broSdcast transmitter.

4. Identify the stages found in an FM b.rOadcast transmitter.
t:

5. Identify,the stages found in a television transmitting system.

,6. Select true statements,concerning the characteristics of antennas.

7. Calculate wavelength and antenna length.

hi
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TRANSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

I. Pro Vide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific,objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheet.

VI. Tour a transmitting lacility if possible.

VII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Objective sheet

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency ma§ters

. 1. TM 1--Continuous Wave Transmitter

2. TM 2--AM Transmitter

3. TM 3--FM Transmitter

4. TM,4--Television Transmitting System

Assignment Sheet #1--Calculate Wavelength and Antenna Length

E. AnsWers to assignment sheet

F. Test

G. Answers to test



TRANSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

BE II - 393

A. Transmitter-A deYite th-at cOnverts Messages into electrical signals which are
sent on a wire or radiated through space from an antenna

B. Modulatiori-The process by which the message signal is used to vary some
characteristic of a carrier signal, such as amplitude, frequency, or phase

P. AM (amplitude Modulation):-The process by which the message signal is
used to vary the amplitude of the carrier signal

D. FM (frequency rnodulation)--The process by which the message signal is
used to yary the frequency otthe_carriersignal

E. coi (continuous wave) trarismitter-the system for sendin message signal
by turning the RF carrier on and off

F. Broadcast transmitter (FM or AM) -The system for sending a message signal
by modulating the.RF carrier

G. Television transmitter--A system which uses FM to transmit the audio
message signal and AM to transmit the video message signal

H. Antenna--A device which radiates into space the power delivered to it
from the transmitter

RF--Radio frequency

I I. CW transmitter stages (Transparency 1)

A. RF oscillator

B. RFamplifier(buffer)

C. Power amplifier

AM broadcast transmitter stages (Transparency 2)

A. Audio amplifier

B. ModUlating signal amplifier

C. RE oscillator

D. Power amplifier

3 16
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INFORMATION SHEET

.FM broadcast transmitter stages (Transparency:3)

A. Audio amplifier

B. Crystal oscillator

C. Modulator

D. .Frequencymultiplies

E. Power amplifier

V. Television transmitting syStem stages (Transparency 4)

A. Sync generators

B. Camera and camera circuits

C. Video amplifier

D. Line and control amplifier

E. MOdulator

F. RF power amplifier

G. FM transmitter

VI. Antennas

A. Wavelength

1. Greek symbol lambda X

a X = c/f where c is the velocity of light in M/sec and f is frequency in

hertz; C = 3 x 108 m/sec; therefore, A = 3 x 108/f

(NOTE: X is in meters and f is the frequency in megahertz.)

B. Hertz antenna (Figure 1)

1. One-half wavelength long

2. Alsocalled a half-wave dipole antenna
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Does not need to be connected to an earth ground

f.
FIGURE

H
Marconi antenna (Figure 2)

1. A grounded antenna

II /2-11

/

BE It - 395

2. Length is "one=fourtb wave" or any odd multiple of-one-fourth- wave-
1-efigth

Antenoa 11110,

Earth's Surface

Reflected !triage t-110.

FIGURE 2

318



Continuous Wave Transmitter

Antenna

RF -Oscillator
RF Amplifier

(Buffer)
Power Amplifier

319

Block Diagram

320



))[
ophone

-Sound \. fves

321

AM Transmitter

Audio

Amplifier

Audio Signal

RF Oscillator

M ululating Signal

Amplifier

. .Audio Signal

Power Amplifier

Buffe;.

Antenna

RF Oscillations

Modulated

RF Wave

322



Crystal

Oscillator

Microphone

FM

Modulator

Audio
Amplifier

323

_CAu-

,Transmitter

X10

Frequency

Multipliers

Block Diagram

Power

Amplifier

Antenna

11111111...



4

video
Information

Sound

0 Te vision Transmitting System,

4

Camera

Cantera

Circuits

Video

Amplifier

Sync

Generators

Line &

Control

Amplifier

JM Transmif

Modulator

0

'

Antenna

RF

Power

Amplifier

Block Diagram



TRANgMITTE151S
UNIT XIII

/3BE I I - 405

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE WAVELENGTH AND ANTENNA LENGTH

1. alculate the wavelength (X) for a s gnal.

FreqUe'ncy = 1 MHz.),.

X = meters

2. Calculate the length of a marconi a d a hertz antenna.

(NOTE: There milLbe resonante at his frequency.)

a.. -Hertz antenna length = meters,

b. Marconi antenna length = meters

327



-TRANSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

ANSWERS TO ASSIG.NMENT SHEET

1. X = 300/1 = 300 meters

2. a. Hertz X/2 = 300/2 = 150 meters

b. Marconi = X/4 = 300/4 75 meters

If

BE II - 407



TRANSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the, right with their definitions.

BE 11 - 409

a. A device that converts messages into electrical
signals which are sent on a wire or radiated
th rough space from an antenna

b. the process b'y which the message signal
is used to vary some characteristic of a
Carrier signal, such as amplitude, frequency,
or phase

c. The process by which the message signal
is used to vary the'frequency of the carrier
signal

d. The process by which the message Signal
is used to yary the amplitude of the carrier
signal

_ e. ,The system for sending a hiessage signal
6y-turning the RF_carrier on and off

f. The system for sending a- message signal
by modulating the RF carrier

g. A system which uses FM to transmit the
audio message Signal and AM to transmit
the video mesSage signal

h. A device which radiates into space the power
delivered to it from the transmitter

I. 'Radio frequency

1. Antenna

2. Modulation

3. CW transmitter

4. AM

5. Broadcast
transmitter

6. FM

7. Television
transmitter

8:, Transmitter

RF
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2. Identify the stages found in-ihe following CW transmitter.

Antenna

3. Ideritify the stages found-in The following AM broadcast transmitter.

Microphone

/ Key

Buffer
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4. identify the stages found in..the following FM transmitter.

Microphone

a. C.

e.

d.

Antenna

5. Identify the stages found in the following television transmitting system.

Video
Information4"

9

a.

b.

C.

b. C.

a.

d.

a.

e.

Antenna

f.

g.

d.

e.

3"31
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6. Select true statements concerning the characteristics of anten -ai'by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

a. The Greek symbol lambda eqAls c/f where c is the velocity of light in
m/sec and -1- is frequency in hertz

b. The-hertz antenna is also called a full-wave dipole antenna

c. The hertz antenna does not need to be connected to an earth ground

d. The, Marconi antenna is a grounded antenna

e. The ,Marconi antenna is "one-fourth wave" or any odd- multiple of one-
fourtil wavelength

7. Calculate wavelength and antenna length.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask.your instructor
when it should be completed.)
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TRXNSMITTERS
UNIT XIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 8 e. 3 I. 9
b. 2 f. 5
c. 6 9.-- 7
d. 4 h. 1

2. a. RF oscillator,
b. RF amplifier
c. Powbr amplifier

3. a. Audio arriplifier
b. Modulating sigrial amRlifier
c. RF oscillator
d. Power amplifier

4. a. Audio amplifier
b. Crystal oscillator

Modulator'-
d. . frequency multipliers
e. Power amplifier

5. a. Sync generators
b. Camera and camera,circuits
c. Video amplifier
d. Line and control amplifier
e. Modulator
f. RF power-amplifier
g. FM transmitter

6. a, c, d, e

7. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

333
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RECEIVERS
UNIT XIV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion pf this unit, the student should be able to locate and identify the major
stages of AM and FM receivers. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing
the procedures outlined in the job sheet-and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit-the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to receivers with the correct definitions.

2. Identify the,stages in an AM superheterodyne receiver..

3. Identify the stages in an .FM receiver.

4. Select the frequency ranges for AM and M 6roadcast st2+ions.

5. Select.true statements concerning the responsibilities of the FCC.

6. Select true statements concerning the RF amplifier stage in AM and FM receivers.

7. State the output frequencies of the mixer stage given the frequency of the RF
signal and the local oscillator frequency.

81 Select true statements concerning the IF amplifier stage of AM and -FM receivers.

9. Select true statements concerning the AM detector stage.

10. Select true statements concerning the liMiter stage in an FM receiver.

11. Select true statements concerning an FM detection circuit.

12. Demonstrate the ability to focate and identify the major stages of AM/FM
receivers.

3 3 4
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RECEIVERS
UNIT XIV

- SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide sludent with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information-and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV, Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet:

VI. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheet.

VI I. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATER1ALS,

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1--AfikSuperheterodyne Receiver Block Diagram

2. TM 2FM Receiver Block Diagram

D. Job Sheet #1Locate and Identify the Major Stages of AM/FM Receivers

E. Tast

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. The Radio Amateur's. Handbook. Hartford, CT: American Radio Relay
League, 1962.

B. DeFrance, J.J. Communications Electronics Circuits. New York: Holt,
Rinehaillfflinston Publishing Co., 1966.

7030
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RECEIVERS
UNIT XIV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

9E11- 419"

A. Receiver--Selects a particular signal that is present on an antenna, removes
the carrier frequency, and amplifies the message signal enough to drive a load
(speaker or headphones)

B. AM receiver-A receiver designed to receive an amplitude-modulated signal

C. FM (frequency modulated) receiver-A receiver designed to receive a
frequency-modulated signal

D. Selectivity-The abilify of a receiver to select one signal and reject all others

E. Sensitivity--The ability of a receiver to amplify a small Mgnal

F. RF frequencies-Those frequencies designated as carrier frequencies'for radio-
systems (3 kilohertz to 3,000,000 megahertz)

0

G. local oscillator-Stage which prOduces an unrnodulated variable RF signal

H. Mixer-Modulates or heterodynes the RF signal from the anteikna (RF
amplifier) with the local oscillator RF signal

L IF (intermediate frequency)--The frequency that results from mixing an
RF signil from the amplifier with the local oscillator RF signal; it is then
amplified by the IF amplifier

J. Detector-Stage in a-receiver that separates 'me IF Jrequency from the
message signal

(NOTE: A detector is also called a demodulator.)

K. Audio amplifier--The amplifier designed to amplify the message portion
of the signal'

L. Limiter--Removes or clips the upper and lower amplitude portions of the
sighal waveshape which removes most of the noise in an FM'receiver

M. Discriminator-Separates the IF from the message signal in an FlWreceiver

N. AVC/AGC. (automatic volume/gain contropIncreases the gain of a receiver
when the signal becomes weak and decreases the .gain of the receiver when
the signal becomes strong

0. AFC (automatic frequency control)--Assures a constant IF center fre-
quency by keeping the local oscillator frequency separated from the RF
amplifier signal by a fixed amount in-FM receivers

336
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INFORMATION SHEET

a
ConverterStage which combines both local oscillator and mixer stages
into one.stage

II. Stages in an AM superheterodyne-receiver (Transparency 1)

A. Antenna

. B. RF amplifier

C. Mixer

D. Local oscillator

E. IF amplrfier

F. Detector

G. Audio amplifier

H: Speaker

r. Stages in an FM receiver (Transparency 2)

A. Antenna

B. RF amplifier

C. Mixer

D. Local oscillator'

E. Wide band IF amplifier

F. Limiter

G. Discriminator

H. AF amplifier

\ I. Speaker

IV. \ AM and FM broadcast station,frequency. ranges

A. AM=-535 kilohertz to 1605 kilohertz

B. FM-88 megahertz to 1,08 megahertz

V. FCC '(,e'Cleral Communication Commission) responsibilities

A. LiCenses broadcast stations and station operators

B. Assighs broadcast frequencies

\
C. Regulates operation of broadcast stations

\
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. RF amplifier stage inAM and FM receivers
.

A. Se lectk one carrier frequency

B. Variable tuning,.

C. Operates over`a widefrequency _range

D. Lower gain than an amplifier designed for one specific frequency

F. May be omitted from inexpensive receivers

VI I. Mixer output frequencies

A. RF frequendy

B. Local oscillator frequency

C. LiScal oscillator frequency minus RF frequency

D. Local oscillator frequency plus RF frequency

BE 11 - 421

Example: If RF = 760 kilohertz and the local oscillator signal is '1216
kilohertz, the output from the' mixer 'will consist of four
different frequencies: (1) 760 kilohertz, (2) 1216 kilohertz,
(3) 1976 kilohertz, and (4) 456'kilohertz

VI II. IF amplifier stage in AM and FM receivers

A. Tuned to IF frequency kilohertz

B., Amplifies a narrow band of frequencies

C. Generally consists of two or three stages of ampliflaation

IX. NV1-dete ctor stage
,

iA. Eliminates either the positive or the negative half of the carrier

B. Filfers out the RF component leaving only the message waVeform

X. / Limiter st'age in an FM receiver.

A. Removes the amplitudemodulation

B. Limits the signal to a constant amplitude

C. Removes most of the noise from the FM signal

Xl. FM detection circuit
>

A. Known as a descriminator or ratio detector

B. Output i$ a function of frequency variation
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AM Superheterodyn-p..Receiver
f ,Block Piagram

VAntenna

(540-1600KHz) r--- .1 (455 kHZ).
r

Rf IF
Amplifier Mixer

_

r 995 20551
KHz kHz J

.4inh,40).

RF Signal
Local

Oscillator.

Sp\eaker-

(20.20000H2)(20.26000HzN

Audio
Amplifier.Detector

(NOTE : When oscillaior and mixer are
combined into one stage the result
is called a converter.) co
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Receiver Block Diagram
Antenna

(88-108 MHz)

RF

Ampliffer

-1V1ixer

( 98.7118.7 MHz}

Local

Oscillator

111111
111111

3 41

Speaker

(20-20000120-20000
(10.7MHz) (10.7MHz) Hz Hz

Wide Band
IF,

Arhplifier
Limiter

-44foi21139

Discrim

inator
AF

Amplifier

3 4 2



RECEIVERS
UNIT XIV

JOB S,HEET #1--LOCATE AND I DENTIFy THE
MAJOR STAGES OF AM/FM=RECEIVERS

BE II - 427

Tools and eOUiprpent

A. An available AM/FM receiver

. B. Schematic diagrani for the receiver (FigUre 1)

(NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: If the Class is constructing a receiver kit, use
the kit schematic and the kit for this job sheet.)

II. Procedure

A. Locate the power supply section in your receiver schematic

B. Determine the type of power supply used by the receiver, full-wave, half-
wave, doubler, or some other type

C. Locate the power amplifier (audio amplifier) section of the-receiver

D. Identify the detector section on your schematic

(NOTE: The stage preceeding the power amplifier is the detector.)

E. Locate the IF ethplifier of your receiver and determine how many stages
of amplification there are in the IF section

F. Locate the mixer and the local oscillator or the converter

G. Locate the AVC/AGC.section

H. Locate the RF amplifier stage

(NOTE: All receivers may not-have an RF amplifier section.)

I. Identify each of the above sections of the receiver that you found on the
schematic by locating it in the receiver"

(CAUTION: DO NOT plug in the receiver.)

J. Locate the antenna of your receiver

34j



A Typical
AM Receiver
Schematic

I I RFIIII

"I(I NNAt I

CI 2A

1

0.76V

1

CONVERTER

R2

For Transfonnerkss Phase
Inverter. substitute the
schematic below at point A

(

L3

Cl 28

tH

Figure 1

1.2
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06V

R5,

4V5L

Q2
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C3
R6 R7
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t

1
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FR8
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>

L5

Q3
2nd I-F

RIO

110
Q4

DETAVC

2

QS, Q6
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-.26V
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RI2 R13 R14
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0.1
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RI S R16

Q7
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11.

a
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-0.17$ V

R18

+ R70
C8

Q8
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-3V
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RI9
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RECEIVERS
UNIT XIV

ME

TEST

1. Match the-terms on the rightwith, the correct definitions,

a. Separates the IF from the message signal
in an FM receiver

b. A receiver designed to receive a frequency-
modulated signal

c. The ability of a receiVer to amplify a small
signal

d. Stage in a receiver that separates the IF
frequency from the message signal

e. The amplifier designed to-amplify the message
portion of the signal

f. Removes Of clips the upper and loI,Ver
amplitude portions of the signal waveshape
which removes most of the noise in an FM
receiver

g. Assures a constant IF center frequency
by -keePing the local oscillator frequency
separated from the RF amplifier signal by a
fixed amount in FM receivers

h. Stage which produces an unmodulated vari-
able .RF signal

i. Modulates or heterodynes the RF signal
from the antenna with the !Oat ostillator
RF signal

j. The frequency that results -from mixing
an RF signal from the amplifier with the
local osCillator RF signal; it is then-amplified
by the IF amplifier

k. Selects a particular signal,that, is present on an
antenna, removes the cairier frequency, and
amplifies the message signal amp to drive,a
load ""rlir

I. Stage which combines both local osciilator
and mixer stages into onestage

1. Detector

2. AEC

3. I E

4. tN1 receiver

5. /Mixer

6. AM receiver

Limiter

8. Discriminator

9. Selectivity

10. Audio amplifier

11. RF frequencies

12. AVC/AGC

13. Local oscillator

14. Receiver

15. Sensitiyity

16. Converter
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m. The ability of a receiver to select one signal
and reject all others

n.. A receiver designed tO receive an amplitude-
----m-odu Ca techignal

o. Those frequencies designated as carrier .
frequencies for radio systems

p.I.Increases the gain of a receiver when the
s,ignal becomes yveak and decreases the gain of /
the receiver when the signal becomes strong

2. Identify the stages in the AM superheterodyne receiver in the block diagram below.

b. rip C.

d.

e.

a. e.

b.

C.

f.

v

d. h.

f. g;
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3. identify the stages in the FM receiver in the blodk diagram below.

b.

d.

C. e.

-

f.

a. e.

b. f.

C.

d.

g. h.

BE II - 431

4. Select 'the frequency ranges-. for AM and FM broadcast stations from the list given
below by writing AM or.FM in the approPriate blanks. .

a. 20 hertz to 20 kilohertz

b. 88 megahertz to 108 megahertz

c. 30 megahertz to 300 megahertz

d. 535 kilohertz to 1605 kilohertz

5. Select 'true statements concerning the responsibilities of the FCC by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

a. Licenses broadcast stations

b. Licenses statiOn operators

c. Assigns broadcast frequencies

d. Regulates operation of broadcast stations

348 \
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6. Select true statements concerning the RF amplifier stage in AM and FM receivers
by placing an "X" ki the appropriate blanks.

a..Amplifies_onalrequency_wittLveLy_high-ga in

b. Variableturning

c. Must be included in all receivers

d. Selects one carrier frequency

e. Operates over a wide frequency range

1. State the output frequencies of a mixer stageif the RF signal frequency is 930 kilo-
hertz and the local oscillator frequency is 1386 kilohertz.

a.

b.

c.

d.

kilohertz

kilohertz

kilohertz

kilohertz

8. Select true statements concerning the IF amplifier stage in AM and FM receivers
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Generally consists of two or three sieges of amplification

b. Single stage amplifier

c. Tuned-to-IF-frequency-kilohertz

d. Variable frequency tuning

e. Amplifies a wide band offrequencies

9. Select true statements concerning the AM detector stage by placing an "X" n the
appropriatet ianks.

a. Eliminates both the positive and negative half of the carrier

b. Eliminates-either the positive or the-negative turf of the carrier

c. Filters out the4RF component leaving only the message waveform

d. Filters out both the RF component and the message waiieform

10:. Select true statements concerning the limiter stage in an FM receiver by placing an
in the appropriate blanks.. -

a. Removes the amplitude modulation

b. Separates audio signal from RP scanner signal

c. Limits the signal to a constant amplitude

d. Removes most of the noise from the FM signal

3 4



11. Select true statement concerning an FM detection circuit by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blAks.

a. Known as a discriminator

b. Also called a ratio detector

c. Output is a iunCtion of frequency 'variation

12. Demonitrate the ability to locate and identify the major stages of AM/FM receivers.

(NOTE: -lf-this-activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask yogi. instructor
"when it should be completed.)
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RECE IVE RS
ONITXIV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 8 P
b. 4 j. 3
c. 15 k. 14
d. 1- I. 16
e. 10 m. 9

f. 7 n. 6
g. 2 o. 11

h. 13 p. 12

2. a. Antenrta
b. RF amplifier

..c.- Mixer
d. Local oscillator
e. IF amplifier

Detector'
g. Audio amplifier
h. Speaker

3. a. Antenna
b. RF amplifier
c. Mixer
d. Lotal oscillator
e. Wide band IF amplifier

sf. Limiter
9. Discriminator

4 h: AF amplifier
i. Speaker

4. b. FM d. AM

5. a, b, c, d

6. b, d, e

7. Answer must show the folloXing four frequencies; order makes no differeke.

a. 2316 kilohertz (sum)
b. 456 kilohertz (difference)
c. 930 kilohe,-*-e. ;R! )
d. 1386 kilohertz (Local oscillator)

8. a, c

9. la, c nr

10. a, c, d

11. a, b, c

12. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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BE II - 437

E ECTRON TUBES
CJNIT:XV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be ablecto identify schematic symbols for
basic vacuum tubes and special tubes,\ identify typical characteristic curves for various
eledtron tubes, and construct and test a \vacuurn tube diode circuit. This knowledge will be
evidenced by correctly performing the4procedures outlined jn the job sheet and,py scoring
85 percent on the unit test.

oft

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of th's Unit, the student shouy be able to:

1. Match terms r lated to electroP tubes with their 'correct definitions.

2. Identify the shematic symb/pIs for diodes, triodes, pentodes, tecrodes, beam-
power tubes, and thyratrons.

3. Label the pin nu\TIbers given the bottom views of tubes.
I , %.

;4. Identify typical c jiaracteristi p curves for diode, triode, and pentode vacuum tubes.

5. Demonstrate the ability to construct and test a vacuum tube diode rectifier.

a
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F. An wers Jo test

References\ RCA Receiving Tube 11;lanual. Harrison, N.J.: Radio Corporation
of Ameri a, I 73.

I.
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E L Ea-RON-TUBES
UNIT XV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Proyide stUdent with objeciive sheet..

PI;O'vide student with information and job sheets.

Make transparencies.

Iy,.. DiscuSs unit andzpecific objectives:

V. Discuss inkrmation sheet.

VI. Demoristrateand discuss the procedures outlined in the job sheet.

Vi I. Show various types of tubes.

VIII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Inciuded in this unit:

A. Objective sheet'

B. Information sheet

C. Tr.ansparency masters

1. TM 1 -:Schematic Symbols for Diodes

2. TM 2Schematic Symbol for Triodes ,

3. TM 3--Schematic Symbol for Tetrodes

4. TM 4--Schematic Symbol for Pentodes

5. TM 5--Schematic Symbol for Beam-Power Tubes

6. TM 6--Schematic Symbol for Thyratrons

T. TM 7Diode Characteristic Curve

TM 8Triode Characteristic Curve

-9. TM 9Pentode Characteristic Curve

D. Job Sheet #1Construct and Test a Vacuum Tube,Diode Rectifier
.
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ELECTRON TUBES
UNIT XV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Ternis and definitions

A. Electrodes--The basic internal parts of a vacuum tube, usually consisting of
cathodes, grids, and plates

B. CathodeThe electrode which emits electrons

(NOTE: The cathode is, siniilarto an emitter.)

C. Grid--The electrode which controls' electron flow

D. PlateTheelectrode which attracts electrons

E. PinsConductors used to connect the tube's electrodes to external circuits

F. Diode (vacuum tube)--An electronic tube that has two electrodes, a cathode
and a plate ,

(NOTE: It serves the same function as a solid state diode.)

G. FilamentA directly-heated cathode

H. HeaterA small conducting wire which indirectly heats the cathode

I. TriiideA vacuum tube containing three electrodes: cathode, plate, and
control grid

J. Control gridThe- grid nearest the cathode in a vacuum tube which has
the greatest control over electron flow

Interelectrode capacitanceCapacitance between any two electrodes in
a vacuum tube

(NOTE; Plate t& grid capacitance, Cgp; plate to cathode capacitance, Cpk;
grid-to cathode caPaditance, Cgki

L. TetrodeA tube with four electrodes: Cathode, control grid, screen grid, and
plate -

M, Screen gridA grid placed between the plate:and the control grid in a tetrode
which helps te reduce the effects of :interelectrode capacitance

,
N. - Secondary emissonImpact emission of electrons from the plate ,caused

by high speed collisions-of cathode-eMitted electrons with the plate

PentodeA tube with five electrodes: cathode, control grid, screen grid,
sbppressor grid, and plate
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'INFORMATION SHEET

P. Suppressor grid--Grid placed between -the1 plate and the screen grid in ,a
pentode which reduces,the effect of"secOndary emission

Q. Beam-power tube--A tube designed so hat the electrons flow in concen-
trated beams from the cathode through the grids to the plate

/
R. Multiunit tube--A tube in which the eletrodes of two or more tube types are

placed jin the same envelope
N /

S. Gas t be-An electron tube which: has the electrodes enclosed in a gas-filled
enveldpe

T. Vaculim tube-An electron tube hiich- has the electrodes enclosed in an
evacui'ated envelope

/
i

i
U. ThNiratron-A gas-filled tube that Lises a grid to initiate the ionizing process of

the
/

gas
a

V. Tliermionic emission-The ,"bo ling off" of electrons frOm the cathode
bt thermal excitation

W. Envelope-Enclosure, usually g ass, around the electrode of a vacuum'tube
1

II. Scherllatic symbols for tubes

A. iode (Transparency 1)

B. Triode (Transparency 2)

C. Tetrode (Transparency 3)

D. entode (Transparency 4)

E. B am power tube (Transpairency 5)

F. Th ratron (Transparency 6)

Tube pin \lumbers

A. Seven pin tube

BottOm View of

B. Eight pin tube (octal)
Bottom View of Tube



C. Twelve pin cOmpactim
Bottom View of Tube

,

INFORMATION SHEET

,IV. Typical characteristic curves

'A. Diode (Transparency 7)

B. Triode (Transparency 9)

C. Pentode (Transparency 9)

D. Nine pin tube
Bottorn View of Tube

35 7
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Schematic Symbols for Diodes

Directly Heated

Filament

Plate

Indirectly Heated

Cathode :

Heater

m°1

\
35a
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Schematic Symbol for Triodes

7

3 6
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Schematic Symbol for Tetrodes

7.1

3

TM 3



Schematic Symbol for Pentodes

Control
Grid

OMNI SEW 111=10

MM. =MD MM.

iMMII MM.

Plate

Cathode

362.
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Suppressor
Grid

.Screen
Grid

Heater



Schematic Symbol

for Beam Pmer Tubes

Screen
Grid

BE 11 - 453

Beam Forming
Plates

Control Grid

Cathode

Heater



Schematic Symbol for Thymtrons

Contro
Grid Designates

Gas.Filled
Envelope

Plate

BE II -455

Cathode

Thyratron

3 64
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Plate
Current
In ma

Diode Characteristic Curve
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Triode Characteristic Curve
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entode Characteristic Curve
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ELECTRON TUBES
UNIT XV

JOB SHEET #1--CONSTRUCT AND TEST A VACUUM
TUBE DIODE RECTIFIER

I. Tools and equipment and materials

A. Variable AC power supply (e.g. Variac)

B. Multimeter

C. Oscilloscope

D. 6.3 Volt filament power supply

E. Vacuum diode type 6AX5 or equivalent. ,

F. Octal type socket

G. Graph paper
.

H. 1-10K resistor, 5W

II. Procedure

A. Connect:the circuit shown below

(NOTE: Small numerals indicate pin numbers.)

Variable
AC Power

Supply

,

220S2,

-

BE II - 463

(CAUTION: Do not turn on the power supply until jiour instructor has
checked your wiring.)

B. Turn on the filament power supply and let the tube warm up for approxi-.
mately two minutes

C. Adjust the AC power supply for 110 volts as indicated on the multimeter

D. Connect the oscilloscope across the AC power supply and adjust the oscillo-,
scope controls until approximately two cycles appear on the screen

E. Make a sketch of the waveshape indicating the height of the waveshape .

showrt on the oscilloscope

.--

37
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Vin
(Volts)

JOB SHEET #1

F. Without adjusting the scope coritrors, move the leads across the resistor

G. Make a sketch of the waveshape indicating the height.of the waveshape
shown on the oscilloscope

H. Compare the two sketches made in parts F arid H

I. Using the, multimeter, measure the DC voltage output across the resistor

(NOTE: Be. sure to observe proper polarity.)

J. Check your, results and sketches with your instructor

DATA TABLE

(V Its)

4.4 0

Time Time
(m sec.) (th. sec.)

Measured DC Output Voltage

`)

4

484
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ELECTRMN TUBES
UNIT XV

NAME

TEST'

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. The basic internal parts of a vacuum tube,
usually consisting of cathodes, grids, and
plates

b. The electrode which emits electrons

c. The electrode which controls electron flow

d. The electrode which attracts electrons

e. Conductors used to connect the tube's
electrbdes to external circuits

f. An electronic tube that has two -electrodes, a
cathode and a plate

g. A directly-heated cathode

h. A srriall conducting wire which indirectly
heats the cathode

I. A vacuum tube containing three electrodes:
cathode, plate, and control grid

j. The grid nearest, the Cathode in a vacuum
tube which has the greatest contrOl" over
electron flow

k. Capacitance between any two electrodes
in a vacuum tube.

I. A tube with four electrodes: cathode, control
grid, screen grid, and plate '

m. A grid placed between the -plate and the
control grid in a tetrode which helps to
reduce -the effects of interelectrode capaci-
tance

n. Impact emission of electrons from the, plate
caused by high speed collisions of cathode-
emitted el5trons with the plate

3 73

1. Diode

2. Triode

3. Tetrode

4. Pentode

5. thyratron

6. Electrodes

7. G rid

8. Plate

9. Interelec-
trode capaci-
tance

10. Gas tube

11. Cathode

12. Pins

13. Filament

14. Heater
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o. A tube with five electrodes: cathode, control
grid, screen_ grid, suppressor grid, and plate

p. Grid placed between the plate and the screen
grid in a pentode which reduces the effect of
secondary emission

q. A tube designed so that the electrons flow in
concentrated beams from the cathode
through the grids to the plate

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

r. A tube in which the electrodes of two or 21,
-more tube types a_r_e_placed--in--the-sanie-

22.

s. An electron tube which has the electrodes 23.
enclosed in a ps:filled envelope

t. An electron tube which has the electrodes
enclosed in an evacuated envelope

u. A gas-filled tube that uses a grid to initiate the
ionizing.process of the gas -

v. The nboiliiig 'off" of electrons from the
cathode by thermal excitation

w. Enclosure, usually glass, around the electrode
of a vacuum tube

Multiunit tube

Envelope

Vacuum tube

Thermionic emission

Beam-power tube

Screen grid

_Suppressor grid

Secondary emission

Control grid

2. Identify the schematic symbols for diodes, triodes, pentodes, tetrodes, beam-power
tubes, and thyratrons from the schematics that-follow.

a. b.

d. 14*

c.

e. t.



, 3. Label the pin numbers of the tubes shown below.

a. b.

C. d.

111.

BE l - 467

4. laentify typical characteristics curves for the diode, triode, cid pentode vacuum tubes
shown in the diagrams that follow.

25

20

2

a.

50 100 .151) 200 250 300

Ep Volts
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-1k4

00

124:

10
Plate

- Current 16

In ma .12

b.

8

4:

0

.

7.

6

Ooint of
'Saturation

+20 +40 +,60 +80 +100

12

10

8

cl) 6

4

EG = 180 Volts
EG1 =.

PAIP

APAP-

ME'
r.e.r-

_

50 100 150 200 250 300

5. Demonstrate the ability to construct and test a vacuum tube diode rectifier.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instructor "
when it should be completed.)
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ELECTRON TUBES
UNIT XV

ANSWE RS Td TEST

6 9,. 13 m. 20 s. 10
11 h. 14 n. 22 t. 17
7 i. 2 o. 4 u. 5
8 j. 23 p. 21 v. 18
12 k. 9 a. 19 w. 16.
1 1. 3 r. 15

2. a. Pentode
b. Diode
C. Tetrode
d. Triode ,

e. Beam-power tube
f. Thyratron

3. a.

C.

4. a. Pentode
b. Diode
C. Triode

. b.

d.

5. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction OUthe instructor


